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EDITORIALCOMMENT

JEM 5 focuses on contempory issues in educationalledership, management and

policy.The technical hitches that struck at the core of the journal are things of the

past now. Take time and feed yourself\vith the academic meat provided by our

contributors in this edition.

The computer has become a household name in our times and takes centre place

in academic pedagogy and social interactions. Its use in the university set-up

needs no emphasis, and indeed no university today will dare without the

computer, else it would be shol11 ofthe goodies ofour modern infonl1ation system.

As a nascent technology in our institutions, Bosu delves into the use of the

computer in three oldest public universities in Ghana - University of Ghana,

Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Kumasi and the

University ofCape Coast. Ghanaian public universities are still in the rudimental

phase of the use of the computer, therefore access to the computer, that is its

availability and the skills in the use of the computer engage the attention of

management in the universities for the effective and efficient human resource

development in our universities.

One of the sizzling issues in the education system of Ghana has been distance

education. Although not new to Ghana, and especially with the involvement of

the w1iversities, distance education in Ghana is going through a renaissance,

awakening the interest of many to make them abreast with trends in education

globally. Ossei-Anto examines the practice of Open, Distance and Flexible

Education in selected universities abroad and how it is perceived and operates in

Ghana. Like Bosu. Ossei-Anto stresses the singular need of university graduates

and teachers at all levels of education in Ghana to be adequately trained and

versed in the use of the computer as one the ,val's to enhance distance education.

One Greek philosopher said "everything is a flux; nothing abides; you cannot

step in the same river twice". On a similar note, Dzinyela notes the paucity of

initial training in preparing the teacher for life-long education. No one can enter

ajob and remain in it for years with their skills unchanged. They will surely suffer

atrophy and demise. As institutions expand and grow and become complex so

should the staff in the organization, - government, school and others - be given

adequate and viable knowledge to~make them effective in the attainment of the

1lI



organizational goals. The importance of in-service education in Ghana, its nature

and the problems that bedeviled in-service education in Ghana have been

examined in this work.

Oguntimehin assesses the adequacy of the modules and the achievement of the

objectives of the National Teachers Institute's (NTI) Nigeria Celtificate in

Education (NeE) programme in Ogul1 State. Doubts have been expressed in

Nigeria about the efficacy ofNTI distant learning programme and the quality of

the NeE that goes with it. There is no gainsaying the fact that the availability of

the requisite textbooks and other instructional materials in conjunction with

adequately prepared and committed teachers contributes immensely to the

attainment ofcurriculum objectives.

Studies have generally shown that high labour turn-over is associated with

risingjob dissatisfaction. Akintayo tests four hypotheses on the impact of labour

turn-over on organisational effectiveness in selected industries in Lagos, Nigeria.

In doing so, strategies for keeping labour turn-over in its barest minimum in

organisations have been suggested. Lessons from industry could equally be

applied to education.

In a similar vein, Akinatayo and Babajide examine the impact of organisational

treatment on job satisfaction in selected tertiary institutions in Nigeria. In

organisations such as tertiary institutions, certain factors do exist that either

enhance or impede workers'job satisfaction. Akintayo and Babajide also explore.

how organisational treatment - fairness of selection and recruitment procedures,

interpersonal treatment and other factors - affect workers' attitude to work.

Recommendations that wiIl enhance work satisfaction and attitude to work have

been made.

The saga of how not to govern a university well is taken up by Kuu-ire. Leaders

make efforts to organise and lead in such a way that the org(l1J1isational goals are

achreved, but for a leader of a tertiary institution to decide not to govern the

institution well should be an alt to be learnt. Kuu-ire evaluates how people in

authority in universities use discretto·J13(Y power over co'Fl'eaglffes arrd their

commitment to operate within the ambience of the statutes of the university.

Cel1ain grey areas that often bother managers of universities al'e discussed and

ways for mitigating the effect of these factors have been suggested.
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Competency-based training requires the worker to exhibit a wide range of skills

which are specific, flexible and adaptable in order to meet the challenges of the

ever changing global economy and technology. Polytechnic education in Ghana

is quandary. particularly as they have turned tertiary. How could the Civil

Engineering Department ofthe Takoradi Polyteclmic in Ghana reposition itself to

meet the challenges of the changing occupational structures? Apori and Nkrumah

investigate how the department could improve the efTectiveness of the existing

mechanisms in the institution and maximize the effectiveness of Polytechnic

industry collaborations.

Agyenim-Boateng has the hunch that despite the widespread use of performance

appraisal in industry and occupational hierarchies little is available in literature

concerning the perceptions and experiences of universities in developing

countries on performance appraisal. Employees from four public universities in

Ghana are used for the study to ascertain the veracity of the existing performance

appraisal systems in use in the universities. The study concludes that universities.

through performance appraisal, should treat their employees as treasured

resources strategically managed towards the attainment of improved employee

performance and the effectiveness of the universities as well.

Another area in the education system of Ghana that has attracted public debate

over the years is the language policy, There have been changes and counter

changes on the language policy: the use of English as the lingua franca and as

the medium of instruction in the education system of Ghana: Even more

overarching is the issue ofwhen to start using English as the medium ofinstruction

in Ghanaian schools - whether to start from day one v..-hen the child steps into

the school or to wait for a while for English to be taught in school till after the first

three years in school. Should Ghana vouch for bilingualism or adopt a uni

lingual perspective? Ankomah delves into the language dilemma and the

encompassing related issues of teacher quantity and quality in the language

areas and attitudes shown towards the study and use of the local language in

Ghana.

Finally. Odmo and Dawson-Erew swim into the arena ofquality in basic education

in Ghana. There is an indispensable espousal between quality education and

quality leadership in basic schools. In competences and competencies for primary

school leadership practice, Oduro and Dawson-Brew succinctly show that the

v



head teacher of a primary school should necessarily exhibit certain leadership

competences that translate into the development of appropriate classroom and

school level leadership to facilitate teaching and learning. Indicators of

competences have been discussed from the perspectives of industrialized and

Ghanaian societies. The dicey issue of contrast between competences and

competencies is also highlighted from western and Ghanaian perspectives.

Thus whetted, come along with us on a journey through contemporary issues in

education in this part of our world. You are welcome to insightful readings.

Very Rev. KodwoArko-Boham

AgEditor.
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R. S. Bosu

Journal of Educational
Management Vol. 5. (1-13)
November 2008

UTILIZATION OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN PUBLIC
UNIVERSITIES IN GHANA: IMPLICATIONS FOR

MANAGEMENT

The trend of technology use in
education has not been the same
everywhere. Some countries have
moved faster than others and even
within countries, districts have moved
at different rates. Although some
educators assume educational
technology is a recent development,
it is clear that whatever form or
direction educational technology may
take, it has a long continuous history
that began in ancient times (Saettler,
1990). Rapid changes and
improvements in computer
technology are occurring everyday
and they are becoming beneficial to
almost every sector of the society.

Introduction

Computer technology refers primarily
to the use of computers to access
information, communicate, support
instruction and assist in the
accomplishment of administrative
and managerial tasks in educational
institutions. The effective use of
computer technology depends upon
its availability and the skills ofusers.
Computer technology is paramount in
improving teaching and leaming in
educational institutions.

Absstact

The findings suggest that universities could

improl'e the amilabilif); access and skills

in the use ofrelemllltechnologies as part

of their staff developmelll programmes.

Progress could be monitored by current

accreditation programmes.

Computers \I'ere generally Gl'ailable for

both lecturers aild administrators 10 use.

Availabilil\' and access to technolog:1' did

not differ significantlv berweenuni\'ersities.

Academic staffused computers mainlyfor

preparing lecture notes or reports while

administrators used them mainly for

preparing memos and reports. Fifl1'-fi\'e

percent of lecturers and 58'k of

administrators reported lOll' or moderate

skills in the use ofcomplllers. A majority of

the respondents obtained their skills

through self wition rather than formal

tuition.

This study investigated computer

technology for instructional and

administrative use in public universities in

Ghana. Self-administered questionnaires

\-I'ere distribwed to 450 academic staffand

98 administrators in three Ghanaian public

universities: the Uni1'ersity ofCape Coast

(UCC), the Uni1'ersity ofGhana (UG), and

Kwame Nknrmah Uni\'eJ"sit)" ofScience and

Technologv (KNUST).
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Educational institutions are bound to
join this technological revolution. in
order to keep up with the pace of~he
computer age and, benefit from it.

The introduction of new
technologies and their use in
educational settings bring about
changes in the waythings are done
within educational institutions.
According to Charp (1998), the
Internet and interactive computer
based multimedia capabilities are
transform ing educational
institutions and the way teachers
teach and students learn. She
observed that, although training of
new teachers to use technology is
still not widespread, a large number
ofeducators do use technology and

technology is motivating as

teachers become more

comfoliable with its use.

Studies have further shown that
technology can improve and make
teaching and learning more
effective. For instance, one study
conducted showed that the use of
technology at the University of
lIlinois improved communications
with students, provided active
learning, and enabled students to
become involved in learning how
to use new tools (Sumner &
Hostetler, 1999). Technology in
education provides an array oftools
for acquiring information and

2

increasing access to succes-sful
learning (Dwyer 1994). The
appropriate use of computer
technology can improve teachers'
skills and knowledge, enhance the
achievement of all students and
improve school administration and
management. Kulik and Kulik
(1991), for instance, found that
software incorporating self-paced
instruction improved the speed of
learning and student achievement
consistently by 20%.

There are many factors that can
deter or enhance the use of
computer technology in schoois.
The factors may be economic,
cultural, physical or personal.
Technology can be expensive and
an institution may not be
economically capable of acquiring
technology devices and facilities.
Factors that inf1uence technology
use especially in higher educational
institutions include the
incompatibi lity of technology and
organizations' capability and skills,
available support for technology
use and environmental factors
(Sumner & Hostetler, 1999). In
order for technology to be utilized
effectively, a technological
infrastructure must exist, and the
~pecific technology being
mtroduced needs to be compatible
with experiences and values of
potential users. These issues are

Bosu
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important to consider if technology
can be used more effectively.

In Ghana, government support to
the public universities as well as
other tertiary institutions continues
to decline in the face of the
continuing increase in operating
cost per student and the sharp
increase in the demand for tertiary
education. Higher education in
Africa is facing a critical challenge
to meet new demands for the 21 st

century 'vvith its ever-increasing
population growth (Darkwa &
Mazibuko, 2000). As more people
seek access to higher education,
academic courses are being
diversified to meet increased
enrolments and to satisfy
manpower needs. In the process,
educational institutions have
become larger and more complex,
but at the same time resources to
provide infrastructure have become
more difficult to obtain. Since
computer technology is an
important resource in any growing
educational institution, it is
important that it is used effectively
to aid in achieving educational
goals.

Overall, with computer technology,
tasks could be accomplished more
effectively and efficiently and
should therefore be integrated in

any education plan (Picciano

2002). However. there are
challenges in its ~se including
acquiring and maintaining
equipment usually at great cost;
providing appropriate infrastructure;
and training staff to use the
technologies as they are introduced
into the educational system.

Statement of the Problem

In spite of its educational
importance, the availability and
extent of use of computer
technology in Ghanaian public
universities have not been fully
described. Neither have the
frequency and purpose ofcomputer
technology use by lecturers and
administrators been documented.
This study was therefore
undertaken to assess the extent to
which computers are used in
Ghanaian tertiary institutions
particularly public universities. The
study also compared the differences
in computer technology use among
the various public universities.

Two key questions that were raised
to provide focus for the study were:

I. What are there are computer
echnologies being used in
the three Ghanaian universities
studied in terms of instruction
by lecturers?



2. What are the computer
technologies being used
in the three Ghanaian

universities studied in
terms of task performance
by administrators?

Methodology

There are a total of five public
universities comprising the
University ofGhana (UG), Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science
and Technology (KNUST),
University of Cape Coast (UCC),
University of Education Winneba
(UEW), and the University of
Development Studies (UDS). The
target population of the study
included all the lecturers and senior
administrators of the five public
universities. However, the study
participants were purposively
selected from the three oldest
public universities, namely UCC,
UG, and KNUST. These three
universities were selected because
they are regarded as pacesetters,
well established and leaders in
tertiary education in Ghana. It was
prem ised that they represent a
typical profile of Ghanaian public
universities and a generalization
could be made from the findings.

In each of the three universities,
two groups of professionals
constituting the senior members of

. the universities, namely, lecturers
and administrators, were selected

4

for the study. The sampling frame
for the lecturers and senior
administrators was derived from
the latest available staff lists from
each university. There were 474
lecturers and 41 administrators
from UG, 394 lecturers and 29
administrators from KNUST, and
285 lecturers and 28 administrators
from UCC. This gave a total
sampling frame of 1153 lecturers
and 98 senior administrators. The
majority of lecturers and
administrators were males in all the
universities. In KNUST, UG and
UCC, 93%, 62% and 87%
respectively were male lecturers.
In the case of the male
administrators they formed 84% in
KNUST, 71% in UG and 93% in
UCc.

The lecturers were selected by
stratified random sampling. The
various faculties to which they
belong fomled the strata; 40% of
lecturers were selected from each
stratum to give a sample size of
450. All 98 senior administrators
of the rank ofAssistant Registrar
or higher were purposively
selected, as they did not constitute
a large population.

The variables investigated included
availability and access to computer
technology resources, what the
computers were used for and the
frequency of computer use. The
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Table 1
Characteristics ofLecturers within the Three Universities

Characteristics UCC UG KNUST Total UCC UG KNUST Total
N=55 N =53 N=80 N =188 % % % %

Field o(slUd"

Sciences 14 23 62 99 25.5 43.4 77.5 52.7

Humanities 16 30 8 64 29.1 56.6 22.5 34.0

Education 25 0 0 25 45.5 0.0 0.0 13.3

Rank

Professor 0 1 3 4 0.0 1.9 3.8 2.1

Associate Prof 4 4 6 14 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.4

Senior Lecturer 12 20 27 59 21.8 37.7 33.8 31.4

Lecturer 32 22 42 96 58.2 41.5 52.5 51. 1

Assistant Lecturer 7 6 2 15 12.7 11.3 2.5 8.0

Bosu

types oftraining staff have received
in computer use, skills they have
in its use, and the determinants of
computer technology use ,vere also
examined. Regarding the computer
skills, respondents were asked to
self-rate their proficiency as one of
three options - highly proficient,
moderate (some working skills) and
low (basic knowledge).

The relationship between selected
explanatory characteristics
(relating to the sex, status, teaching
experience and specialty of the
faculty member as well as easy
access to a computer) and
frequency ofcomputer use (weekly
or daily) was examined using a
logistic regression mod~el.
Respondents were also asked about
their general perception of the
value of computer technology.

5

Of the 188 people who pm1icipated
in the study, 80(43%) were
lecturers from KNUST, 55(29%)
from uee and 53(28%) from UG.
Overall, 99 (53%) lecturers worked
in the broad field of Sciences, 64
(34%) in the Humanities, and 25
(13%) in Education (see Table I).
There were 61 administrators,
including 19 from KNUST, 14
from uee and 28 from UG. The
majority (72%) of the senior
administrators worked in the
general administrative sector of the
universities and the remainder
worked in the administrative
section ofthe schools, colleges, and
faculties (see Table 2).
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Table 2
Characteristics ofAdministrarors within the Three Universities

Characteristics UCC UG KNUST Total UCC UG KNUST Total
N=55 N =53 N-80 N -188 % % % %

Work sector
Central Administratiml 11 20 13 44 78.5 71.4 68.4 72.1
Within faculties,
schools. colleges 3 8 6 \7 21.4 28.5 31.5 27.9

Rank
Assistant Registrar 8 22 \2 42 57.\ 78.6 63.2 68.9
Senior Assistant
Registrar 2 6 5 13 14.3 2\.4 26.3 21.3
Deputy Registrar 3 a 2 5 21.4 0.0 10.5 8.2
Registrar I a a 1 7.1 0.0 0.0 1.6

Computer Technologies used
by Lecturers

Computers and printers were found
to be widely available to 96% of
lecturers either within their own
departments or elsevvhere in their
respective universities (UCC 98%,
UG 93% and KNUST 98%). Some
computer technology related
facilities such as Internet, and
email, were frequently shared
between departments rather than
owned by individual departments.
Generally, 93% of lecturers to
whom computers were available
reported easy access to them.
Lecturers from KNUST had the
greatest access (98%) while those
from UCC had the least access
(85%).

With regard to the procedures
followed to obtain access to the
available computer technology

devices, lecturers indicatecl that
computers, printers, Internet, and
email facilities were most
frequently available on their
desktops or located in departmental
offices. A higher proportion of
lecturers in KNUST (56%) and UG
(58%) reported access to computers
from their desktops, than those in
UCC (28%).

In contrast, lecturers had to apply
in writing to access LCD projectors
for use. Although available
computers were fairly accessible,
78% of lecturers in UCC, 89% in
UG and 91 % in KNUST repolted
that the computers were inadequate
in number. Other reported
limitations to computer technology
use were unreliable electricity,
inadequate technician support and
large class sizes.
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Generally, lecturers used
computers, printers, Internet and
email facilities daily or weekly.
Seventy eight percent of lecturers
used computers daily, while 77%
used LCD projectors only
occasionally. The chi square test
was used to compare the frequency
of computer use among the three
universities. The frequency of use
ofcomputers differed significantly
between the universities ~ (8, N =

176) = 50.07, p< 0.01. Those who
had easy access to available
computers and their peripherals
used them more frequently, that is,
on a daily basis rather than
occasionally. Sixty-eight (88%)
lecturers at KNUS T used the
computers daily compared with 29
(57%) lecturers in UCC.
Computers were most frequently
used for preparing lecture notes,
reports or memos (85%) and
electronic mail (61 %), (see Table
4). Although lecturers valued
computers and enjoyed using them
for their teaching and research
activities, less than 42% of them
used computers for teaching or
making presentations at
workshops. Lecturers at UG
appeared to be most likely to use
computers for teaching related
functions. Microsoft Word was the
most common computer
applications used (98%)while
AutoCAD was the least common
(14%). Other applications used by
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lecturers were Excel (84%),
Microsoft Power Point (76%),
SPSS (47%), and Microsoft Access
(27%).

From the logistic regression model,
factors independently associated
with frequent use of computers
were easy access to computers,
rank of lecturer, current university
of lecturer, being a male staff and
longer teaching experience (see
Table 3). Two of these were
significantly associated with the
frequent use of computers.
Compared with Assistant lecturers,
lecturers were nearly nine times as
likely to use computers frequently,
after taking account of their sex,
specialty, teaching experience.
Lecturers at KNUST were nearly
ten times as likely to use computers
frequently as those at UCC. The
probability of using computers
frequently increased with
increasing years of teaching
experiences; however these
differences were not statistically
significant (see Table 3).

Lecturers who used computers had
acquired their skills through self
tuition (63%), "vorkshops (21 %) or
formal computer courses (32%).
Lecturers in UG were most likely
to self-report high proficiency in
computer use (50%) as against 30%
in the other two universities.
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%

0.01
0.88
0.87
0.19
0.02
0.08
0.61
0.98
0.07
0.65
0.41
0.16
0.08

..E.-Value

%

1.7
0.5
0.0
1.8
0.5
0.8
1.4

-1.8

2.6
-O.~

0.2
1.3
2.3

z
Statistic

0.8
0.9
I.~

0.7
1.0
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.0
1.4

% %
25.5 54.2 44.2 41.5

23.5 43.8 28.6 31.3

54.2 65.2 62.3 60.8

80.4 91.7 83.1 84.7
43.1 56.3 55.8 52.3

34.0 30.4 39.5 35.5
9.8 4.2 1.3 4.5

2.1
-0.1
0.2
1.0

1.1
0.3
0.0
1.4
0.3
0.9
1.4

-2.4

(1 =Sciences, 2=Humanities,
3=Education); Accesspc = self
reported ease ofaccessing a computer
(referent group = difficult access);
teachexp = years of teaching
experience (1 =Under 4 years, 2=4 to
<10 years, 3=10-16 years, 4=More
than 16 years)

22 55

48 104

34 73

64 149
43 92

30 60
8

*

c.r. Coefficient S.E.

44.0
5.1

12.0
11.4
65.8

9.8
5.4
5.6

19.2
5.6

21.1
29.0

26

14
2

30

21

44
27

95%

*

1.7
0.1
0.1
0.6
1.4
0.9
0.4
0.2
0.9
0.3
0.3

0.6

12

16
5

13

41
22

26

Table 3
Logistic Regression Analysis Explaining the Frequent Use of Computers

Bous

Term (factors that Odds
might affect use) Ratio
Rank (2/1) 8.6
Rank (3/l) 0.9
Rank (4/l) 1.2
Curruniv (2/1) 2.6
Curruniv(3/l) 9.5
Sex (YeslNo) 2.9
FacGroup (2/1) 1.4
FacGroup (3/1) 1.0
Accesspc (YeslNo) 4.1
Teachexp (2/1) 1.4
Teachexp (3/1) 2.5
Teachexp (4/1) 4.1
Constant *

ote. rank = status offaculty member
(1=Asst Lecturer 2=Lecturer 3=Snr, ,
Lecturer, 4=Assoc or Full Professor);
Curruniv = Current University
(l=UCC, 2=UG, 3=KNUST); Sex
(referent group = female); FacGroup
= broad specialty

Table 4
Areas of Computer Use bv Academic Staff in the Three Universities

Teaching
Presentation at
Workshops
Preparing memos,
notes and reports

Managing records
Commwlication
(Email)

Obtain information
(Internet)
Other
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Computer Technologies Used
by Administrators

Computers and printers were
widely available to administrators.
The differences in the departmental
availability of email, and the
Internet facilities between the
universities were statistically
significant (P< 0.01). Among
administrators, who indicated that
computer technologies were
available, most of them reported
easy access to computers 52 (85%),
printers 51 (83%) and LCD
projectors 56(92%) for their work.
As "vith the lecturers,
administrators reported that
computers and printers were most
frequently available on their
desktops while LCD projectors
were available at resource centres.
However, unlike the lecturers, the
administrators had fewer problems
obtaining the LCD projectors. A
lower percentage ofadm inistrators
reported inadequacy of computers
(68.4%) from the three
universities.Nearly 97% of
administrators used computers
daily, while 81.5% used LCD
projectors only occasionally.
Computers and printers were used
most frequently by administrators
for preparing memos and reports
and to a lesser extent managing
records. Computers were used for

preparing memos and reports by
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13 administrators in uec (93%), 22
in UG (92%), and 16 in KNUST
(89%) (See Table 5). The Internet,
email and fax were used mainly for
correspondence or communication
purposes by a high proportion of
the respondents. As with lecturers,
university administrators were
most likely to use computers and
printers daily. However, a lower
proportion ofadm inistrators (46%)
used the Internet and email on a
daily basis when compared to
lecturers (60%).

More than halfofthe administrators
ie. 33(58%), indicated that they had

moderate working knowledge of

computer technology. Their
computer skills were obtained

through workshops, formal courses,
self-tuition, and other informal

training such as learning from
colleages, and learning on-the-job.

More than halfofthe administrators

reported self-tuition in the use ofthe
Internet and email. On the whole,

55% had moderate skills in the use
ofcomputers, 45% in the use of the
Internet and email. Of those who

used computers, 52 (98%) used MS

Word. The least commonly used
applications were Access and

AutoCAD. Although 45 out of the

53 administrators used Excel, they
used it occasionally. It was

expected that as administrators,



TableS
Areas a/Computer Use by Administrators in the Three Universities

Use of Computers UCC UG KNUST Total UCC UG KNUST Total
N=55 N =5'3 N=80 N =188 % % % %

Teaching 0 0 0.0 4.2 0.0 1.8
Presentation at
Workshops 4 6 7.1 16.7 5.6 10.5
Preparing memos,
notes and reports 13 19 16 519 92.9 91.7 88.9 89.5
Managing records 8 17 8

..,..,
57.1 70.8 44.4 57.9jj

Communication
(Email) 11 16 13 40 78.5 76.1 72.2 75.4
Obtain information
(Internet) 8 14 12 34 57.7 66.6 66.6 64.1

Communication (Fax) 5 14 8 27 35.7 66.6 44.4 50.9
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Access and Excel would be
applications more commonly used
by them for administrative
activities such as data storage and
management, and budgeting.

There was no statistically
significant difference in the skills
of the respondents in the use of
computers in the three universities.
Comparatively, it appeared that
administrators had rated
themselves lower than lecturers in
the skills they had in the use of
computers (17% and 36%
respectively).

Respondents were generally
favourably disposed towards the
use of computers. A majority of
them viewed computers as time
and energy savers.
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They commente9 that: "computers
have come to revolutionize
administration ... one cannot begin to
underestimate the strides that have
been made in the various fields of

human endeavour; thanks to the
introduction of the computer";
"computer use has brought a
breakthrough in information
management, storage, and retrieval
and it is indispensable to any modem
office", Training was also generally
considered an impOltant issue; this is
summed up in comments such as
"There is an urgent need to train
staff."The limitationsto computeruse
were attributed to lack ofsoftware,
skills, inadequate infrastructure,
availability and accessibility.
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Discussion

This study seems to be the first to
comprehensively assess the factors
associated with the use of
computers by lecturers and
administrators in Ghanaian public
universities. The study focused on
the availability and access to
computers, frequency of use, the
kind ofcomputer applications used
and what computers are used for.
Selfreported proficiency skills and
training acquired were also
considered.

Available computers that were easy
to access and did not need
cumbersome administrative
procedures such as filling forms or
writing letters were most frequently
used in most cases. It therefore
appears that where computers were
most widely available and access
to them was easiest, were also
where they were most frequently
used.

The pattern of use in terms of
frequency and type of applications
used differed with university and
kind of application mainly because
of the difference in professional
needs. KNUST for example had
prevalent use of AutoCAD

I 1

probably because ofthe engineering
and architectural courses it runs.
The administrators used data
management applications to manage
their records while the academic
staff used word processing
applications to prepare for lectures
or report writing. Although
computers were used on a daily
basis by lecturers, they were used
more frequently for writing reports
rather than for teaching and
presentations. Less than half the
lecturers used computers for
teaching.

The difference in frequency ofuse
may be related to access. The
computer application found to be
more widely used was word
processing, while to a less extent
data management and spreadsheet
applications were used.

Management could help improve or
increase the use in data
management applications to
improve the management of data
used in the universities.

Respondents agreed that being able
to improve the computer-based
information system of the
universities will make the collection
of data less expensive, more
accurate and consistent.
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Both lecturers and administrators
regarded computers as essential
tools. However only about half the
respondents were highly proficient
in the general use of computers,
with a majority of them obtaining
their skills from self tuition.
Generally the respondents had a
favourable attitude towards the use
of computer technology, some of
whom further commented that
"Every lecturer should learn to use
computers." Central and local
management of universities can
build on this attitude to provide in
service training in the use of
computers so that a larger
proportion of staff obtain skills in
computer technology use.
Limitations to computer
technology use that need to be
noted and addressed by
management are the inadequate
technical support staff, alternatives
to unreliable power supply, and
access to relevant software. This
"vould eventually increase the use
of computer technology among
staff in the public universities as
they keep up with the advances in
computer technology.

A number oflimitations have to be
noted. Although the response rate
for this study was low (42%),the
response rates from comparable
studies on computer technology use
were similar or lower. Shih-Chung
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(1998) for instance, had a response
rate of39% in a study to assess the
level of faculty use of media and
computers in Tamkang University
in Taiwan. Another limitation is
that since the available computers
were not physically validated, this
may have led to exaggerations or
biases. To reduce this bias the
questionnaires were made
anonymous.

Conclusion

Overall the use of computers was
high among lecturers and
administrators in all the three
universities. Computers that were
available within departments, and
had the least cumbersome
procedures to access were most
frequently used. There is therefore
the need to improve access of
computers to users, as well as
remove existing barriers to access.

Most respondents obtained their
computer skills from self-tuition.
This implies that management
needs to increase the frequency and
diversity of the present staff
development training programmes.
Also the particular skills and
relevant software needed have to be
assessed. Progress could also be
monitored by current accreditation
programmes. Generally, the
respondents had a positive attitude
tov,Iards the use of computers.
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Management of the universities
need to take advantage and build
on the favourable perceptions to
improve on the effective use of
computers, 'vvhich in turn would
improve productivity of staff.
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Abstract

Today's world thrives on knoll'ledge-based
economy, which in turn is catalyzed in all
spheres by Information Communication
Technologies (ICTs), We are, therefore,
befterplaced now to keep abreast with the
emerging trends in EducNion, As

educators, we can use the CUfti1-, ! egdes of
ICTs to reach ollt effectively an; ~ jficiently
to the many aspiring learners':' the field
any time and at any place, even.,' 'teachers
and students are separated by,:ime and
space, This is the trust ofOpen, Distance,
and Flexible Education (ODFE). This
article seeks to dwell on the basics of
ODFE as practised by some selected
institutions (universities) worlthl'ide and
zooms in to examine hO\l' Distance
Education (DE) is currently perceil'ed and
operated in Ghana,

Introductioin
There is no one clear definition for
the term 'Distance Education'.
Whereas some use it to cover some
forms of study, others see it as an
education with physical
constraints. Yet still distance
education is referred to by some as
a special methodology, whilst
some educationists view distance
education as a package of
instructional methods. Of late,
there are attempts to classifY
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distance education as an
operational system.

Nonetheless, there are some
underlying common denominators
in the nature of distance eduation.
Firstly, in distance education an
institution teaches (and not the
teacher as in traditional education).
Secondfy, in distance education the
institution/organization aims to link
learning materials to learning. This
must be its central goal. Thirdly,
there is a radical shift to the
independence of the learner.
Fourthly, management skills and
life-work skills found at
industrialized enterprises are vital
in distance education. Fifthly, there
is room for depersonalization for
both tutor and learner.

Even though it was before the
advent of new digital Information
and Communication Technologies
(lCTs), Keegan (1980) proposed
that a comprehensive definition for
distance education must include or
reflect six basic characteristics:

• Separation of tuto~ and
learner
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In the light ofmodem and emerging
telecommunication technologies,
distance education is actively
taking on an important and
imposing dimension - a means to
simultaneously telecommunicate a
delivery of instruction (or
learning activities) from a non
classroom remote site to distant
sites coupled with live
interactivity, usually by means of
audio, video or networked
interaction between tutor and
learner(s), or learner(s) and
learner(s) (Barker, Frisbie and
Patrick, 1995).
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By means ofmodem and emerging
leTs, the growing interest in the
field of distance educatiofl is
rapidly shifting to the abil~ty tQ 'set
up and conduct live, re~I-~i~e

teaching-learning actIvItIes
between a tutor and leamer(s) even
if they are in different '-[(~oms,

different buildings, differen~ to'Yns/
cities, different countr.ies or
different continents. In thh; se~se,

and much like the traditional
classroom setting, learners have the
opportunity to seek on-the-spot
clarification and/or immediate
feedback from the tutor and fellow
learner(s). Likewise, distance
education learners are thus able to
see, hear, communicate freely and
interact socially with their tutors
and peers.

•

•
•

•

•
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Influence of the
educational organization
(especially in the planning
and preparation oflearning
materials)
Use of technical media
Provision of two-way
communication
Possibility of occasional
seminars (tutorials, face
to-face meetings, etc)
Participation in the most
industrial form of
education.

Despite local variations, Distance
Education (DE) is presented
mainly in three forms:

1. choice of medium, (print
based, audio-based, video
based and computer-based)

2. institutional type,
(private, proprietary,
correspondence schools)

and
3. didactic model,

(correspondence, single
mode, dual mode, mixed
mode, open, flexible, etc)

Even though distance education
can be viewed as the summation of
distance teaching and distance
learning, it is NOT synonymous
with all teaching-learning
arrangements that are not
traditional, nor should it be defmed
as the opposite of traditional (or
conventional) education.
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Nonetheless, a clear distinction
must be made between those DE
programmes that have systems to
promote ·'live" and "interactive"
mutual exchanges of ideas between
the tutor and learner(s) on the spot,
and those that operate on delayed
feedback [between tutor and
learner(s)]. Furthermore, since all
current spheres of life are being
challenged and modified by the
rapid advances in modern and
emerging technologies, a more
appropriate definition of DE must
accommodate this reality and

necessity.

Even though there is diversity in
the phi losoph ical and ordinary
definitions for 'Distance
Education' there is convergence of
the arteries and veins that lead to
(or away from) the heart of the
basics and commonalities of
distance education delivery modes,
approaches and methodologies.
Personally, I view distance
education as an operating and
enticing medium in which the tutor
and the learner(s) build up an
educational or academic
relationship, and which promotes
a free, intelligent, but sometimes
challenging exchanges of ideas,
beliefs, responses, feedback,
experiences and opinions that
should promote individual growth,
social upliftment and nation
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building - irrespective of the time,
place, frequency, convenience and
modalities ofsuch tutor-learning(s)

interactions.

Admittedly, distance education is
a concept difficult to define; but
'vvith the evolution of digital
technologies, more and more
educationists are becoming more
intrigued with the meaning of
distance education - a powerful
opportunity to gain access to
learning no matter where learners
live or work, because of the
opportunities for enhancing quality
of learning especially with the
possibilities for multi-modal and
multi-media learning.

Generations of Distance
learning

A number ofscholars, cited in IITE
(2000), have delineated the
evolutionary stages of distance
education generations as first,
second and third. The primary ICT
of the first generation distance
education was written/printed
learning materails distributed by
post. That was the birth of
correspondence courses from the
end of the 19th century. After the
invention ofthe radio (in the 1920s)
and the TV( in the 1950s), these
were employed to enhance the
delivery of distance education,
especially with the formation of
print and local study groups.
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communication. The ICTs promote
video-conferencing, audio
conferening, e-mail and computer
based discussion forums either on
their own, or are added to DE
courses characteristic ofthe earlier
generations.

The introduction of the world
wide-web (www) in 1993
transformed tremendously and
significantly the teaching-learning
function of DE, mainly because of
the web's ability to facilitate
interaction and interactivity
through networking - by speeding
up the rate of communication, as
well as increasing the level of
interactivity between tutor and
learner(s) and learner(s) and
learner(s).
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In a nutshell, there is a lot of
hyperbole and excitement about the
employ and use of emerging and
modern ICTs and their potential
application in "open", "distance",
and "flexible" education settings.
It is important to understand that
what defines distance education
practice should not be the
technology used, but the
pedagogical or teaching-learning
variables. Technologies change, but
the fundamental issues to be
considered about how people learn
and how to teach them remain
constant challenges. In other

By the 1980s, there was already in
place the third generation of
distance education, which makes
exhaustive use of ICTs that are
interactive, electronic, and
computer-based as the basis for
effective distribution of
information, as well as facilitating
vibrant communication between
tutor and learner(s) and learner(s)
and learner(s) - by providing two
way sychronous and asynchronous
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Incidentally, it was during this era
that the first ever single mode
distance education institution in
the world - the University of
South Africa - was born.

The setting up of the Open
University in the Great Britain in
1969 ushered in the second
generation of distance education,
where for the first time ever an
integrated multiple-media
appraoch was a large scale, still
using the dominant ICT of print/
text medium. Both one-way and
two-way communication began to
play an important role in the DE
learning environment and learner
support system. These were in the
form of print, broadcasts,
audiotapes, correspondence
tutoring, face-to-face tutorials,
short residential courses ,
telephone, video and computer
conferencing.
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words, the focus should be on
teaching and learning and not on
the technlogy for technology's
sake.

To bridge the barriers of time and
space, distance education must
necessarily use a variety ofICTs to
present the learning materials and
provide for interaction. Without
ICTs, distance education would not
be possible, but because distance
learning is a planned educational
activity, this form of technology
mediated learning has special
educational requirements for the
organizations involved with
distance education practice. Even
though DE has traditinoally been
structured according to one of two
organizational types ("single
mode" and "dual-mode" distance
education institutions), the
pervasive advances in digitallCTs
are resulting in a number ofdifferent
vm:iations in how the functions of
distance teaching can be achieved
over a distance, and new
classification of institutions are now
being proposed.

The Distance Education System
Until very recently distance
education systems. were either
asynchronous or synchronous.
However, one of the effects of the
evolution of ICTs is an increasing
range of opportunities for mixing
the two appraoches. Consider, for
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example, the telephone which as a
synchronous technology can also
be used quite effectively in a
supporting role in the generally
asynchronous independent study.
Again, the world-wide-web (www)
is simultaneously an asynchronous
and a synchronous communication
technology. For instance, online
chat forums, desktop video
conferencing, e-learning systems
and internet based telephony are
synchronous while the use of
discussion forums, where learners
post their messages at different
times according to their own
personal circumstances, is an
example ofwhere the www is used
as a synchronous technology.

In most single-mode and dual
mode institutions presenting the
content oflearning is achieved by
using asynchronous delivery
methods, for example, printed
study guides or electronic learnng
materials that can be delivered on
the www. However, synchronous
technologies can also be
appropriate, for example, live
broadcasts of lectures that are
distributed to remote sites.

DE systems provide for interaction
(i.e. dialogue) by which tutors
aJppJy tnejr ski:Hs to help each
individual learner convert
information into personal
knowledge.
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Examples include: a tutor
providing detailed comments and
feedback on a written assignment,
e-mail communication, simulated
discussion, telephone
conversations, teleconferencing
and videoconferencing and
occasioanl face-to-face meetings.
There are three types of interaction:
learner-content interaction
(where the learner interacts alone
with the learning material in the
form in which it has lJ.een
presented); learner-tutor
interaction (where learners engage
in different forms of dialogue with
the tutor); and learner-learner
interaction (where learners
interact with each other
individually or in groups). The
general rule is that in all distance
education systems, it is important
to look for ways of including all
forms of interaction.

Selected Case Studies

How an institution is
organizationally structured defines
its financial resource distribution. ,
administrative procedures, design,
development and delivery
procedures. For example, single
mode institutions offer an their
courses using distance- education
methods. Dual-mode institutions
offer some courses in traditional
modes and some in distance
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education modes. Parallel
institutions offer components of a
particular course in both
conventional modes and distance
modes as components of the same
course.

(a) Single mode institutions

Examples of single-mode
institutions in the world include the
Open University in the United
Kingdom (OUUK), the University
ofSouth Africa (UNISA), the Open
University ofTanzania (OUT), the
Indira Gandhi National Open
University (IGNOU) in India, and
the Sukhothai- Thammathirat Open
Urtiversity (STOU) in Thailand.
They draw very large and dispersed
learner populations in their
respective countries, where higher
education systems have been
highly selective and make access
difficult for the masses of the
population; and where leaders are
attempting to promote wider
education as a political, social or
economic objective. It is important
to note that the size of a country
and its national income do not
directly affect whether a single
mode institution develops (liTE,
2000). Instead, generally it is the
historical-political and socio
economic context of local settings
that impacts whether a particular
mode of institution develops.
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(i) Open University in the United
Kingdom (OooK)

The Open University, established in
1969 as an independent and
autonomous institution authorized
to confer its own degrees and
deliver professional training, aims
to "open up" higher education to
adults who want to study part-time
at degree level or update their work
skills in areas such as management,
education, or health. The OUUK's
key goal is to "open" education to
people, places, methods and ideas.
It operates a flexible system

,whereby no educational
qualifications are required for
admission to undergraduate
courses, though students must be
at least 18 years old and resident in
any European Union country or any
other country with which a formal
agreement exists. It has partnership
agreements with institutions in
other parts of the world. Its
enrolment is about 200,000 learners
with over 150,000 undergraduates
and more than 600 fulltime
research degree students, with
slightly more than 17,000 being
outside the UK.

Courses are developed by special
design teams, with first-year
courses having as many as 25 full
time university and/or British
Broadcasting Company (BBC)
staff plus consultants and

instructional designers and media
e~perts working on them. The team
designs a total integrated learning
package comprising printed
materails, home experiment kits,
BBC television programs, audio
and video cassetes and CD-ROMs,
access to databases of materials,
teaching strategies, and orientation
and training programs for learners'
tutors and counselors. The OUUK
was the first distance teaching
university to use an integrated
mixed-media approach.

It operates a healthy Learner
Support Services with a personal
counselor being assigned to work
with each learner for the duration
of hislher learner career and for
consulting on particular courses. In
addtion, it has established thirteen
regional administrative and nearly
300 study centers.

(ii) University of South Africa
(UNISA)
It began as the University of the
Cape of Good Hope in 1873, and
in 1946 UNISA became an
independent DE institution. It is the
world's first single-mode distance
education university and the most
advanced of the DE systems in
Africa. It offers diplomas,
certificates and degrees at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels
in a variety of content areas, with
the Faculty ofCommerce attracting
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the largest number ofstudents. Like
most open universities, U ISA
aims to provide a "second chance"
for university study for learners
who are unable to get places at
conventional face-to-face
campuses, cannot afford the higher
residential university fees, reside in
remote areas and/or are unable to
attend residential classes because
of employment or other
comm itments.

No educational qualifications are
required for adm ission to
undergraduate courses. UNISA has
approximately 160,000 degree and
diploma learners and
approximately 36,000 certificate
and music learners. More than 80%
ofthe learners are employed, with
almost half of the learners over 30
and a quarter under 25. Low
completion rates are a concern and
to deal with this, about 14 years ago
the organization began
restructuring its course design and
development processes.

Historically, individual academics
have had responsibility for both
authouring study guides and
tutoring at UNISA. But in 1994 that
began to change, as course
development teams were set up and
a limited number of local part-time
tutors was introduced. The teaching
is largely the responsibility of an
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academic faculty member who
teaches a course consisting
primarily of printed study guides
and tutorial letters, which are
dispersed to students throughout
the country. Audiocassettes and
videocassettes are used in some
courses. Face-to-face discussion
classes are presented once or twice
a year for courses with large
enrollments at five regional
locations in South Africa.
Videoconferences are used in place
of discussion classes for courses
with lower learner enrolments.

UNISA is characterised by a
centralized management with
respect to teaching and course
design from the central location in
Pretoria, but until 1994 learner
support was limited to individual
feedback on assignments in the
absence of a decentralised system
of tutorial support. Beginning in
1994, UNISA began to focus on
quality improvements. The aim was
to improve the quality of the
courses and programs by using
course development teams and the
introduction of a limited system of
tutorial support at regional study
centers.

Although UNISA has made
considerable progress with its
transformation to a team
development approach in the
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design of its materials, more
refinements and improvements are
planned. Considerable effort has
been applied to ridding the
organization of the remnants of
apartheid ideology in some of its
courses and employment practices
of the past. The development of
sustainable ICT enhanced solutions
for overcoming the problems of
learner support in remote regions
is a key strategic focus of the
organization.

(iii) The Open University of
Tanzania (OUT)

OUT, an independent free-standing
institution, was established in 1993
to provide the people of Tanzania
(among the poorest ofthe countries
in Africa) a "second chance" to
obtain higher education, since only
about a third of qualified
Tanzanians were admitted to
conventional face-to-face
universities. It provides both
degree and non-degree
programmes in a variety ofcontent
areas, including arts and social
sciences, education, science,
technology and environmental
studies, and educational
technology. Two of its degrees are
intended mainly for teachers. In
1998 OUT had an enrolment of
approximately 6000 learners.
Though print is used as a basis,
other technologies are applied in
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various forms of ICTs, including
motion pictures, audio-systems,
transmission systems including
both satellite and radio, and newer
digital ICTs that include
telecommunications and
computers.

There are 21 OUT's regional
centers in different parts of the
Tanzania. A regional resident tutor
or director, who is an overseer of
all educational matters in the
region, heads each center. In
addition, a number ofsmaller units
are established in the local districts,
where learners organize their own
study groups. Throughout its years
of operations OUT has made it a
priority to cooperate with other
educational institutions both in and
outside of Tanzania, especially
focusing on the national library
network, science laboratories, and
information services. It has
experimented with evolving ICTs
and alternative sources of energy,
and plan to continue these
experiments in an effort to make the
distance learning opportunities
accessible to more people,
including people doing ·time in
Tanzania's jails - as a result of
which a male inmate of Ukonga
Prison in 2007 became the first
prisoner ever in Tanzania to be
awarded a degree [and for that a
Law degree] by the Open
University of Tanzania (Daily
Graphic 5th November 2007, p.5).
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(b) Dual-mode institutions

In dual-mode institutions, distance
education is integrated into the
structure ofa conventional teaching
system. Both the conventional and
distance learners may have same
tutors, follow the same course
syllabus and take the same or
similar examinations. In fact,
"resident" learners sometimes use
the same materials that were
developed 'vvith the distance
learners in mind. In the dual-mode
institutions tutors usually
undertake many of the functions
that are undetiaken by teams in the
single-mode institution. In major
dual-mode institutions, distance
education is managed and
administered in a special unit
separate from the traditional
instruction. In comparison to the
single-mode institution, distance
education in a dual-mode
institution usually is performed on
a relatively small scale. With
respect to costs, many of the course
development and overhead monies
come out of resources allocated to
the resident-based programs (lITE,
2000). Just as there are many
single-mode institutions in
different parts of the world, there
are many dual-mode institutions
around the globe. Examples include
the University Sains Malaysia
(USM) in Malaysia and the
University of Zambia in Africa.
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(i) University Sains
Malaysia (USM)

For many years USM was the only
dual-mode university in Malaysia,
until the government decided to
move other universities in the same
direction. USM's distance
education programms were
launched in 1971 and were
experimental until 1982, when it
became a permanent part of the
greater university. It still maintains,
however, a separate faculty. USM
has a government-endorsed
monopoly on adult distance
education, because Malaysia
believes that is the best way to get
a high-cost benefit where fmancial,
infrastructural and human
resources are limited. USM offers
degree programs across a range of
academic areas.

USM develops courses and
programs following a five-step
method (i.e. plan, develop,
produce, evaluate and revise). A
Centre for Educational Technology
(CET) produces all of the multi
media programs. Not only print is
used but also radio, audio and
videocassettes. Many learners are
required to attend annually a three
week residential school, where they
have access to tutors and
instructional technologists and
other academics, and to live on
campus for their final year ofstudy
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for their bachelor's degrees.
Having existed for onl) t\\enty
sev n years. USM provide a
model for countries Of regions that
ha\'e a relati\ely small population
and small number of universities
from \\"hich to dra\\" resources for
distance education programmes.

(ij) niversity of Zambia
(Zambia)

The University of Zambia was
founded in 1967 \yith distance
education \\"I'inen into it chaner.
Distance education provides
opportunity for learners in
education. humanities. and social
science in a country \vhere the
overall enrollment in higher
education is about 3.4%. Zambia
uses distance program as a way into
and out of conventional face-to
face study. There are about 32
courses in three programs. with the
largest programme in education.

[n 1967 the di tance program began
with 152 learners and now has over
[.500 learners. Significantly, pass
rates are high and dropout rates
low. This is an achievement, given
the \\'eak economy and limited
resources available for distance
education. Nonetheless, radio
programmes supporting courses
were abandoned in 1967.
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In Zambia. DE has lo\\" status and
there is linle teacher training in this
area, Hence. or othenYise. onl\'
lim ited tutorial SUpp0l1 is pro\'ided.
depending primari lyon the
voluntary comm itmcnt of staff in
yarious un its andlor depanments of
the university, Part of the rcason
for this is that the Directorate of
Education has no administrati\'e
authority of control ovcr various
providers of learner sen'ices and
can do nothing ifeffective sen'ices
are not pro\'ided.

Distance Education in Ghana
for Certificate 'A' Teachers

Distance learning is not new to
Ghanaian educators. "Foreign
based correspondence colleges
\overe the talk and practice in years
gone by"' (Ossei-Anto. 2002. p.I).
According to Ossei-Anto:

Current ODL providers
include University of Ghana
(UG). Unil'eJ'sity of Cape
Coast (UCC), University of
Educalion, Winneba (UEW),
Kwame Nkrumah University
of Science and TecllllOlogy
(KNUST), the Ghana
Institutie ofManagement and
Public Administration
(GIMPA), as wel1 as The
locations of the African
VirTual University. KNUST
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offers programmes 111

technology subjects; VG
offers humanities
programmes, and vee and
VEW offer programmes in
education. In the non
formal SectOI~ Ghanaian
radio and television
programmes have provided
basic level educational
programmes (2003a, p.9).

As a result of the econom ic and
political mismanagement of
educational policies and practices
in Ghana in the 60s, 70's and·
early 80's - that led to the brain
drain and dearth of qualified
Ghanaian teachers in the
classrooms, as well as the near
collapse of the entire educational
system and management - the
concept of distance education was
conceived to meet one of the
challenges of the reforms of the
tertiary education system as far
back as 1986 and the university
provision of distance education
began during this era. Sadly
enough, according to Ossei-Anto
(2003 b) "the Ministry of
Education did not offer nor set
any guidelines for the articulation
of distance education mechanism
in the education sector" (p. 132).
The universities took advantage
of this open gap to claim they
were using DE as a means to:
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• affording learners the
opportunity to work and·
study whilst at home

• releasing 'pressure on
res idential
acconnmodation

• allowing adults to divert
into other academic areas
of interest

• creating an off-campus
channel

• increasing access
• sharing cost
• opening up the field for

upgrading and updating
• meeting family or job or

social or educational
commitment
simultaneously.

[As a result of the ODL initiatives
there is now increased access to
teacher training, resulting in better
qualified teachers and higher
admission rates at DEW and DCC.
The development of distance
education units in the universities
has also resulted in computer
literacy among university staffand
production ofgood quality distance
education course materials].

(i) Current Ghana's
"Disturbing" DE Situation

Despite these modest
achievements, there are serious
issues and challenges facing higher
education in Ghana especially, with
the implementation ofDE. Firstly,
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the six public universities [UG,
KNUST, UCC, UEW, the
University for Development
Studies (UDS), and the University
of Mines at Tarkwa (UMaT)] can
still not cope up, year by year, with
the teeming numbers of qualified
Ghana applicants seeking
admission to pursue various
courses and programmes of study.
This has led, of late, to a
proliferation ofprivate universities
and other tertiary institutions (at
least 24 in number, at the last count
in September 2007) each
clamouring and wanting to widen
the access for successful high
school graduates to pursue degree
courses but at a higher cost than
that prevailing in the public
universities. Even with this
development and competition, many
qualified applicants are still "denied"
admission on account of non
availability of, and/or restricted,
hostel facilities and classroom
accommodation. It is estimated that
each public university has, on the
average, 12,000 students pursuing
undergraduate face-to-face
programmes of study alone, whilst
the corresponding number for the
private ones is roughly 3,500.

Secondly, because ofthe acute staff
shortage at the university -level
(due primarily to unattractive
conditions on service) the gross
enrollment ratio is very high for the
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public universities with the value
of 1:80 (tutor:learners) in some
cases.

Thirdly, even though the public
universities are gradually changing
gear to be dual-mode in nature and
in practice (especially UEW and
UCC), a lot of barriers and
constraints are in their way.
Notably amongst this is the lack of
financial support and commitment
by the Ghana Government towards
meeting the desire of the
universities to improve upon
existing infrastructure and
capitalize on the "extended arms"
of distance education (especially
leT-enhanced ODL» to reach ou1,
and especially, to the over 120,000
teachers at the basic level who do
not have complete qualifications,
but "21,78 8 serving untrained
teachers ... and 11,000 serving
certificate teachers [of the number]
were eagerly undergoing training
through distance education"
(Nyarko, 2007) to upgrade their
skills and professional
competencies.

Fourthly, Ghana - the first Sub
Saharan African country to gain
independence - is at the cross roads
as far as meeting its national needs
for professional teachers to man her
educational systems is concerned.
Ghana, the country that not so long
ago could conveniently "export"
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This is usually supplemented by
monthly tutorial sessions. The DE
books produced are very simple,
easy to read, very interesting and

attractive. Owing to the fact that
the universities operate the dual
mode system, the courses belong to
the academic departments per se.
Consequently, notwithstanding the

inherent difficulties, it is the
responsibility of the tutors -in the

various academic departments,
whose courses are offered under
the DE programme, to write the
course materials themselves. This

is to ensure parity of esteem.
However, the various DE units
respectively and independently
coordinate the material
development - from editing to
importation of graphics and/or
illustrations to final proof-reading to

publication.

Seventhly, there is a very slow
pace ofmaterial development. This
is one of the greatest problems that
universities' DE programmes face.
Three main factors account for this.
In the first place, as already stated
above, the study materials are
wtrltten hy theuniiversity tutors who
are full time academic staff of the
universities - combining the

Fifthly, desperate as the situation
is, various stakeholders - notably
the Ministry ofEducation, Science
and Sports (MOESS), the Ghana
Education Service (GES), DEW
and DCC - are independently

supporting, mounting, or running
diverse and various distance
education programmes and systems
to "arrest" the teacher
developmental problems.

Sixthly, the universities rdy
predominantly on print materials for
their distance education learners.
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some of its trained teachers to other
African countries, now stands in
need of competent teachers at all
levels ofthe educational ladder. The
annual turn-out of teachers
emanating from the conventional
teacher-training institutions is
woefully inadequate to fill the
yawning vacuum and/or dearth of
teachers. [The straw of survi'val
now seems to be in the domain of
ODFL, propelled into fruition by the

employ, use and application of
modern and emerging Information
and Communication Technologies

(Dede, 1996; Kirkwood, 1998;
Mushi, 2001; and Daniel &
Mackintosh, in press)].
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writing of DE materials with their

normal load of teaching, research,

community service, and assessing

students. This makes it very difficult

for these tutors to have enough time

to write the required materials and/

or to meet deadlines. This hampers

the smooth pacing of the DE

programme.

To speed up the pace of writing,

UEW, UCC and UG have

introduced what is called retreat or

conference writing. By this

approach a number of writers are

taken away from their busy

schedules and camped at a quiet

place outside the university

townships for about a fortnight

during which they concentrate only

on the writing oftheir courses. This

approach somehow is yet to yield

the desired/significant results.

The second cause ofthe slo\v pace

of material development is lack of

adequate reward for authors of

distance education study materials.

The tutors believe that the levels of

remuneration for writing these

materials are too low. Because ofthis

they easily leave the writing to attend

to other higher income ventures.
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Another motivational issue is the

payment of royalties to writers. As

at present the tutors are not too

happy with the practice in which

once they are paid for writing the

materials, such materials

automatically become the property

of the university in question. This

makes the tutors get no other finther

financial rewards by way of

royalties. To overcome the problem

of lack of motivation, some

substantial increments in the writing

fees have been made (since January

2003), whilst the issue of royalties

is still under discussion at UEW,

UCC and UG.

The third factor is that most of the

authors do not have access to

computers for word processing and

so their drafts are handed in a hand

written form. Writing and re-writing

before getting a neat draft can be

time consuming. As a solution to this

problem the universities are assisting

tutors to acquire personal

computers on hire-purchase. In
addition, the public universities are

doing their best to get all necessary

help in equipping the various

departments and each University's

ICT centre with computers and

intemet facilties.
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Tenthly, the financial problems
are \vorsened by the fact that
currently, virtually all the DE
programmes wh ich the
universities are mounting are not
based on any economic
considerations. The programmes
have therefore not been cost
effective. No proper costing of
study materials, day-to-day
administration and learner
support system are being done.
The main thrust for DE in Ghana,
at the moment, apperars to be to
upgrade the knowledge of
learners than to generate income.
Regrettably, this has led to the
situation whereby DE learners
pay only token fees which do not
cover even half of the cost of
production of the print materials.

Ninthly. Distance Education
(DE) receives very limited
funding in Ghana from the central
government. Since the public
universities operate the dual
mode system, DE has no separate
budgetary allocation" Virtually,
everything goes in to "cater for"
the conventional (face-to-face)
learners and their programmes. In
other \\ords, DE has no line
budget. The only provision made
for DE IS that each public
uni\ersity is given only 2% extra
of its total subvention from the
Government to support its DE
programme.
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Ashamedly, the study centres have
not been fully equipped with the
needed facilities; they lack such solid
infrastructure, and basic facilities as
ofice equipment - tables, desks,
telephones, computers, scanners and
photocopiers - needed for the day
to-day administrative work. Because
ofthis, the universities operate a highly
centralised model where DE leamers'
records are kept at one place (i.e. at
the main campuses of the various
universities) rather than at the centres
where they converge monthly for
tutorials.

Eigthly. to support the distance
students. the universities have
separately set up their own Regional
Study Centres in different patts ofthe
country, patticularly at the regional
capitals. These are \\here the leamers
meet their tutors for the monthly
tutolials and also to collect their COLU'Se
books. These centrers at'e manned by
Regional Study Centre Coordinators,
and part-time tutors who are
employed by the universities. The 
normal assignment tumaround time
is at least one month. This is o\ving
to fact that there is a rather umeliable
postal system in Ghana, especially in
the rural areas. so marked
assignments are not retumed to the
leamers by post, but they are rather
given back to the leamers when they
come in to the centres for the next
tutorials.; to
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(ii) The leT-way forward for
technology-enhanced DE for
Ghana

As a DE practitioner, it is my vision
and outmost conviction that
Ghanaian universities fully use/
integrate ICTs and multimedia into
their distance education
programmes. To begin with, each
public university must submit
proposals for the modernization of
its Distance Education Unit to the
respective University's Strategic
Planning Committee for
consideration and approval. It is
also my prayer that, in the not too
distant future, there will be born on
the Ghanaian scene a distinctive,
innovative mega-university that
will operate at the cutting edge of
the information and
communication technology
revolution to the educational needs
of Ghana in the 2 I SI century and
beyond. Until that happens, there
is more \-vork for the existing
universities to do and more
importantly, employing modern
methods and techniques of on-line
distance education delivery in all
their courses and programmes to
meet challenges of education in
Ghana. To be able to deliver quality
mass distance education, and to·
promote healthy manpower
development in Ghana, public
universities must seek out ways and
means ofsecuring fmancial support
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to acquire and effectively use/
employ modern and emerging JCTs
to enhance and sustain viable,
indigenous, pedagogical
revolutions.in the delivery and
adaptation of ODFL methods and
systems, as well as expand and
diversifY the programmes and make
ODFL cost effective.

The entire educational sector must
engage on a number of initiatives
and bold ventures in the domain of
ICT enhancements.

Firstly, without delay - and with
no excuses whatsoever - the
universities must employ ICT 
enhanced ODL strategies and must
tread the bold path to infuse
Information and Communication
Technologies into their curricula.
The persistent and pervasive
influence that ICTs have on
organizations, has brought about
drastic changes in work culture,
which have very important
implications for higher education.
For example, ICTs have influenced
the type of skills learners in higher
education institutions have to
develop as well as the facilities and
learning modes opened to them.
Other far reaching implications that
ICTs have on higher education are
summarized as follows:

• transformating the
management and
administration of higher
education institutions;

-
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• transforming the degree to
vvhich, and the way in
which, higher education
institutions interact with
external organizations;

• organisating and support
ing teaching and learning
programmes, particularly,
the development of
educational materials;

• increasing access to quality
higher education through
online and open, distance
and flexible learning
systems.

Secondly, all tertiary institutions'
academic and administrative staff
should be developed to possess the
following expertise:

• knowledge in the use of
relevant educational
software packages and ICT
systems and the
development of
instructional and learning
material for online
delivery.

• ability to evaluate the
impact of the use/employ
of ICTs on teaching and
learning with the view to
devising effective and
efficient ways ofusing ICT
resources to achieve
learning and instructional
objective.
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• in-depth knowledge of
where in the curriculum
the multimedia (especially
network) applications
would be desirable and
effective

• appreciation of emerging
technologies and ICTs and
their influence on social
values.

These qualities can be
appropriately addressed through
electronic transmission of
information and interactive
computer-based learning
environment. ICT usage, as an all
pervasive phenomenon, does not
only call for a restructuring of the
university's curriculum but it
demands that staff, so concerned,
change their old ways ofmanaging
the business of education,
especailly distance education
delivery methods.

Thirdly, Ghana universities must
move away from merely purchasing
hardware and software to an
integrated information system
environment that ensures the
provision of quality and focused
user services for its members
(teachers, learners and
administrators) and external
statutory collaborating bodies. This
envisaged academic system calls
for the provision of a networked
environment. A universal
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connectivity that ensures that every
end-user in a distributed processing
site can access information on-line
is very crucial here. This would
provide the infrastructure that
could serve as the basis for teaching
and learning to take place in a
multimedia envirOlU11ent. Members
of the various university
communities \-yould also build
meaningful partnerships among
themselves by sharing infonnation
resources on the University's LANs
and WANs.

Fourthly, the infusion of
Information Technology into the
university's curriculum will
enhance teaching and learning
outcomes and improve the
management information systems
of the University. Technology
mediated learning packages. such
as learner-centered cUlTiculum and
electronic collaboration \yill have
to be deployed on the network to
engage the learners. This would
enhance the levels of interactions
of faculty with learners, \yhile
leamers have a more personalized
le3l11ing experience.

Faced with d\yindling funding for
tertiary education in Ghana. the
ever-increasing learner population.
demand on severely limited
resources and the need to address
the demands of our distance
education programme and the
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information-based workplace. the
objectives of the university to
embark on the building an JCT
infrastructure should include the
following:

• The infusion of
Information
Communication
Technology into the
University Curriculum to
enhance teaching and
learning outcomes and
improve the management
information systems ofthe
university.

• The deployment of
com put e l' - 111 e d i ate d
learning packages on the
net\\ork to engage the
learner in order that the
learner may take greater
responsibility for his/her
learning.

• The provision of JCT
facilties and enhanced
delivery systems for the
University's Distance
Education programme in
partnership with
collaborators in the
televommunication
industry and the African
Virtual Uni\'ersity.
Without a doubt. ODFL
programmes hold the long
term solution to the quest
ofthe teem ing youth ofthis
country for higher
education

--
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The use of ineter-campus
netvvork and the Internet
connectivity to provide on
line services to enhance
inter-university (within
and outside Ghana)
collaboration in the areas
of research, shared library
and human resources and
dissemination of relevant
knowledge and
information amongst
ll1ell1 bers of the acadell1 ia
of Ghana and elsewhere.

• The adequate preparation
of university's products in
ICT application in eduaction
in anticipation of the
inevitable introduction of
computer studies and
information-based
activities into the pre
tertiary education
curricula. The need for
teachers at all levels to be
computer literate cannot be
over emphasized. The
introduction of com puter
education into all pre
tert iary ed ucat iona I
institutions in Ghana is
long overdue.

Fifthly, university-trained
products (especially teachers
for the basicand secondary
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schools as well as the Teacher
Training Colleges) are the key to
preparing the Ghanaian youth for
the information society into which
global forces are thrusting us. The
necessary computer-literate
teachers to implement such
necessary innovations in the school
system need to be at home with the
technology and train appropriately
no\\, before the day of
implementation dawns on us. UEW
and vec, in particular, have a duty
to organize leT workshops, in
service training and short-term
courses for Ghanaian teachers to
orientate them to face the
impending changes in the school
curriculum, since the country must
make the necessary internal
adjustments that must include a
broad based educational policy to
make ICT accessible to every child.

Sixthly, there is the need for well
trained system analysts and a core
of leT literate staff to initiate and
sustain lnfonnation Management
System training for all categories
of the university staff on each
university campus. Such training
could center on the automation of
data storage: retrieval and
management; decision support
sysetms, databases for academic
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registration, payment of fees, and
processing of results and
transcripts. The need for the
Finance Section, Students' Affairs
office, the Library, Academic
departments and the Registrar's
outfit to collaborate their activities
on-line need not be over
emphasized. This would make
university administration and
managment more effective and
efficient.

Seventhly, it must always be
remembered that the most
successful approach IS that
successful users of ICTs select a
mix of technologies, carefully
blending them with each chosen
according to specific strengths to
meet particular challenges
(Vanbuel, 2002).

The African Continent Context

African educators, universities in
Africa, African governments and
the African Union should re-visit
their stands and inclinations as a
view to\ovards fostering a united,
unique, robust DE system for the
African continent. The choice and/
or employ of an appropriate and
suitable instructional technology
for ODFL for Africa depend on
many key factors that must be

. weighed out carefully beforehand.
These factors include the
followings:
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• Learner-centredness and
independence;

• Reliability of the
equipment;

• Projected interactivity
between tutor-Iearner(s)
and learner(s)-Iearner(s);

• Organizational support
infrastructure;

• Ease and compatibility of
use of the technology
involved;

• Cost effectiveness (to the
institution,as well as to the
learner);

• Ready availability and
accessibility to the
technology; and

• Synchronicity and
asynchronicity of
instructions to be
delivered.

Each of the current variables of
the learning technologies seem to
me to be short ofmeeting the robust
African demand to bring quality
education to all who may want to
avail themselves of the
opportunity.

We know in Africa our potential
learners are all over the place - as
farmers, as teachers, as workers, as
artisans, as traditional rulers, as
students etc. We also know that the
bulk are the rural (and at times,
remote) places where they are
"denied" essential services like
electricity and accessible roads.
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So my question is: What African
teaching technology variable(s)
should we derive to meet the
African needs? Let us dream our
dreams today, for they may
germinate into realities tomorrow.

To motivate and bring DE closer to
ODFL learners on the African
continent, there is the need to dwell
on the "work-ethics-and-life ethics"
model. This will help to make them
translate easily into the learning
mood from their working/home
mood, and not see Distance
Education as something odd; but
rather have the feeling and
inclination that learning is just like
working or just like one of those
necessary "chores" ofeveryday life
situations.

Let us remember that the majority
of African learners enrol in DE
courses because of one of these
reasons:

• Accesibility and flexibility

• Collaboration with other
learners who live far apart

• Collaboration with learners
ofdiverse backgrounds and
greater learning

• Academic and/or job
advancement; and

• Affordability
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The African Continent online study
guide should not be only in the
English language, but in the
notable African languages as well
(for example in Kiswahili, Hausa,
Zulu and may be Akan). This will
make the pre-course instructions
very clear to Africans all over the
continent. [I will further
recommend that the guidelines for
each course also be translated to
the popular languages for each
country by a team responsible for
African DE in that country]

Africa should also do less of the
"bragging" of DE in this or that
country and team up to set up an
African DE Quality Assurance
Guidelines and/or Team with the
primary aim of ensuring that
Africa's DE (country by country)
IS of the superb, first class
standards.

Designers of quality African
context DE course(s) must give
systematic consideration(s) to the
mix of media and learner support
necessary to meet the objectives of
the course. To me this must be
upfront - right from the planning
stages. Can we truthfully adm it that
we have been doing this in our
respective African countries? One
big problem we have is that our
learner support system is nothing
to write home about. In fact it is
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un iversities in advanced

'(e,g. USA)areusingDEi
ofonline learning and mi
of distributed learni
where DE takes place or

there only on paper - limited to a
poorly-organised monthly tutorial
"gathering" for the DE leerners to
"explain" the difficult concepts and
phenomena in their course books
to them.

Properly-designed learner supp011
must provide the opportunity to
share learning, ideas, and problems
with other learners or teacher,
trainer, tutor or mentor and to
receive help and information about
progress in return. Properly
designed DE must go hand in hand
with properly designed learner
support. If \ove are to make a show
case of an indigenous, well
thought-out, African DE system
then we have to strive to have a
meaningful (I mean a really
meaningful learner support
system), culturally supported and
healthy learner support system for
our African brothers, sisters.
fathers, mothers, children, friends
and enemies (alike) - one that can
stand the force of the Nile at Jinja
(Uganda) - one that can withstal~d
the shock and re-organisation that
UNISA is going through (to COlTect
the erors of the past).

Since Africans are close-knit by
nature, is it not possible for us to
use and/or rely on spouses and
other fam ily mem bel'S (albeit.
perhaps the entire villaae/c

community) as the core learner

support team for an ODFL student
- even ifsuch members ofthe close
and extended family are not
enrolled in the DE programme?

Let us be anxious to design a really
vibrant and supportive "Learner
support system" for mother Afi"ica
- one that will match the objectives
ofan Afl-ican distance education the
world's number one. It must be the
world's number one!

African can succeed. Africa must
succeed. That depends on only you
and me and nobody else! Let us
hereby resolve to be highly
motivated to scale over this hurdle
smoothly ( Mushi , 200 I) . Let us
then break off the bonds of fear
and cowardice, and lets put on the
belt of innovation!

Conclusion

There is now an accumulated
wealth of experience in Distance
Education (DE) in Africa and
abroad. We know what works and
what doesn't. We know what
constraints we face in Sub
Saharan Africa (SSA) and some
of the possible solutions including:

• Proper national policy
frameworks (educationaL

rCT. broadcasting,
copyright)

•

•

•

Adequate budget
allocations (fim
effectiveness)

Timely and appre
training (a critic
Distance Educal
students)

Decentralized sur
structures (for

distance teachin2
distance learnin2
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There IS an increasing
convergence of conventional
education and DE. So perhaps we
need to opt for dual mode rather
than set up dedicated open
universities. DE cannot flourish
without the overall development
within a country and so all
relevant ministries must
collaborate with the Ministry of
Education to improve acce;s to
education at all levels.

There is a growing world trend and
an ovenvhe 1m ing dem and for
higher education. Hence, each
Ghanaian universitv should Get_ ""
serious about developing
appropriate strategic and
implementation plans that will help
mainstream DE and ICTs into day
to-day life. as a \vay of doing
business. training and capacity
building, identifying sources of
funds required etc. It is. therefore.
time to seriouslv en2:a o e the

.J v ""

Government of Ghana in
constructive dialogue as to what
is needed to make DE and ICTs
work better. For example:

• Special funds for capacity
development and learning

• DE needs adequate upfront
investments, before Ghana can
. reap the rewards of DE

• Making tertiary education
more affordable and more

available.

Adequate budgetrary
allocations (finance, cost
effectiveness)

Timely and appropriate
training (a critical mass of
Distance Educators &
students)

Decentralized support
structures (for

distance teaching and
distance learn ing)

•
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DE has changed and modern leTs
have significantly influenced
\\hat we used to call DE and helped
overcome some of the well-knO\\l1
constraints such as:

• Interactivity
• Inability to do labs.

leading to what \\e now call the 4th

and 5th generation models of DE,
especially convergence models
(distributed learnin2: or mixed

~ .

mode learning). DE is no longer
something for the Department of
adult learning and teacher
education but should be an inteoral

'"part of higher education as in
SSA to address urgent access and
quality needs.Even well-established
universities in advanced countries

.(e.g. USA) are using DE in the 1'01111

ofonline learning and mixed mode
of distributed learning, even
where DE takes place on campus.
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It is time to come together to figure
out how the problems that have
prevented scaling and
mainstreaming can be overcome,
instead of talking and talking and
talking about them all the time.

This should be the decade of
action and te11iary institutions (in
Ghana and Africa) should set goals
with measurable achievements. If
tertiary institutions accept DE
and ICTs as an integral part of
their operations, then perhaps the
budgets will stat1 reflecting this and
DE development will not always
be starved offunds (e.g. the mixed
mode at the University ofMauritius
where all 151 year students have to
take DE courses as a way of
handling access constraints).
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IN-SERVICE EDUCATION AND TRAINING:
AN IMPORTANT TOOL FOR IMPROVING

EDUCATION AT THE BASIC LEVEL

In-Service Educ:

Training
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change and gro\\'th are paramount
relates to the staff or individual
workers of an organisation, They
are expected to update their
knowledge and skiUs throughout
their lives and this must continually
be a rene"ing process, 1t is
therefore prudent for management
to place premium on organizational
QTo\\th and staff development that
~'ill adequately serve both the
school organisation and the
individual.

Olganisillg ill-sell'ice trainillgfor teachers
is Orp({)'{//1I0UI1t iII/portO/Ice ir TheY are to
be etlecrive ill achiel'illg the goals alld
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As ideas in education change and
new methods. strategies and
techniques of teaching are de\'ised.
it is imperative for teachers and
professional educators to be
sensitive to the changing situations
and the needs of their pupils, In-
service education and training

Introduction (INSET) is therefore meant to re-
Change and growth are endemic in activate, re-invigorate. re-animate
our complex modern society, No or restore the teacher to life as far
society is static; so as we progress as academic and professional
we change and gro", The school competence is concerned (Morant.
system in the society is also 1981), With the Education Reform
expected to change and grow to in Ghana the Government is
meet the needs of the society. else committed to improving the quality
it will atrophy. One area in which of education in the country and this
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can be achieved when the teacher
vvho is a key figure in the education
enterprise is weJl-equipped with the
relevant knovvledge, attitudes,
skiJls and competencies. Though
money, materials, equipment and
facilities are important. the ability
of the teacher to perform is more
crucial. The purpose of this paper
is therefore to discuss the role of
in-service training in improving the
quality ofeducation in the country,
its chaJlenges and the way forward.

In-Service Education and

Training

There is little doubt that there is a
distinction between education and
training, and the difference is
impOitant. Morant (1981) talks of
training as being "concerned with the
acquisition of skiJls and techniques
using standardised learning
procedures and sequences" (p.3)
while Cole (1997) states that it is an
activity concerned with improving
employees' performances in the
present jobs by imparting skills,
knowledge and attitudes. Henderson
(1978) justifies his choice oftraining
on the basis that it implies a more
direct link between learning and
action and is therefore easier to
measure. He states that the results
of training are more readily usable
in bringing about practical
improvement.
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In contrast, "the broader concept of
in-service education is bound up
with the notion of bringing about
teachers' professional, academic
and personal development through
the provision of a whole series of
study experiences and activities of
which training should be rated as
but one aspect" (Morant, 1981,
p.3). Hence in-service training
should not be considered as an
alternative education but as part of
the total framework of in-service
education. That a close connection
exists between the two is
recognised as illustrated in official
documents and other publications
where increasingly the acronym
"INSET" (in-service-education and
training) is used.

In-Service Education and

Training Defined

Many scholars define in-service
education and training in various
ways. Lipham and Hoeh (1985)
define in-service education as "all
professional development activities
in which one engages after initial
certification and employment and
does not conclude until there is
term ination of services" (p. 183).
They believe that in-service
programme should focus on
increasing professional expertise
and remedying identified
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weaknesses of an individual or a
group of teachers. Morant (1981)
defines in-service education as " the
education intended to support and
assist the professional development
that teachers ought to experience
throughout their working lives. Its
starting point, thus should be
marked by the occasion when the
newly qualified entrant to the
teaching profession takes up his first
.appointment in school and its
finishing point coincides with
retirement" (p.1). Cane (1969) also
talks of in-service training as "all
courses and activities in which a
serving teacher may participate for
the purpose of extending his
professional knowledge, interest or
skill" (p. 10). To HalTis, Bessent
and Mclintyre (1986) in-service
training is "a planned programme
of continuing learning which
provides for the growth ofteachers
through formal and informal on
the-job experience for all
professional personnel. It provides
for a setting to keep a continuing
focus on curriculum for the
instructional improvement of
professional staff members" (p.
81).

A critical examination ofthe above
definitions clearly shows that
INSET is a process designed to
foster personal and professional
growth of individuals within a
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respectful, supportive, positive
organisational climate, having as its
ultimate aim better learning for
students and continuous,
responsible self-renewal for
educators and schools.

INSET aims at "widening and
deepening teachers' knowledge,
understanding and expertise
(including skills, techniques and
powers ofjudgement) in respect of
their professional work by means
of activities designed primarily to
attain this purpose" (Morant, 1981,
p. 3). INSET can be organised in
one or more ofthe following ways:
Classes or Institutes, Workshops,
Professional Readings,
Professional Writings, Subject
Association Conferences,
Exchange Programmes, On-the-job
Training, Field Days/Tours and
Demonstration Lessons.

Importance of In-Service

Training

Until recently, the onus for helping
teachers to be effective was placed
squarely on pre-service training, a
once-for-all training at that time.
The prospective teacher went
through a course of training for a
number of years and was certified
to teach for the rest of his life. But
in a fast changing world, such a
teacher loses his effectiveness
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demands of the present
technological advancement
ofthe world, it is important
to be abreast with the
changes in order not to be
left out.

It brings about better
understanding of one-self
and the learners. Teachers
have sound knowledge of
characteristics that they
should possess while
working with children and
characteristics that children
display. Teachers get to
understand that children
are not the same in several
respects - intellectually,
emotionally, physically,
socially, et cetera; and their
understanding of growth
and development of
children help them to be
effective in teaching and
learning.

Educators are kept in touch
with research findings, thus
updating their knowledge
and skills to synchronise
with changing times.
Teachers are encouraged
to conduct action research
so as to gain better
understanding ofproblems
in the classrooms and the
school.

Educators are inducted into
new obligations and
responsibilities as a result
of postings, appointments
and promotions.

4.

5.

6.
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within a short time unless he is given
the opportunity to update himself
from time to time throughout his
career. It is this latter realisation
that has led to the popularisation of
in-service training in most countries
in the world today. To a large extent
in-service training is a faster,
cheaper and an effective way of
training teachers.
In-service training is important in
various respects:

1. Teachers are introduced to
new concepts and practices;
that is, teachers are exposed
to new and modem methods,
strategies and techniques of
teaching so that the learners
can benefit from whatever
they are taught or exposed
to.
It is a way of remedying
any defects in existing
educational practices: that
is discussing with teachers
and finding appropriate and
lasting solutions to
problems and difficulties
they might face in the
course ofdischarging their
duties.

Teachers are helped to meet
specific challenges or
demands brought about by
curriculum change and
innovations resulting from
changed situations.
Teachers are made aware
that they live in a world that
is changing fast and
therefore, to meet the
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7. It brings about an
opportunity for
professionals to socialize
in order to share ideas and
experiences about their
work. They use their rich
experience and widening
interest for the betterment
of the education service.

8. Teachers tend to have
sound knowledge of
educational technology.
new products coming into
the system and hoyv to use
them in effective teaching,
for example, the use of the
slide or overhead projector
and computer in teaching.

Relevance of Needs Assessment
in INSET
To provide an effective in-service
training to foster personal and
professional growth for the
personnel of any organisation,
including teachers of the education
service, needs assessment is
crucial. It provides information
that enhances and enriches the
content ofthe training programme.
Needs assessment ofteachers in the
following areas are important:
induction of teachers, teachers'
refreshment and teachers'
conversion. Again, it is necessary
that teachers are well versed in
curriculum and instruction. Each
of these needs that have to be
assessed is discussed briefly.

Induction Needs of Teachers

At least once and probably several
times during a teacher's career, he
is expected to embark on new and
unfamiliar duties relating to a
position to which he has just been
appointed. The first occasion when
this may happen is that time when
the new entrant, having recently
left college or University, starts
work in a school where he/she is
required to complete a period of
probation normally lasting a year
or two. The process is to enable
the new entrant gain knowledge,
skills. techniques, attitudes and
values essential to can'ying out the
new role. It is designed to smooth
out the probationer's path. It is "a
systematic programme of
professional initiation, guided
experience and further study"
(Morant, 1981, p.6). The newly
trained teacher is to know hOy\l to
write lesson notes, mark the
attendance register, compile
continuous assessment records,
counsel his students, manage and
control his class for effective
teaching and learning. understand
the code of ethics of the teaching
profession, et cetera. Getting
properly started in one's initial post
as a qualified teacher is very
important.

At times the teacher may earn
promotion to head a department
or be an assistant head or head
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teacher/master of an institution.
The promotion can also involve
moving from one school to another.
The new head or deputy head is,
therefore, likely to be faced \\ith
problems arising from
inexperience, lack ofconfidence or
at worst sheer ignorance of what
the task entails. In order for the
teacher to be competent and
confident in his new challenging
position, he needs an in-service
training in the form of induction.
Though these entail guidance of the
less experienced practitioner by an
experienced practitioner during the
adjustment period, this should be
reinforced by short intensive
formally organised courses in or
out of school.

Extension Needs of Teachers

Teachers need to widen their
professional and academic horizon
in order to be more effective and
effi c ient in thei r day to day
activities. Should the teacher's
career happen to be in an early
stage of development, he might
wish to strengthen his subject
teaching by reinforcing his
academ ic knowledge and
strengthening his subject
methodology. Should it be in the
middle of his career (assistant
headship) he might \\ant to obtain
a better grasp of curriculum theory
or obtain expertise in the
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principles of school management.
Should he hold a senior position
(headship) his needs might be
associated with school
management, evaluation and
assessment of performance or
knowledge of administration of a
circuit or district office. In these
cases the certificate'A' teacher may
tend to undertake a course leading
to an award of a diploma or a
degree.

Teachers' Refreshment Needs
At times there is the need for
teachers to be re-invigorated or re
animated; for, it is assumed that
they go stale, especially when they
have not undergone any
professional or academic training
for a period of time. They need to
up-date their knowledge in certain
subjects or methods. strategies and
techniques for teaching such
subjects and the nuances of it. This
refreshment need is necessary for
teachers who leave teaching for a
while and later come back to the
system. Examples are those who
(a) join their spouses working
outside the country and vvho do not
go into teaching but re-enter the
Ghana Education Service when they
return home. (b) leave the country
on their own to seek greener
pastures and later re-join the Ghana
Education Service, (c) take up
political appointments and later
rejoin the service after they have
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left the political field and (d) leave
Ghana Education Service for more
lucrative jobs within the cotmtry and
later re-join it for some reasons.

Another category of teachers who
need in-service training to refresh
themselves are those who, "though
having taught continuously since
entering the profession might not
have taught a subject or age-range
for which they were originally
trained" (Morant, 1981, p.9). Thus,
it may happen that these teachers
are asked to teach this "dormant"
subject or age-range because of
shortage ofteachers in those fields.
A third category of teachers who
should avail themselves of in
service trall1ll1g to refresh
themselves are those \ovho have
occupied the same post for a
considerable length of time (10 or
more years). It is usually assumed
that a teacher who has occupied a
position in the school for several
years ought to have overcome most
of the difficulties encountered
earlier. He should have gained
solid experience and be capable of
employing appropriate skills and
techniques while performing his
current duties. But it is most likely
that these teachers must have
become stale and hold on to old
attitudes, values, beliefs and
practices and therefore need to be
re-invigorated or refreshed to cope
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with the new demands ofthe Ghana
Education Service and the
changing world.

Teachers' Conversion Needs

Teachers are at times transferred to
entirely different jobs in schools,
districts and regional offices and
anytime this happens, the teacher
should be given in-service training
to make him more competent. It
may happen that a teacher who was
initially trained for work at the
primary school level is moved into
a secondary school or has been
asked to work in the' district/
regional office. Teachers affected
by such changes will definitely
require re-training in order to
function effectively. For example,
officers such as subject specialists
and others are asked to fill positions
in the classroom. During the
education reforms, district offices
were restructured and officers in
the district offices who could not
fit into the structure were sent to
the classroom.

Curriculum and Instructional
Improvement Needs

The society is in a state ofcontinual
change, with one change leading to
another or even generating another.
As a result of this, the old learning
quickly gets obsolete, irrelevant or
inadequate. As the environment
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changes, the people adjust or adapt
to it in an attempt to achieve
equilibrium.

There are new sk ilis, methods,
attitudes, beliefs, materials and
equipment which must be exposed
to the students. These changes in
the society force the school to
make curricular changes
accordingly. And for these
curricular changes to be well
taught, teachers have to be
retrained through workshops,
courses and fellowships to raise
their competency level in handling
the subjects. For example, for
Ghana to keep abreast with other
countries, she introduced
educational reforms in 1987. One
of the changes introduced was in
the area of curriculum. New
subjects such as pre-technical
skills, pre-vocational skills, life
skills, agricultural science and
French were introduced at the basic
education level while metal work,
graphic design, woodwork,
textiles, social studies, et cetera,
were also introduced at the
secondary education level.
Presently, there are efforts to
include lessons on HIY/AIDS in
the school curriculum.
Understanding the nature and
scope of new subjects that were
introduced and the methods of
teaching them called for retraining
of teachers to raise their
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competency level. Hence,
assessment to determine the
training needs of teachers for in
service training is of paramount
importance.

The Nature of In-Service
n'aining in Ghana

In Ghana, the practice was that in
service training courses were
external courses organized on
campuses of colleges, universities,
institutes and teachers' centres.
However, of late, school-based and
cluster-based INSET are being
encouraged and practised.
The school-based in-service
training is organised on the school
premises for the sole benefit of the
teachers of that school. Work is
planned by the education office or
head and sometimes jointly with
teachers. Within the learning
community ofthe school, teachers'
and pupils' needs are identified
more easily and training
experiences/programmes are
devised toward meeting the
identified needs with the view to
raising the standard ofteaching and
learning in the classroom.
Resistance to the implementation of
what has been learnt is usually less.
The needs could be preparation of
lesson notes, methods/techniques of
teaching reading, test construction,
test administration, filling of
continuous assessment form,
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effective management and control
of class and closing of the class
register. The resource person could
be a member of staff .vho has the
flair, experience and expertise. the
head teacher, the circuit supervisor,
personnel from the district
education office or a tutor from a
college. The school"s facilities
such as classrooms, craft rooms and
laboratories are used.

The cluster-based INSET involves
teachers in 3-5 schools in a cluster
who have identified identical/
common needs and therefore come
toaether to have these needs

'"addressed. The needs could be
those already stated in the school
based in-service training
programme. Teachers meet at one
of the schools which is within a
walking distance from the others to
undergo INSET. Like the school
based INSET the resource person
could also be a teacher in the cluster
schools who has the flair,
experience and expertise or a
circuit supervisor, or personnel
from the district education office
or college.

In-service training is also organised
at Teachers' Centres or campuses
of colleges and universities where
the resources used belong to such
institutions. Such off-campus in
service training is organised for a
day or several days. In most cases
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accommodation and meals are
provided for participants.
Generally. this model uses the top
down approach when Ghana
Education Service (GES) is
introducing a new curriculum or a
new techn ique of teaching a
particular subject. Here. resource
persons \\ith higher qualifications
and more experience rather than
colleagues are used. An example
is resource persons from tertiary
institutions bcing used to teach
teachers at the basic education
level.

The GES assumes that the serving
teachers are not competent enough
to handle such subjects, hence the
organization of in-service training
to enable them acquire the
necessarv knowledQ.e, skills,. ~

attitudes. values and sensitivities.
Apart from teachers, newly
promoted and serving heads also
undertake in-service training in
management techniques.

During the 1987 Education
Reforms in Ghana, a num bel' of in
s'ervice training courses were
organised for the personnel of the
GES. Courses were organised in
the area of new curriculum
developed, teaching methodology,
educational planning, school
management and supervision of
instruction. All these courses were
organised as external in-service
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training courses by the Ministry of
Education (MOE). Considering the
costs and other problems involved
in external in-service training, the
ministry encourages school-based
in-service training.

Distance Education programmes
are organised for teachers holding
Certificate .A' and Diploma
Certificate respectively. In Ghana,
this is organised by the Centre for
Continuing Education, University
ofCape Coast and the Institute for
Educational Development and
E~tension,University of Education,
Winneba. The programme transmits
both professional and academic
information to teachers to upgrade
their competence and skills so that
they could be kept abreast with new
developments in education.
Teachers are also informed of
issues of vital national importance
and the overall national needs ofthe
country.

Sandwich courses are also
organised by Educational
Institutions to upgrade the
knowledge level of teachers in the
country. Presently, the University
of Cape Coast and University of
Winneba do organise sandwich
programmes in education related
courses.

The Universities in Ghana offer
admission to teachers to pursue
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both academic and professional
courses. These courses are meant
to upgrade the knowledge, skills
and competencies of teachers.

ProblemslWeaknesses of INSET
in Ghana

It has been observed that many
problems plague the organisation
of in-service training in Ghana.
The following are the major
problems:

Organisation

1. Many in-service courses are
not co-ordinated. At times this
lack ofco-ordination results in
duplication of efforts. For
example the Department of
Primary Education of
University of Cape Coast
organises INSET for teachers
in her adopted schools and the
GES also organises the same
course for teachers in Cape
Coast schools, including
University of Cape Coast
(UCC) adopted schools.
Similarly, in-service training
activities of Ghana National
Association of Teachers
(GNAT), Institute of
Education at DCC and Non
Governmental Organisations
like Plan Ghana and Action
Aid are not co-ordinated.
Most often, these individual
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bodies see themselves as
islands existing on their own
and therefore design their
programmes without close
consultation with the other
bodies. This leads to
duplication of efforts, and
inappropriate and inefficient
use of limited funds. Various
groups oforganisers introduce
teachers to various methods or
formats for handling certain
topics. Teachers do complain
of the frequent changing of
methods/formats because they
get confused as to which one
they should adopt.

2. There are no frequent foHow
up visits or monitoring by
authorities to ascertain
vvhether knowledge, skills and
attitudes acquired are put into
practice. Hence there is little
or no feedback to guide future
INSET.

3. Timing is also another problem
in the organisation ofINSET.
Some INSET courses are
organised during holidays
while others .are organised
during school time. Those
organised during holidays are
not welcomed by teachers
because it deprives them of
their leisure hours and private
activities during the vacation
period. On the other hand,
organizing courses during
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school time also results in loss
of sizeable amount of
instructional time and
therefore affect pupils'
learning adversely.

4. Most often participants are not
tested immediately after the
workshop to find out the
competency level gained at
the workshop. The absence of
any form of assessment does
not encourage the participants
to pay much attention to the
lessons.

5. At times, in-service courses
are organised for class
specific teachers, that is,
courses meant for either all
class one or class five teachers
in a district. The problem is
that, when such teachers are
assigned to different classes in
which training had not been
received, teaching of subjects
in those classes becomes a
little bit difficult. This usually
occurs when teachers are
transferred from one school to
another.

Relevance of Course Content to
Needs ofParticipants

Instructions at some of the in
service courses are not related to
practical' dassroom experience.
Some of the teachers complain
that some of the courses are too
theoretical and not of practical
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value to them in the classroom.
Also teachers are taught how to
use some equipment, for example
audio visuals/computers, which
are not in existence in their
schools. They therefore do not
make use of skills acquired in
those areas. In this case, energy
and money have been wasted.

Attitude

There is low level of commitment
and negative attitude on the part of
some of the facilitators and
participants and they therefore do
not attach much importance to in
service training. The incentive
packages attached to these courses
for both facilitators and participants
are most often not attractive. Most
often, some teachers attend training
workshops because it is
compulsory, others are adamant
and resist change and therefore do
not put into practice what they learn
at the sessions. According to some
teachers, the unattractive
conditions of service even in the
Ghana Education Service (GES)
discourage participants from
paying much attention to the
courses.

Finance

Inadequate financing of the
programme is one of the major
problems. Very often, most in-
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service training courses organised
in the country are financed by
foreign donors like the World
Bank; so if the donor agencies'
funds dry up, funding from the
Government becomes a problem as
it is always inadequate. Budgetary
allocations for Manpower and
Training Division are so meagre
that they cannot support any viable
district courses. Participants
complain about refund oftransport
expenses, meals and other out- of
station expenses. Because of
inadequate funding, in-service
training programmes are irregular
and therefore do not contribute
much to the professional and
academic development of serving
teachers.

Suggestions for Improvement

Current explosion of knowledge,
technological advancement and
dynamism of society call for
regular innovations and reforms,
attitudinal change, reinforcement
of new concepts and practices in
education; hence the need for
regular in-service training for
teachers. The following
suggestions are offered to improve
in-service training in Ghana:

Organisation
1. Co-ordinating units should be

established at both national
and district levels to co
ordinate the in-service
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2.

training activItIes of the
various bodies such as GNAT,
Department of Primary
Education and Institute of
Education at UCC and NGOs.
In this way, duplication of
efforts and waste of limited
resources could be avoided.
There will not be conflicting
information which tends to
confuse teachers III the
execution of their duties.

Although officers such as
Circuit Supervisors go to the
schools to give support to the
teachers, it was observed that
very little is done to assess the
competency ofteachers in the
area in which they receive in
service training. The feedback
will guide future in-service
training programmes. To
carry out this assignment
effectively, Circuit
Supervisors should have the
opportunity to visit each
school more than twice a term
as it exists currently.
The timing of in-service
training courses is really a
difficult problem but there
must be a way out. It would
not be recommended that
school time should be used for
in-service training courses, as
it will reduce teacher-pupil
contact hours and
subsequently pupilleaming

4.

which is already a serious
problem in the system; neither
would \ve recommend
organising the in-service
training in the afternoons after
school hours; for, teachers
would be exhausted and
would not concentrate on
what is being taught. In
addition, teachers use the
afternoons to mark exercises
and assignments given to
pupils and prepare for the next
day's lessons. It is therefore
recommended that the in
service training courses
should be organised during
vacation time. It is expected
that teachers will be willing to
sacrifice part of their vacation
time on in-service training
courses if the incentive
packages attached to the
courses are attractive enough.

To make in-service training
courses more practical, it is
recommended that very
experienced resource persons
should be employed to
organise the in-service
training. With regard to the
acquisition ofskills for the use
of some equipment, it is
recommended that teachers
should be trained to handle
modern equipment for
enhancement of teaching/
learning. What IS more
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5.

6.

7.

important is to pro\ide the
equipment for use by teachers
In their varJous schools.
Probably. the central
gO\'ernment could be helped
by benevolent societies such
as Old Boys Association.
NGOs. PTAs and
philanthropists 111 the
community with the provision
of the equipment.
In organising in-service
training. teachers should be
trained to hand Ie subjects in
more than one specific class
so that they would not be
found wanting should they be
re-assigned to a different class
when the need arises.
To ensure that school-based
and cluster-based in-service
training courses are very
effective, more v,eighting
should be given to in-service
training in the assessment of
management and supervisory
functions of school heads and
circuit supervisors.
In school and cluster-based in
serVIce training model,
teachers participate as helpers
to each other and planners of
in-service activities by
identifying and addressing
their training needs for
improvement of their
competencies. This training
thrives on self-help, co-

5.3

operation and sharing of ideas.
It is in this light that we do
recommend/encourage the use
of Action Research by
teachers in basic schools in
Ghana.

8. Apa11 iI-om school and c1uster
based INSET. another cost
effective method is to organise
in-service courses by use of
satellites, television, radio and
correspondence courses for a
large number of teachers. The
advantage here is that the unit
cost is low.

9. Circuit supervisors should be
made more mobile in order to
conduct and monitor school
based and cluster-based in
service training programmes.
To ensure effective
organisation, supervision and
monitoring of in-service
training programmes,
travelling costs incurred by
Circuit Supervisors should be
promptly refunded to them as
a way of motivating them.

10. Teachers returning from in
service training courses held
outside their schools should
organise similar courses for
their colleagues.

11. Subject Associations should
be encouraged to playa major
role in organising in-service
courses to supplement that
which is organised by other
bodies.
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12. There shou ld be room for
creativity among participants
so that they can contribute
their quota to the success of
the programme. In this way,
they will feel part of the
programme and not mere
recipients of knowledge.

Relevance of Course Content to
Needs of Participants

Efforts should be made to identify
the learning needs of teachers
within a particular area/locality
(school-based or local based)
before planning an in-service
training. This would assist
organisers to identify the real
needs of teachers in order to
address them accordingly. It can
be done by observation,
brainstorming, and management
request or through questionnaire.
The needs can also be identified
through community interviews.
For example, PTAs or School
Management Committees (SMCs)
could give their impression about
the effectiveness of teachers and
any other problems that may arise.
Students' performances/achieve
ments can also give a hint.

Attitude

To address the issue ofparticipants
not paying much attention to the
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lessons it is recommended that the
participants should be assessed
immediately after the courses
before leaving the course centres.
This calls for the designing of
relevant assessment instrument for
the testing of the participants.
Participants should be made aware
at the beginning ofthe programme
that they would be assessed at the
end of the course to determine the
competency level gained during
the in-service training course. A·
mechanism should also be put in
place to check attendance. This
is to ensure that all teachers invited
to in-service training are present
and participate fully and
effectively in the training
programme.

Finance

Since it is an established fact that
teachers are crucial in every
educational enterprise, it is
imperative that Ghana invests
more resources in the training of
her teachers ifshe is to achieve the
desired goals. The Government/
MOE shouid make adequate funds
available for sustainability of in
service training courses especially
when foreign funds dry up.
Should the government find it
difficult to provide funds from the
Consolidated Fund, arrangements
could be made with District
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Assemblies to take up the
responsibility. Heads of
institutions should make
provisions for in-service training
in their budgets. Also, school
based in-service training \-"ould be
more cost-effective than the
externally organised in-service
training courses. Generally, in
service training programmes
should be planned and designed in
such a way that needs are matched
with available resources to ensure
that one does not run into
difficulties after the programme
takes off.

Motivation

Attractive packages should be
attached to in-service training
programmes. Better conditions of
service and other incentive
packages like earning promotions
and higher certificates can
motivate teachers to pay more
attention to in-service training
courses. Short in-service courses
should be structured such that one
can earn credits towards higher
qualification as well as for
promotion without one leaving
one's work to do full time studies.
In this new approach, a certificate
.A' teacher can earn/accumulate
credits for upgrading to a diploma
status, and the diploma teacher can
also accumulate credits to obtain
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a degree. In addition, those who
are not interested in additional
qualifications can improve their
o\\n professional skills or earn
credits for promotion. This would
create motivation and boost
morale among the teachers.

Teacher's Resource Centre

Teachers' Resource Centres
provide facilities and the
environment as well as resource
persons for teachers to up-grade
themselves. These centres have
to be equipped In order to
effectively perform their roles
including in-service training.
curriculum development activities,
preparation of teaching and
learning materials and exhibition of
new textbooks and educational
materials. Since the centre serves
as an excellent meeting place
where teachers discuss teaching
techn iques, fresh approaches to
the teaching ofsubjects in schools
and new subject-matter, the GES
in collaboration with G AT could
establish more centres at areas
where teachers can easily move
to. It enhances socialisation and
sharing of ideas and experiences.

Conclusion

The young and inexperienced
teacher from training college or
University is confronted with a
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barrage of challenges as she/he
enters the teaching profession.
Even the old and experienced
teachers who playa crucial role in
the education enterprise need to be
abreast with issues within the
education sector.

Current knovyledge explosion, the
era of technology, dynamism of
society which call for innovations
and reforms, the need for attitudinal
change, reinforcement of new
concepts and practices in education
necessitate organization of regular
in-service training for teachers.
They have to continually up-date
their knowledge, skills, techniques
and competencies to make them
effective so that their pupils/
students and the society as a whole
derive maximum benefit from their
work.

In-service training should, to a large
extent, be based upon assessed
needs of participants; their
involvement from the planning,
implementation and evaluation
stages are essential for their
commitment and effectiveness of
the programme.

The school-based and cluster-based
in-service training which try to
address the immediate needs of
teachers and are more cost effective
should be highly emphasized.
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No matter how well-trained,
dedicated, committed and
resourceful a teacher may be, her/
his effectiveness will be hampered
by lack of essentials such as
teaching/learning resources and
reference materials. Poor working
conditions such as low
remunerations and little or no fhnge
benefits tend to destroy the morale
of the teachers.

All these need to be seriously
addressed if we are to succeed in
implementing effective in-service
training programmes for quality
education.
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explains that:

The use ofreading materials cannot
be over emphasized at each level
of the educational system,
considering the unique contributions
in terms of instructional roles they
play in teaching and learning in the
classroom and even at private
studies. The success of curriculum
innovation will be very low if the
required textbooks specifically, and
other instructional materials in
general are inadequately supplied
and used.

Introduction

In the words ofOmvuka (1997), the
availability of standard text
materials, especially in the form of
modules is important for the
successful execution and
management of a distance
education programme. Modules are
basic and inevitable instructional
materials and constitute one of the
major yardsticks for measuring
programme's effectiveness.
Adequacy of reading materials
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This study assessed the adequacy or

otherwise of the reading materials

(modules) and objectives achievement of

the National Teachers' Institute's Nigeria

Certificate in Education programme in

Ogun State. To obtain an in-depth

assessmellf, subject specialists (experts)

were randomly drawn from the three

tertiary institutions that train teachers,

namelv Olabisi Onabanjo Universi0; Ago

Iwove, Tai SolOl'in Unil'ersi0' ofEducation,

IjagulI, Ijebu-Ode, and Federal College of

Education, Osiele, Abeokuta. In all, sixty

three (63) subject specialists were sampled

for the modules' assessment. The records

on graduating sTUdents of National

Teachers' Institute were collectulfrom the

State Headquarters, Abeokuta to assess

the objectives achievement. Data were

analyz.ed using descriptive statistics.

Results showed that the objectives are

being achieved; the modules are adequate

in terms of content, presentation, self

evaluation, dynamism and editing, but not

adequate in printing and availability. It is

therefore recommended that the NTI(NCE)

programme should not be scrapped;

quality printing materials for the modules

slwuld be used and be readily available.

ASSESSMENT OF READING MATERIALS AND OBJECTIVES'
ACHIEVEMENT OF NATIONAL TEACHERS INSTITUTE'S

NIGERIA CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION PROGRAMME IN
OGUNSTATE



Ozuzu (1997), citing Eyre (1983)

explains that the purpose ofdistance

education management focuses on

the formulation of objectives and

policies (to overcome envisaging

problems) of institution and the

pursuit ofall the necessary activities

that will bring those objectives and

policies to satisfactory fruition.

Ozuzu (1997), however explains
that when objectives and policies
are rightly formulated but
wrongly implemented, problems
emerge. These problems arise from
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formatio-n of goats and

objectives is very important

and crucial In the

establishment of any

institution. This is because it

is the goal in general that

\vill guide the curricular

designer in developing an

effective curriculum; in

building the teacher to create

appropriate learning

experiences; in informing

the students about what they

are expected to learn; in

providing a means to

evaluate the success of a

programme; and informing

the general public exalt what

the school intend to do with

its resources and its children.

(pp 125).

(course books) is among the

evaluative criteria, which are set

independently of rhe specific

alternatives and are stated in

parameters which furnish directly

measurements on the results of an

alternative course of action vis-a

vis the objectives of the system.
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With regard to a programme's

objectives, Soumelis (1971)

explains that objectives are meant

to guide the behaviour ofa system,

which strives to attain them through

its output (decision/act). The

objectives are either set by the

system or prescribed by its

suprasystem. The setting of a

objectives depends on the degree

of the system's autonomy and

environmental information. Other

evaluative criteria are academic

performance of students on the

programme and the performance of

the graduates of the programme.

Considering the classroom

instruction, "An objective is a clear

and unambiguous description of

your instructional intent; it is not a

statement of what you plan to put

into the lesson (content) but instead

it is a statement of what your

students should get out ofthe lesson

(Oyedeji, 1998). Ogunsaju (2004)

explains that:
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poor planning or implementation or
both. Effective management ofany
organization requires the application
of rational and systematic analysis
of objectives and policies. It is
therefore highly desirable that
management of distance learning
programmes considers its stated
objectives.

The National Policy on Education
(2004) spelt out in details the aims
and objectives of all levels of
education. The National Teachers'
Institute (NT!) is a distance
learning institution established by
the Federal Government ofNigeria
with a legal backing through
Decree 7 of 1011l April, 1978. This
institution was established to train
teachers at the primary school
level.

The overriding aim of the
government was that the trained
teachers would have a thorough
knowledge of primary school
subjects, and be able to teach them
in the class effectively. In addition
to the above aim, the teachers
should be able to show remarkable
improvement in their general
conduct both within and outside the
school environment; and also the
preparation of teachers for further
studies if the need arises.
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The Problem

The NTI started to train teachers
at Nigeria Certification in
Education (NCE) level in Ogun
State since 1993. Since its
inception, there has been doubts
about the quality ofthe product and
the achievement of the institute in
relation to the instructional
materials. Educational
Administrators, especially from the
tertiary institutions have been
querying the quality of the output
(NCE graduates). These doubts
about the quality of graduates and
relevance of the programme could
be traced to poor quality of
educational resources in various
similar part-time, education
programmes (Ojo, 1980; Agwu,
1997; Urombo, 2000).

Based on the above, this study
specifically sets out to
(i) examine the adequacy or

otherwise of the reading
materials

(ii) to find out the extent to which
the objectives of NTI (NCE)
programme are being achieved
in Ogun State.

pa
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In order to determ ine above claims,
the following research questions
,vere drawn.

1. How adequate are the reading
materials (modules)?

2. To ,vhat extent are the
objectives of NTI (NCE)
programme in Ogun State being
achieved?

3. What is the graduation rate of
NTI(NCE) students?

Research Method

For this study, descriptive survey
research design was adopted
because the existing variables were
observed and evaluated. The
respondents include the subject
specialists drawn from Faculty of
Education, Olabisi Onabanjo
University (OOU), Ago Iwoye, the
School of Education, Tai Solarin
University of Education, Ijagun,
Ijebu Ode (TASUED) and the
School of Education, Federal
College of Education (FCE),
Osiele, Abeokuta. In all, 63
respoundents were randomly
selected: 23 fi'om Olabisi Onabanjo
University (OOU), 12 from the
Department of Curriculum Studies
and Instructional Technology; nine
from the Department of
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Educational Foundations and
Management and two from the
Department of Sport Science and
Health Education. Twenty-one
were randomly drawn from
TASUED and the remaining 19
were drawn from FCE.

Subject Specialist Checklist (SSC)
was designed to assess the stu
dents' reading materials (Modules).
Two modules of each subject were
random ly selected for experts as
sessment. The reading materials
were accompanied with the check
list to assess the adequacy and
quality or otherwise ofthe modules.
The checklist comprised three main
parts: A, Band C. Part A focused
on background information of the
subjects specialists, Part B was
made up of 3 I items. These items
were sectional under the following
headings: content; printing and
organization; presentation; self
evaluation; availability; referencing;
dynamism; and editing. Each sub

ject specialist responded by tick

ing each item from the four op

tions - VA-Very Adequate, A -Ad

equate, JA - Just Adequate and

NA - Not Adequate. Section C

was on the specialists' opinion

about the NT! (NCE) programme.

The data collected were analyzed

using descriptive statistics i.e.
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percentage, mean and standard

deviation. With regard to the

achievement of objectives, the

researcher visited NTI in

Abeokuta (headquarters ofOgun

State), to collect data on the

grad uate students' academ ic

performance and the graduating

rate.

At each college. a research
assistant "vas chosen. The research
assistants helped to select the
respondents randomly using the
lottery method in related schools!
departments.

Results

This section focuses on the
answers to the research questions
and the data collected on academic
perfonnance ofgraduated students.

Research Question 1: How
adequate are the reading materials
(modules)?

Table I shows that the adequacy
or otherwise of the texts (modules)
were similar, while the printing and
availability of the modules were
assessed inadequate. All other
variables considered were assessed
adequate.
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Results on Table I show clearly that

\\hile the experts assessed the text

as adequate or fairly adequate in

tenns ofcontent presentation. self

evaluation. referencing. dynamism

and editing, all the texts were judged

arossl\' inadequate in terms ofb •

printing and availability. The texts

were poorly printed and this.

therefore. affected readability of the

texts by the students. Many of the

students intervie\ved made it clear

that they experienced difficulties in

reading the texts because of the

poor printing. Apart from that, the

texts were not readily available.

Urombo (2000) study in Zimbabwe

revealed that distance learners

experienced a similar situation. She

found that 73% of the students

sampled indicated that the modules

were not given in good time. The

inability to make the texts available

as at when due would hamper

normal studies and preparation for

examinations. The aftetmath would

be poor reading habits, poor

performance and examination

malpractices among the students.

Table 1

Assessments of the j

Englisl
N=11
M

Content 3.45
Printing and 1,92
NA

3.25organization
Presentation 2.86

Self
3.08Evaluation
2,85

Referencing
2.81Dynamism

Editing 2.76
Telal

Social St

N=12
M SO

Content 3.23 0.6

Printing and 1.71 1,2'

organization

Presentation 3.41 0.52

Self 299 0.85

Evaluation

Referencing
2.05 105

Dynamism
3.07 0.73Editing

Total 333 0.66

2.70 0.71

VA- Very Adequate: A - Ac

N = Number of responden
M = Mean

SD = Standard Deviation
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Table 1

early that Assessments of the Adequacy of the Modules (Five Texts)

the text English language Mathematics
N = 11 N = 10

Auate in M SO z- 0 M SO z- 0

on, self- Score Score

namism Content 3.45 0.66 1.19 A 3,01 051 0.47 A
Printing and 1.92 0,94 -1.45 NA 1.89 0.71 -1.56

>judged NA

rms of organization 3.25 0.75 0.85 A 3,04 ,0.66 0.53 A

Presentation 2.86 0.98 0,17 A 3,24 0.73 0.89 A
e texts Self

this. Evaluation 3.08 0.84 0.55 A 2.73 1,95 -0,04 A

.ofthe Referencing 2.85 0,91 0,16 A 3.21 0.69 0,84 A
2.81 0,63 0.09 A 294 1.11 0.84 A

of the
Dynamism
Editing 2,76 0,58 JA 2.75 1,55 0.84 JA

clear TetaI

ties in
)f the Social Studies Integrate Science Primary Education Studies

I, the
N=12 N=12 N = 18

M SD z- D M SD z- D M SD Z· D
e. Score Score Score

Content 3.23 0.61 0.75 A 2,97 0,79 0.45 A 3.45 0.66 1.19 Abwe
ers

Printing and 1,71 1.24 -1,39 NA 1,86 0,67 -1.54 NA 1.92 0.94 -1.45 NA

She organization

:nts Presentation 3.41 0.52 1.0 A 3.13 0,97 0.73 A 3.25 0.75 0.85 A

lIes Self 299 0.85 0.41 A 295 1,01 0.41 A 2.86 0.98 0,17 A

rhe Evaluation

bJe Referencing
2.05 105 -0,92 NA 311 1.01 0.70 A 3.08 0.84 0.55 A

ler Dynamism

[O[ Editing 3.07 0,73 0.52 A 3.02 1.03 0.54 A 2.85 0.19 0.16 A

lid Total 333 0.66 0.89 A 296 1.02 0.43 A 281 0.63 0.09 A

O[ 270 0.71 JA 2.72 0.56 JA 2.76 058 JA

In

VA- Very Adequate: A - Adequate: JA - Just Adequate; and NA- ot Adequate
N = Number of respondents
M = Mean

SD = Standard Deviation
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Research Question 2: To what

extent are the objectives of NIl

(NCE) programme in Ogun State

being achieved?

The main objectives of the NTI

(NCE) are

1. To train and upgrade

all qualified Grade II

teachers to NCE level

11. To help produce the

needed teachers for

the successful

implementation of

ational Policy on

Education.

stue

98Total

199

No

stud(

19S

No

Merit and above 75
Ordinary Pass 02
Absent
(in one or
more courses) 21

Total 3372

Merit and
above 311
Ordinary Pass 68
Absent
(in one or more
courses) 18:
13.35

Table 2

Academic PeljorlllQ/i

In 1993, a total of 3,372 students

graduated, out ofthis number, 3119

(92.5) had merit and above passes,

68 students (2.031) with ordinary

passes, while the remaining 185

(5.49%) were absent in one or

more courses. The remaining years

under study could be observed in

Table 2.

The third general objective of the

NIl (NCE) programme is "to

provide the basic background for

those of them who may later wish

to pursue their studies at higher

levels". The academic performance

(1993-2000) results on Table 2

refers. It was observed that those

qualified to pursue higher education

were quite reasonable in number.

A total of 4,347 out of 4960

representing 87.6% of the products

'·"'ere qualified for admission into

higher institutions, though they may

have to improve on their OIL basic

qualifications.

To provide the basic

background for those

of them who may later

,vish to pursue their

studies at higher

levels.

ill.

Source: Ogun State
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372 students Table 2

lumber, 3119 Academic Pelj'ormance (1993-2000) Results

Dove passes,
1993 1994 1995 1996

ith ordinary No of % No of % No of % No of %
aining 185 students students students student

111 one or Merit and

iningyears above 3119 92.49 428 78.96 228 83.52 247 80.46

bserved in
Ordinary Pass 68 2.02 50 9.23 29 10.62 19 6.19
Absent
(in one or more

ive of the courses) 185 5.49 64 11.81 16 5.86 41
13.35

Ie is "to

·ound for Total 3372 542 273 307

Her wish

t higher

~lmance

fable 2 1998 1999 2000 (Total 1993-2000)

It those No of % No. of % No. of % No. of %

ucation student student student Student

umber.
Merit and above 75 76.53 30 55.55 220 70.06 4347 87.64

4960 Ordinary Pass 02 2.04 11 20.37 71 22.6 250 5.04

lducts Absent

l into
(in one or
more courses) 21 21.43 13 24.07 23 7.33 363 7.32

rmay

~asic Total 98 54 314 4960 100

Source: Ogun State NTI Office, Abeokuta
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Going by the records, more than 800
students graduated in year 200 I,
\vhile over 1000 students graduated
in 2002. We can. tl;erefore.
confidentially say that one of the
main objectives - .. to train and
upgrade all qualified Grade II
Teachers to NCE lever' \\as being
achieved. ~

pronouncement on the minimum
qualification led to the closure ofTC
11 Training Colleges in Ogun State,
leaving just one, the TC II, lIaro.
The closure of Teachers Colleaes
led to the shortage of teachina

~ b

personnel in the state and the NIT
Grade IT by DLS had to come to
the rescue, w'hich now led to the
present increase in the students'
enrolment. In the year 2000 alone.
314 students graduated as against
98 students and 54 students that
graduated in 1998 and ] 999
respectively.

Oguntimehin
Research Question 3: What is
the graduation rate of NTI (NCE)
students?

3500

3000

2500
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1500
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o 'j,
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Figure 1: NTI (NCE) graduation rate

Generally, betvveen 1993 and 2000'
the programme graduated 4960
students. in which 4347 (87.6%)
passed at merit and above, 250
(5.04%) students had ordinarv
passes while 363 (7.32%) studen;s
\vere absent in one or more courses.

The NTI (NCE) Programme
Objective Achievement
The objectives of NT! (NCE)
programme as stated in the NTI
document \~;ere assessed to have
been achieved fully. A look at the
figure (graph) showed that the first
set ofgraduands (1993) ,vere more
than double the total number of
graduands produced between 1994
and 2000. It could be adduced that
most of the Grade II certificate
holders then and those who had the
prescribed requirements for CE
admission were trained and
upgraded. It was observed that
the Federal Government's
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The second general objective is "to
help produce the needed teachers
for the successful implementation
of National Policy on Education".
It had been found that majority of
the primary school teachers in
Ogun State at the time when the
study took place were NCE holders,
even some of them were bachelor
degree holders. It is of note that
many of these teachers were NTI
(NeE) products.

Conclusion

An attempt has been made to
assess NT1 (NCE) programme in
Ogun State, with regard to the
adequacy or othrwise of readino
materials and the achievement of
objectives. Assessment of
educational programmes is a
continuous stock-taking measure to
determ ine the extent to which the
objectives of the various education
programmes are being achieved.

Adebusuyi (2000), referring to
Okpala et al (1993) defined
evaluation as process of gathering
valid information on attainment of
educational objectives. analysis and
fashioning information to aid
judgment on the effectiveness of
teaching ... ". Effective teaching and
learning ''''hich are means of
actualizing human resource
development in all educational
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In order to remove obsolescence,
periodic review of modules is
essential, good printing material
institutions, NTI inclusive, can only
be achieved by providing required
textbooks/modu les and all other
educational resources adequately.
should be used and the modules
should be made available to
students as soon as each session
commences.
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Early studies on organizational
effectiveness particularly those
conducted through the sixties
tended to indicate that high rate of
labour tumover leads to decrease
and poor performance of the
affected work organizations, In
other words, increased employees
rate of turnover is associated with
increase injob dissatisfaction, Thus,
for instance, the human relationists
argued that employee's attitude has
a s ignifi cant re lation sh ip to
employee performance, vis-a-vis
organizational productivity (Ley,
1996; Marro, 1990, Steer and
Mowday, 1981),

Introduction

improved UpOI1 in order to reduce the
alarmil1g rate of labour tUI'l1OI'er that
impact organizational ejfectil'el1ess, Also,
career del'elopmel1t and prol11otiol1
opportul1ities hal'e become a rare
phel1omel1on il1l11ost ofthe organi:atiolls;
il1dil'iduals whofeeltheircol1tributions go
ul1revl'arded oftenfeelul1derl'alued, Ivhich
call1ead to dissatisfactiol1 and virtually {///
increase O!UIHI'{f/TOIlled tUI'II01'el:

This studv inFestigmed the impaCl oflabour
turlJ01'er 011 organi:mional ejfeCli\'eness in
selected industries in Lagos Stme, Nigeria,
This was with the l'iell' to determining the
appropriate management strategies
through which the problem of labour
{[{I7101'er could be reduced to the nearest
minimum inll'ork organizations in Nigeria,
The survey research method \Vas adopted
for the study, A total of 640 respondents
were selected for the s/lidy usil1g
propol'lionate stratified sampling techl1ique,
The major il1strllments used for the study
lI'ere questiol1l1aire and i11lerview schedule,
The reliability coefficiel1t of 0,84 was
obtail1ed for the research il1strllment, The
four hypotheses gel1erated for the s/lidy
l'l'ere tested using chi-square al1d linear
regressiol1 analysis statistical methods at
0,05 alpha lel'els, The finding ofthe s/lidy
rel'eals that there lI'as a sigl1ifical1t
relmionship between labour {[{I'I101'er and
organizational etfectil'eness, Also, a
significalll relatiol1ship H.'usfound between
job dissatisfaction and labour tUI'l101'e/:
There lI:as a main e.ffeet of interactioll of
occupational l'ariables and labour
11I17101'er on organizational e{feClil'eness,
Finally, a positil'e significal1t relationship
was foul1d among career mobility, labour
tUI'llOl'er and organizational e.{feClil'eness,
Based, 011 the j'indil1gs of the stud,Y, it is
recommel1ded that the lI'orking
elll'ironmel1t of the woders l1eed to be

Absh"clct

IMPACT OF LABOUR TURNOVER ON ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES IN LAGOS

STATE, NIGERIA
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Onimode (200 I) asserts that
employee performance is a function
of their attitude and commitment in
the sense that employee hiQ.h
satisfaction or morale reduc~s
turnover and cut dO\YIl absenteeism
and tardiness. This implies that
productive efficiency v,·hich could
lead to goal achie\ement \vill
fluctuate with variations in
employees' rate of turnover.
interests and morale.

In this empirical study. Talacchi
(1993) discussed the theon
underlying his assumptio;
concerning the relationship
bet\\een job sa ti sfacti on.
absenteeism. labour turnover and
organizational size. He postulates in
this respect that the degree of
functional specialization varies
concomitantly \\ith size and
structure. The author reported that
functional specialization narrows
the \vork content and responsibility
of the job depriving it of nOI~
material re\\ard. such as pride.
\\orkmanship and recognition of
achievement. This implies that
interpersonal relation. increasinQ.
complexity ofthis kind together \yith
the development of technical
interests among departments and
reduction in their interaction
increases the potential for personal
and group connict. These factors
observed by Talacchi \\ere found
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to have led to low level of job
satisfaction and high levels of
absenteeism and labour turnover
which have interacting effects on
organizational effectiveness.

Adewoyin (2003) in her study found
out that labour turnover had
s ign ifi can tl yin flu enced 10\\

achievement of organizational
goals. The author reported that
organizational structure.
occupational variables and job
dissatisfaction were related to
organizational goal achie\'ement.
This implies the causal factors of
labour turnover could mutually
influence non-achievement of
organizational goals. In essence.
there are potentiallv more linkaoes
in large organizati~ns than in sn~all
units and therefore adequate
communication is less likely to be
achieved vihich could detinitely lead
to reduction in the level of
interpersonal attraction amon a

members. Ho\\ever. \\"ith thi~
decline in attraction, absence and
turnover is likely to increase and
reduction in the level of
organizational effectiveness is likely
to surface. •

In the same vein, Indik (1993).
Adewoyin (2003). and Onimode
(200 I). presented a formulation
similar to Talacchi's (1993)
submission. They hypothesized
that an increase in the
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rate of labour turnover and absence
of control and co-ordination
mechanism tend to result in
declined organizational
performance. Also, an increase in
the organizational size, structure and
occupational variables increase the
need for control strategies which
result in the grollth of
bureaucratization. Impersonal
models of control are hOlvel'er
ineffective in maintaining individual
'attraction' to the organization. and
as a result, levels of absence and
labour turnover with interacting
effects on organizational
effectiveness will occur. Also.
Ade\loyin (2003) and Indik (1993)
suggest that as size increases so
does the level of role specialization:
and that as a consequence. the
decrease in the degree of job
complexity reduces the level ofjob
satisfaction and tends to increase
absenteeism and labour turnover.
This implies that there are
potentially more linkages in large
organizations than in small units in
terms of organizational
effecti veness and goa I
achievement.

However. the Action Society Trust
Investigators (1988). and Onimode
(2001) came to conclusion in their
reports that there \Ias no significant
correlation between voluntary
turnover rate and total absenteeism
or \Iith structure and size of the
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organization. Hence, it looks as if
the reasons that cause \vorkers to
quit their organizations are not those
that cause them to stay Ivith their
organizations. whether for sick.ness,
job-related factors or other reasons.
In other Ivords. the correlates of
labour turnover are not the same as
those of organizational
etfectiveness (CooL 1995).

Meanwhile the problem of
organizational effectiveness can
best be understood in terms of the
relationship bet\veen \vork.ers· level
of communication and the types of
expectation from Il'ork and the
structure ofpotential rev,ards in the
organization, In essence. the
decision to leave or stay in an
organization Il'ill be dependent upon
the level of rewards an individual
receives in the system. On the other
hand. absence behaviour can best
be understood by refening not only
to the level of re\\'ards. but also to
the effectiveness of interpersonal
as opposed to impersonal controls
in determining the level of
organizational identification with
goal ach ie\'ement of those
employees \Iho have decided to
remain in an organization (Dalton
and Toder. (1988), Dalton. Toder
and Sy Iver (1994). Mobley (1999)
and Starvan and Oldhem (1998),

Against the foregoing. the problem
ofspecif-ying the exact nature of
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relationship betvveen organizational
structure, reward system,
occupational variables and labour
turnover need to be further
investigated. The bulk of the
research on labour turnover had
focused on causes and correlates,
relatively less attention had been
directed to the consequence of
turnover on organizational
effectiveness in terms of goal
achievement. Although many
researchers and writers such as
Mobley (1999), Onimode, 2001),
Talacchi (1993) and Wachter and
Kim (1999) acknowledge that
'turnover is not all bad', most do not
systemically deal with the individual
or organizational consequences of
turnover. Of the limited researches
that deal \-vith the consequences of
turnover, few have been directed
towards estimating the losses to the
organization.

Statement of the Problem

Against this background, the study
investigated the impact of labour
turnover on organizational
effectiveness in terms of
organizational goal achievement in
selected industries in Lagos State
of Nigeria. This was for the
purpose of determining the
appropriate management strategies
that could foster continuity of
service and reduction in the rate
of labour turnover in service and
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manufacturing organizations 111

developing countries.

Specifically, the study sought to
provide answers to the following
questions:
I. To what extent does labour

turnover influence
organizational effectiveness?

2. Is there any relationship
between job dissatisfaction
and labour turnover?

3. What are the correlates of
labour turnover?

Hypotheses for the study

The following four null hypotheses
were generated for the purpose of
the study;

There is no sign ificant
relationship between
labour turnover and
organizational effective
ness

II There is no significant
relationship between job
dissatisfaction and labour
tUl11over.

lIJ There is no significant
relationship between
occupational variables and
labour tUl11over.

IV There is no significant
relationship among career
mobility, labour turnover
and organizational effective
ness.
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hrst Bank of Nlgena pi
Nigerian Telecommuni<
Plc(NITEL)
National Electricity
Power Authority
(now Power Holding
ofNigeria Pic)
Niaerian Breweries Pico

Total



The proportionate sampling method
was utilized to select respondents
based on the population of the
selected industries. The
respondents were selected based on
the strata of banking,
communication, power and brewing
industries. The purposive sampling
technique was used to select
workers who had spent at least
three years in the selected
industries. The selected industries
include: First Bank of Nigeria Pic,
Nigerian Telecommunication Pic,
National Electric Power Authority
(now Power Holding of Nigerian
Pic) and Nigerian Breweries Pic.

Table 1below shows the distribution
and stratification ofthe respondents
by industries.
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Methodology

Research Design

Population and Sample Selection

Akintayo

The study adopted survey research
design to establish the relationship
between labour turnover and
organizational effectiveness.

Table 1

The target population for the study
consists of all workers in selected
industries in Lagos state. Actually,
it was not possible to get the whole
population of 5,328 workers
responding to the questionnaire to
be administered. Thus a sample size
of 640 \vas selected for the study
using stratified and proportionate
sampling techniques.

Stratification of Respondents by Industries

Industries Population Sample Percentage
Element

FIrst Bank of Nlgena PIc 1,216 156 24.4
Nigerian Telecommunication
Pic (NITEL) 866 100 15.6
National Electricity
Power Authority
(now Power Holding
ofNigeria Pic) 1,230 180 28.1
Nigerian Breweries Pic 2,016 204 31.9

Total 5,328 640 100

ur
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Table 1 shows the proportional
representation of the respondents
according to population of each of
the industries selected for the study.
The population consists of 387
(60.5%) male and 253 (39.5%)
female respondents; 481 (75.2%)
married and 159 (24.8%) single
respondents; 366 (57.2%)
graduates and 274 (42.8%) non
graduates, 200 (31.3%),junior staff,
262 (40.9%) senior staff and 178
(27.8%) management staff.
However, workers who had spent
at least three years in the selected
industries pat1icipated in the study.

Research Instrument

The major instrument utilized for the
study was a set of questionnaire
titled Labour Turnover and
Organizational Effectiveness Scale
(LTOES). The questionnaire
consists of three sections, A, Band
C. Section A focused on
demographic information. such as:
Name of organization. age, sex,
educational qualification, marital
status, and position held in the
industry. Section B focused on
con'elates of labour turnover. For
instance, the follo\\ing factors tend
to influence labour turnover: Job
dissatisfaction. occupational
variables (nature of the job,
condition of\\ork and hour ofduty)
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and career mobility. Also, section
C focused on consequences of
labour turnover on organizational
effectiveness. For instance: Labour
turnover tends to: disrupt
organizational goal achievement,
reduction of organizational
performance, reduction in
vvorkforce, disruption of job
continuity, reduction in the pace of
organizational productivity, etc. The
modified Likert four-point response
rating scale ranging from Strongly
Agree (4 points), Agree (3 points),
Strongly Disagree (2 points) and
Disagree (1 point) was adopted for
the study.

Validity of the Instrument

The instrument was standard ized by
using construct validity. The
instruments were subjected to
criticism by experts in Economics.
Labour Relations, Sociology,
Psychology, and Measurement and
Evaluation. Their criticism and
suggestions led to modification of
some aspects of the items of the
questionnaire.

Reliability of the Instrument

The reliability ofthe instrument was
sought through the use of test-re
test method. The instrument was
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administered on sixty-five workers

in an industry in lbadan. The

reliability co-efficient 01'0.84 ofthe

instrument \~ias obtained using

Kuber Cronbach co-efficient alpha

fOITI1Ula at 0.05 level ofconfidence.

Administr"ation of the
Instrument

The instruments were personally

adm inistered by the researcher with

the assistance of the personnel

manager(s) of each of the selected

industries in Lagos State ofNigeria.

The researcher explained the

purpose of the study. All aspects

of the instruments were carefully

explained to the respondents. The

administration ofthe questionnaire

took the researcher six weeks. All

completed questionnaire were to

be subm itted to the office of the

personnel manager(s) ofeach ofthe

selected industries. This made

possible for researcher to secure

maximum co-operation of the

respondents.

However, 670 copies of the

questionnaire "vere administered but
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656 copies were returned to office

of personnel managers. Out of

656 returned copies of

questionnaire, only 650 were

completely filled. Thus, a total of

640 copies ofthe questionnaire duly

completed which represent 95.5%

of the total number of the

adm inistered questionnaire, were

collected and utilized for the

purpose of the study_

Method of Data Analysis

The data collected through

questionnaire '.vere collated and

analyzed using frequency count and

simple percentage for demographic

information. The Pearson Product

Moment Correlation and

Regression Analysis methods were

uti lized to test relationship between

or among variables of interest at

0.05 alpha levels.

Presentation of Results

HOt: There is no significant

relationship between

labour turnover and

organizational effective

ness.



Table 3
Summary of Chi-Square Contingency Table of Analysis on
Relationship between Job Dissatisfaction and Labour Thrnover

Response Observed Expected df Chi- CJitical Remark
Frequency Frequency Square Value

Strongly 281 160 15 161.62 25.0 Significant
Agree (P<0.05)
Agree 206 160
Strongly
Disagree 97 160
Disagree 56 160

Total 640 640
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H0
2

: There is no significant
relationship between job
dissatisfaction and labour
turnover

turnover has had a deleterious I

effect on organizational
effectiveness. In essence, the null
hypothesis earl ier postulated for the
study was rejected.

Table 2 shows that the chi-square
calculated value of 161.62 is greater
than the critical value of25.0 which
was significant at 0.05 alpha level.
This indicates that there seems to
be a significant relationship
between labour turnover and
organizational effectiveness. This
implies that the rate of labour

Table 2
Summary of Chi-Square Contingency Table of Analysis on
Relationship between Labour Thrnover and Organizational
Effectiveness

Response Observed Expected df Chi- Critical Remark
Frequency Frequency Square Value Vrn.iable

Occupational

Strongly Agree 232 160 15 96.64 25.0 Significant variables

(P< 0.05)
Labour turnoverAgree 208 160

Strongly-
Orgrn.lizational
effectiveness

Disagree 160 160
Disagree 40 160
'Iotal 640 640



Table 4
Summary of Linear Regression Showing the Relationship among
Occupational Variables, Labour TUl110ver and Organizational Effectiveness
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indicated in Table 4 suggests that
there was a joint prediction of
organizational effectiveness by
occupational variables and labour
tUl110ver (f (3,636) = 21.68; P <

0.05. All the variables
independently predicted
organizational effectiveness. The
highest independent contribution
was labour turnover (a = .22)
followed by occupational variables
(a =:= 0.68). The hypothesis was
therefore partially supported.

Ho
4

: There is no significant
relationship among career
mobility, labour tUl110ver
and organizational

effectiveness.

Ho 3 : There IS no significant
relationship among occupational
variables, labour turnover and
organizational effectiveness.The
result of the linear regression as

Table 3 above sho'ws that the chi
square calculated value of 96.64

was greater than the critical value
of 25.0 which was significant at
0.05 alpha level. This indicates that
there is a significant relationship
between the job dissatisfaction and
labour turnover. This implies that
job dissatisfaction is a detel111inant
of labour turnover. It tends to
predict whether a worker \Nill stay
or leave an organization. In
essence, the null hypothesis earlier
postulated for the study was
rejected.
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Variable Beta T Remark
Occupational
variables 0.68 2.26 Significant P(< 0.05)

Labour turnover .216 4.23 Significant « 0.05)
Organizational
effectiveness 0.16 2.11 Significant « 0.05)
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Table 5
Summary of Linear Regression Showing the Relationship among
career mobility, labour turnover and organizational effectiveness

effect iveness
organizational
impossible.

R2 = .30, f (3,636) = 39.50; P < 0.05

Variable Beta T P

Career mobility 0.91 1.62 < 0.05
Labour turnover 321 5.15 < 0.05
Organizational
effectiveness 0.26 4.32 < 0.05

The result of the linear regression
in Table 5 reveals that there was a
joint prediction of organizational
effectiveness by career mobility and
labour turnover., F (3.636) = 39.50:
P < 0.05. All the variables
independently predicted
organizational effectiveness. The
highest independent contribution
\NaS labour turnover (a = .32)
followed by career mobility (a =

0.91 ).

Discussion of Findings

The first hypothesis predicted that
there is no significant relationship
bet\.veen labour turnover and
organizational effectiveness. The
find ings of the study revealed that
a significant relationship exists
between labour turnover and
organizational effectiveness. This

suggests that the rate at which
people are moving in and moving
out, has a deleterious impact on
organizational effectiyeness in
terms of goal achievement. This
find ing corroborates Mo bley.
Griffen. and Hand (1999) who
found out that retaining vvorker in
an organization is a key to effective
management and achievement of
the goal of the organization. In
essence. as the rate of labour
turnover increases. the level of
organizational goal achievement
decreases. The tinding of the study
also tallies with Adewoyin (2003)
and Oladeji (1992) who reported
that labour turnover has a negative
implication on organizational goal
achievement. The implication of
this finding is that labour turnover,
ifnot well controlled could possibly
make workers performailce
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study revealed that occupational
variables in terms of nature ofjob.
condition ofwork and hours ofduty
had affected the interest ofworkers
to stay in the selected organizations.
In essence, occupation variables
have had a significant influence on
the rate of labour turnover which
has also had an interacting effect
on organizational effectiveness:
The finding ofthe study emphasized
the fact that the nature of job
motivation and content of the job
are correlates of labour turnover.
This finding corroborates Porter
and Steer (1993) and Indik (1993)
who reported that occupational
factor is a strong determ inant of
labour turnover since
commensurate skills, knowledge
and experience are required from
the worker for effective job
performance. The attributes if not
found on the part of the worker
could affect organizational
effectiveness since instability of the
labour could positively lead to
organizational instability and
ineffectiveness (Price, 1992; Steer
and Mowday, 1981)

The fourth hypothesis predicted
negative relationship among career
mobility, labour turnover and
organizational effectiveness. The
finding of the study revealed that
there was a strong positive
relationship among career mobility,

vis-a-vis
goal achievement

Akintayo

effectiveness
organizational
impossible.

The second hypothesis predicted a
negative relationship between job
dissatisfaction and labour turnover.
The finding of the study revealed
that a positive relationship existed
bet \\een .i ob d issatis faction and
labour turnover. This implies that
lack of workers motivation and
virtually, dissatisfaction with
condition of service had great
impact on their decision to stay or
leave the organization. Also, as
vvorkers become dissatisfied,
management should deem it fit to
recruit any available competent
hands to replace the leavers. This
finding corroborates Talacchi
(1993), Onimode (2001) and
Adevvoyin (2003) who assert that
workers tend to quit the service of
their industries if they felt
dissatisfied with their jobs. Also,
the managers could not afford to
create vacuum due to some
workers leaving their organizations,
hence recruitment and selection of
new workers to replace the leavers
(Lumdonest, 1998; Morro, 1990).

The third hypothesis predicted a
negative relationship among
occupational variables, labour
turnover and organizational
effectiveness. The finding of the
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labour turnover and organizational
effectiveness. This implies that
occupational mobility resulting from
nature and marketability of the
workers professional qualification,
skills, expertise and experience has
been found to have had a significant
influence on the rate of labour
turnover and organizational
effectiveness. The implication ofthe
finding ofthe study is that retention
of workers predicts continuity of
service and organizational stability
that could engender effective
service delivery. In other words, the
higher the social demand for a
profession in an industrial society,
the higher the chance ofleaving one
organization for others in order to
seek greener pasture. More so, the
more workers move out of
organization, the more the vacuum
created which could render
organization ineffective in terms of
organizational goal achievement.

The finding ofthe study buttressed
Locke (1996) and Ley (1996) who
assert that occupational expertise
and social demand for workers in a
certain profession could influence
decision ofworkers to move in and
out oforganization. This implies that
once the profession in which the
workers fell are socially accepted,
viable and demanded, such workers
tend to move in and out of the
organization where economic
reward is not worthwhile while in
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search for better organization that
provides for equitable reward
system.

Summary of the study

This study investigated the impact
oflabour turnover on organizational
effectiveness. This was for the
purpose ofdetenn ining appropriate
management strategies that could
lead to reduction in the rate of
labour turnover in any work
organization in igeria.

The researcher adopted survey
research design for the purpose of
the study. The sample elements for
the study were selected from four
industries in Lagos State, namely;
First Bank of Nigeria Pic, Nigeria
Telecommunication Pic; National
Electric Power Authority (now
Power Holding ofNigeria Pic) and
Nigerian Breweries Pic. The sample
size of 640 was selected for the
study using stratified and
proportionate sampling techniques.
The major instruments used for the
study were questionnaire and
interview schedule. The reliability
co-efficient of 0.84 at 0.05 alpha
was obtained for the instrument
using Kuber Cronbach coefficient
Alpha formulae. The data collected
were collated and analyzed using
chi-square and linear regression
analysis statistical methods. The
four null hypotheses generated for
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the study were tested. The finding
of the study revealed that:

I. A strong positive relationship
exists between labour turnover
and organizational
effectiveness.

ll. Job dissatisfaction was found to
have had a significant influence
on labour turnover with its
attendant implication on
organizational effectiveness.

ill. There was a significant
relationship among
occupational variables, labour
turnover and organizational
effectiveness.

iv. There was a main effect of
interaction of career mobility
and labour turnover on
organization effectiveness.

This study established the cause
effect relationship between labour
turnover and organizational
effectiveness. The study
established the consequential
effects of labour turnover on
organizational effectiveness in
terms of goal achievement.

The implication of the findings of
the study is that given multiple
causes and consequences of
turnover, it has been established
that, no single policy, practice or
procedure could be sufficient.
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Effective management of labour
turnover requires examination of
the entire human management
process including recruitment,
selection, early socialization, job
design, compensation, supervision
and career planning for sustainability
ofany result-oriented organization.

Recommendations

Based on the findings of the study,
the following recommendations
were made:

(i) The working environment of
workers needs to be
improved upon in order to
reduce the rate of labour
turnover that impact
organizational effectiveness.

Career development and
promotion opportunities have
become rarer in most of the
organizations in Nigeria,
individuals who feel their
contributions go unrewarded
often feel undervalued which
could lead to dissatisfaction
and virtually an increase in
unwarranted turnover.
Performance management
systems should therefore be
seen as objective and fair in
order to avoid allegation of
nepotism.
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(iii) Also, workers should be made
to understand the
performance criteria against
which they are measured,
otherwise they will become
dissatisfied and consequently
quit the organization.
Effectiveness motivation
strategies should therefore
be designed towards
equitable reward system in
order to sustain the interest
of the workers and retain
them in the organization.
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In recent times, a surge of interest
has been demonstrated on equitable
reward system as it affects job
related behaviour by organizational
behaviourists (Crapanzano and
Randall, 1993). Fair treatment in the
workplace has indeed received
increased attention by various
writers (Cohen, 1991 and
Greenberg, 1987). Greenberg noted
a growing domain of research,
termed organizational justice with
particular emphasis on the role of
fairness in the workplace.

However, much of the early
research studies on organizational
justice explored employees'
perception of the distributive
and procedural fairness of
specific organizational policies
and decisions (Greenberg,
1988). For instance, researchers

have examined 'employee
perceptions of the fairness of
selection and recruitment decision
(Gilliland, 1993; Smither, Reilly,
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Abs/rac/

The s/ll.dy in\'estigaled /he impacI of
organiwlionallrealmelll 0/1 job salisfac/ion
among workers in seZec/ed /ertiary
inslilulions in Nigeria. This was for Ih'e
purpose ofascerlaining Ihe organiZaliollal
faCIO/'S /hal could enhance job salisfac/ion
among ins/itulional workers ill Nigeria. The
study adopted Ihe ex-pos/-faclo research
design. A total of 200 responden/s were
selectedfrom some Universi/ies in Nigeria
using purposive and s/ratified sampling
techniques. The instrumen/ used for da/a
collec/ion was a se/ ofquestionnaire wi/h
reliability co-efficient of 0.79 using
Cronbach Alpha formula. The four-null
hypotheses were tested al 0.05 alpha level
using Pearson Producl Momenl
Correlalion and I-lest stalislicalme/hods.
Thefinding ofthe sludy revealed Iha/lhere
was a significanl rela/ionship belween
organiwtional/rea/1nent and workers' job
sa/isfaction. A significant relalionship was
also found belween organizalional
treatment and ,vorkers' attitude 10 work.
Based on the findings of the study, it is
recommended that workers' involvement
in planning and implementa/ion of
organizational programmes should be
encouraged in order /0 motiVale workers
andfosterjob satisfaction. Also, the wages
and salaries of the workers should be
subjected to continuous review and
promptly paid in order to foster their
commitment to organizational goals.
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Millsap, Pearman and Stoffey,

1993); performance appraisal
system (Dipboye and de

Pontbraind, 1981; Greenberg,
1986); job loss and lay offs

(Brockner and Greenberg, 1990;

Konovsky and Brockner, 1993), and
even employee reactions to

equitable reward in terms of
satisfaction and performance. In

1990, organizational justice

researchers expanded beyond the
traditional procedural and

distributive types of justice and

began to explore the interpersonal
side of organizational justice
(Greenberg, 1993; Michelle, Bloom,

Dake and Tanzer, 1998). In the
study on interpersonal treatment at
vvorkplace, Mikula, Petrik and

Tanizer (1990) reported that a

considerable proportion of the
injustices which were reported did

not concern distributional or

procedural issues in the narrow
sense, but referred to the manner

in which people were treated in
interpersonal interactions and

encounters. Similarly, Bies and
Moag (1986) noted that employees

are heavily influenced by

interactional justice which refers to
an individual's evaluation of the

quality of interpersonal treatment
experienced when organizational

procedures are enacted.
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Meanwh ile, other organizational

behaviour researchers have noted

that a broader concept of

interpersonal treatment, which

includes treatment outside of

organizational procedures and

policies, needs further research

attention (Messick, Bloom, Boldizar

and Samnelson, 1985; Mikula

et aI., 1990). This broader concept

of interpersonal treatment

encompassing job satisfaction of

the workers forms the focus of the

present study.

Evidence shows that the

perceptions of organizational

treatment are related to critical

job-related attitude such as job

satisfaction. Keashley, Wilson and

Clement (1994) found that

experiences ofhostile interpersonal

behaviours were related to lower

job satisfaction. Further empirical

evidence reports that there was a

significant relationship between fair

treatment at workplace and job

satisfaction (Cobb and Frey, 1996,

Fry and Gordon, 1989).

Furthermore researchers have also

demonstrated a relationship

between organizational justice and

attitude to work of the employees.
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Skarticki and Folgers (1999)

established that interactional

justices have negative relationship

vvith organizational relations

behaviour. Such retaliational

behaviour according to Hanisch and

Hulins (1990, 1991) denotes work

withdrawal behaviour and negative

attitudes to \york. Other

researchers have found that

perceptions of fair treatment are

related to decreased turnover

intentions (Keashley et, a1., 1994,

Konovsky and Brockner. 1993) and

actual turnover (Dittrich and Currel,

1979).

Meanwhile to establish the

relationship between vvorkers'

perception of fair organizational

treatment and job-related attitude

and behaviours, the equity theory

(Adams, 1965), social exchange

theory (Blan, 1964) for instance,

can be used to argue for employees

who have negative perceptions of

interpersonal treatment and decide

to lower inputs to the organization,

thus resulting to low workers'

productivity, to ratio ofoutcomes to

inputs. Similarly, Willey-Moorman

(1991) argues that employees might

react to perceived inequalities in the

organizations by decreasing the

organizational citizenship behaviour.
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Despite the interest of researchers

in the interpersonal treatment as an
aspect of organizational justice,

there has been little research on the

impact of organizational justice on
workers' job satisfaction. Indeed,

researches conducted in the area

oforganizational justice in Nigeria
are very few, thus the need for

seeking empirical evidence on

organizational treatment as it
affects workers' attitude to work

and job satisfaction as a worthwhile

academic endeavour.

Reflecting on the relationship

between organizational treatment

and job satisfaction, the social
exchange theory can also explain
this relationship. When employees

perceived that they were treated

positively by an organization or their
leader, they were motivated, based

on the norm of reciprocity

(Gouldner, 1960), to have positive

reactions, such as increased job

satisfaction, positive organizational
citizenship behaviours and

decreased turnover (Eisenberger,

Fasolo and Davis- Lamastro, 1990).

Konovskyand Cropanzano (1991 );
Malatesta and Byrne (1997), for

instance, cited social-exchange

theory as responsible for their
findings that interactional justice

was related to both commitment and
citizenship behaviours.
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Michelle et a1. (1998) predicted that
perception of fairness will be
related to a variety of
perceptionsabout an organization.
Their findings established that
organizational fair treatment had
impacted the employees' conviction
about the organizations they worked
for. For instance, Bernstein (1997)
argued that sexual harassment is a
type of incivility or disrespect in an
organization. This implies that work
groups have norms about how
supervisors and co-workers treat
each other in interpersonal
interaction. Moreso, norms about
sexual harassment are subset of
interpersonal interactions.

Empirical research [mdings ofsome
researchers support the nation that
perceptions of climate for sexual
harassment are related to
employee's experiences of sexual
harassment (Hulins, Fitzgerald and
Arasgow, 1996; Zichm', Munson and
Hulin, 1998), These researchers
found that when organizations are
perceived as tolerant of sexual
harassment especially, when
employees believe that victims'
complaints are not taken seriously
or those perpetrators are not
punished, satisfaction derived from
the job may reduce.
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They further reported that the level
ofjob satisfaction of employees in
such organizations could be lower
than those employees in less tolerant
organizations.

Recent empirical work on perceived
organizational treatment and its
influence on work attitudes of
working women found that women
in organizations with flexible
working hours report high level of
job satisfaction than women from
organizations where there is a rigid
working hours ( Hanisch and
Hulins, 1991), Likewise in an
organization where management
communicates well with
employees, the feeling that the
management is communicating
what is happening in the business
will drive employees' dir,ection
(Bernstein, 1997). According to
Hullins, Fitzgerald and Arasgow
(1996), the desired work attitude
and behaviour that confonn with and
those that extend beyond what is
specified in the employment
contract are associated with the
nature of the relationship with the
supervisor. Different perceptions
from the above viewpoints may be
obtained in developing countries like
Nigeria. It is essential to note that
in Nigeria, fiscal motivational factor
and situational favourableness, "vith
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little or no recognition for
communicatIon structure between
superior and subordinate or hours

of duties, are central to workers'

attitude to work.

Recognitions of this fact led to
theories that fulfillment of
individualneeds (Maslow, 1954 cited
in Huntington, Hutchison and
Sowa, 1991; McCleland, 1979 cited
in Hanisch and Hullins, 1990),
meeting expectation (La\vler and
Porter, 1968 cited in Gill iland, 1993)
and receipt of positive outcomes
(Vroom, 1964) resulted in positive
",,"ork attitudes. Nigerian workers
have been found by some
researchers to have surrendered to
the hegemonic power ofmoney, and
the employees can only be
committed and satisfied with work
condition when they are highly
remunerated (Ubeku, 1987 cited in
Akintayo, 2002; Anikpo, 1984 cited
in Kester, 2002; Akintayo, 2003;
Alarape and Akinlabi. 2000 cited in
Akintayo, 2002). These authors
stressed that in Nigeria, good wages
and salaries playa leading role in
the search for high level of
employee's commitment and
satisfaction. However, job status,
1'0 Ie differentiation, gender and
experience on the job were
reportedto be strong determinants
of perception of worker's
organizational treatment and job
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satisfaction. (Gilliland, 1994).

Statement ot' the Problem

Against this background, the study

investigated the workers'

perception of organizational

treatment and job satisfaction in

tertiary institutions in South

Western Nigeria. This was with the

view to ascertaining the various

organizational factors that could

enhance job satisfaction among

industrial workers in Nigeria.

Objectives ot' the study

Specifically the objectives of the

study are to:

Asce11ain the relationship

between organizational

treatment and job

satisfaction.

Find out the relationship

between organizational

treatment and workers'

attitude to work in tertiary

institutions.

Establish the relative

effect of interpersonal

treatment on workers' job

satisfaction.

p
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The ex-post-facto design was
adopted for the study. A total of
200 respondents were selected for
the study using purposive stratified
sampling techniques. Four
Universities were purposively
selected to represent Federal and
State owned tertiary institutions in
South Western Nigeria. These
"vere the University of Ibadan,
Ibadan, University of Lagos,
Lagos, Ado Ekiti University, Ado
Ekiti and Olabisi Onabanjo
University, Ago- Iwoye, Ogun
State.

Research Design
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(4) There is no significant
difference in the perceptions
ofyoung and old respondents
on organizational treatment.

Methodology

Also, 128 (64%) male and 72
(36%) female respondents
participated in the study. The
age range of the respondents was
25-60 year with mean score of
14.36 and standard deviation of
5.02. Moreso, 108 (54%) graduate
and 92 (46%) non-graduate

(1) There is no significant
relationship between
organizational treatment and
workers' job satisfaction.

Establish the differential
perceptions of male and
female respondents on
organizational treatment.

Determine the different
perceptions of young and
old respondents on the
organizational
treatment.

Akintayo & Babajide

(2) There is no significant
relationship between
organizational treatment and
attitude to work among the
workforce.

(3) There is no significant
difference between the
perceptions of male and
female respondents on
organizational treatment.

Hypothesis for the Study

The following four null hypotheses
were generated and tested for the
purpose of the study:
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Research instrument

The instrument used for data
collection was a set of
questionnaire titled "Organizational
Treatment and Job Satisfaction
Scale" (OTJSS). The questionnaire
consisted of 26 items, which
consisted of two sections, A and
B. Section A contains information
on demographic characteristics of
the respondents, which include:
Name of institution, age, sex,
marital status, highest educational
qualification and working
experience. Section B however
contains 20 items related to
organizational treatment, attitude to
work andjob satisfaction. The five
points Likert rating scale of
Strongly Agreed (SD), Agree (A),
Undecided (U), Strongly Disagree
(SD) and Disagree (D) was

adopted for the study.

Validity of the instrument

The validity ofthe instrument was
sought by consulting with the
experts in Psychology, Sociology,
Industrial Education and
Measurement and Evaluation.

Also, the researchers distributed ten
copies of the drafted questionnaire
to specialists in the aforementioned
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disciplines. Their suggestions and
criticism led to the modification of
some items on the questionnaire.
This enabled the researcher to
determine the suitability of the
questionnaire in measuring the
variables of the study.

Reliability of the Study

The consistency of the instrument
in measuring the independent and
dependent variab les· in the study
was established using Test Re-test
method. The researchers
administered the questionnaire to
twenty workers in International
schools in University of Ibadan.
The data collected through pilot
testing were collated and analyzed
to determine the reliability co
efficient ofthe instrument. Thus, the
reliability co-efficient of 0.79 was
obtained using Cronbach alpha
formula. In essence, the reliability
of the research instrument was
established before being finally
administered on the respondents.

Administration of the
instruments

The instrument was administered by
the researchers. The researchers
explained the purpose ofthe studyto
the respondents. They \-vere made
to understand that all infonnatioll
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being provided would be treated

with confidentiality and for the

purpose of research only.

However, 220 copies of

questionnaire were administered

and 200 copies were completely

filled and returned. It took the

researchers three weeks

toadminister and collect the

questionnaire, due to the

geographical location of Nigeria.

Data Analysis

The data collected through the

questionnaire was collated and

analyzed for the purpose of the

study. The demographic information

was analyzed using simple

percentage and frequency counts.

The Pearson Product Moment

Correlation and t-test statistical

methods were used to test the four

nuH hypotheses generated for the

study. The Pearson Product

Moment Correlation formula was

used to test hypotheses one and

two and t-test statistic was utilized

to test hypotheses three and four.

The four null hypotheses were

tested at 0.05 alpha levels.
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Presentation of Results

The results of the analyzed data

were presented on the basis of the

hypotheses generated for the

study.

This has virtuaHy impacted morale

and attitude to work in a positive

direction with overriding effects on

job performance and productivity

among the workforce. Thus,

hypothesis one was rejected.

HO 1: There is no significant

relationship between organizational

treatment and workers' job

satisfaction.

Table 1 shows that there was a

significant relationship between

organizational treatment and

workers' job satisfaction (r = .232;

P < .05). This indicates that the

treatment meted out to workers in

the selected Universities, in terms

of trust, motivation and equitable

reward had influenced job

satisfaction among the workers.
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Table 1
Summary of Correlation Analysis on Relationship between
Organizational Treatment and Workers' Job Satisfaction
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among the workforce ar

reward system being c

their organization

hypothesis two was rej

Table 2
Summary of Correlation Analysis on Relationship between
Organizational Treatment and Attitude to Work.

Variable N Mean SD r P Remark

Organizational 200 18.36 3.04 .232 .00:1 Significant
Treatment (P <0.05)

Job satisfaction 200 16.30 3.60

H02: There is no significant

relationship between organizational

treatment and attitude to work

among the workforce.

kind of organizational support and

treatment provided for workers in

the selected Universities in Nigeria

had influenced their attitude to work

in a positive direction.

H03: There is no s
difference between
female respondents' pe
organizational treatmer

Table 3 reveals that

was a significant

found between r

female respondents'

on organizational treatr

organizations, t (19

P< 0.05. This imp1ie~

was a problem of

the distribution of j
rewardto male andfem
in the selected Univers

Table 3
Summa~y of t-test )
Respondents on Or~

Sex N Mean

Male 128 17.61

Table 2 shows that the-re was a

significant relationship between

organizational treatment and

attitude to work (r = .152;

P < 0 .05). This indicates that the

The finding ofthe study implies that

workers derived satisfaction in

performing their duties due to

effe.ctive communication climate,

harmonious interpersonal relations

Female 72 19.69
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among the \vorkforce and equitable

reward system being operated in
their organizations. Thus,
hypothesis two was rejected.

H03: There is no significant
difference between male and
female respondents' perception on
organizational treatment.

Table 3 reveals that that there

was a significant difference
found between male and
female respondents' perception

on organizational treatment in their
organizations, t (198) = 4.92;

P< 0.05. This implies that there

\vas a problem of equity in

the distribution of j-ustice and.
rewardto male and female workers
in the selected Universities.
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This could possi-bly jeopardize

interpersonal relationsand job

satisfaction of the workforc-e

with far reaching effect on
workers' morale, performance

and productivity. Thus, hypo-thesis
three was reje-cted.

H04: There is no significant
difference between the perception
of young and old respondents' on
organizational treatment.

Table 4 shows that there was
no significant difference found
between the perception of
young and old respondents
on organizational treatment in
their organizations, t (198) = 1.88;
P> 0.05.

Table 3
Summary of t-test Analysis on Perception of Male and Female
Respondents on Organizational Treatment.

Sex N Mean SD df t P Remark

Male 128 17.61 2.81 198 4.92 .000 Significant

that
CP <0 .05)

Female 72 19.69 2.99
In

to
lte,
IS



Table 4
Summary oft-test Analysis on Perception ofYoung and Old Respondents
on Organizational Treatment.

Variables Groups N X SD df P Remark

Age Young <40 yrs .118 18.69 2.79 198 1.88 .060

Not

Significant

(P<0.05)

Old > 40 yrs. 82 17.88 3.32

Akintayo & Babajide

This indicates that both young and
old respondents equally perceived
organizational treatment at the
same level ofmagnitude.

This implies that distributive justice
in the selected Universities in
Nigeria is adequate and
encouraging. In essence, the fourth
hypothesis is upheld.

Discussion of Findings

The first hypothesis predicted that
there is no significant
relationship.between organizational
treatment and workers' job
satisfaction. The hypothesis was
not confirmed. The finding of
the study revealed that there
was a significant relationship
between organizational treatment
and workers' job satisfaction in the
selected Universities in Nigeria. The
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finding implies that the reward
system adopted in the selected
Universities has really impacted the
workers' satisfaction on the job. In

essence, the workers perceived the
reward meted out to them as
equitable when they compared the
strength of service being rendered
to the University to the reward
provided for them. The finding
corroborates Keashley et al.
(1994); Cobb and Frey (1990),
Akintayo (2002), Fry and Gordon
(1989) who reported that workers'
perception of fair treatment in an
organization tends to influence job
satisfaction.

However, the findingof the study
disagrees with Skarlicki and Folger
(1999), Hanisch and Hullins (1990)
who contended that interractional
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justice within an organization is
significantly related to organizational
retaliation behaviour, such as
withdrawal and turn-over
behaviours. The fmding ofthe study
implies that organizational
treatment tends to influence
workers' satisfaction or
dissatisfaction depending on
favourableness of organizational
climate.

The second hypothesis postulated
that there is no significant
relationship between organizational
treatment and workers' attitude to
work. The finding of the study
revealed that the kind of treatment
provided for workers in selected
Universities, in terms of condition
of service, increased wages and
salaries, promotion at regular
interval and conducive working
environment, had impacted the
attitude ofthe Universities' workers
towards their jobs. In essence, the
Universities' workers demonstrated
positive attitude toward their jobs
were and were virtually determined
to continue to stay on and be
committed to their jobs in their
organizations.

The finding of the study supports
the submission of Keashley et
al. (1994), Konovsky and
Cropanzano (1991) and Dittrich and
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Carrel (1979) who reported that the
perception of fair treatment in an
organization is significantly related
to decrease turn-over intentions,
absenteeism and actual turnover
rate among the workforce.
Similarly, the finding of the study
corroborates Kester (2002) and
Akintayo (2003) who submits that
employees might react to perceived
inequalities in their organizations by
decreasing their normal
organizational behaviours in terms
ofcommitment and morale at work
place. This finding implies that the
Universities workers' perception of
organizational treatment tends to
influence their commitment,
effectiveness on the job and
productivity at workplace.

Hypothesis three stated that there
is no significant difference between
the perception of male and female
respondents on organizational
treatment. The finding revealed that
there was a significant difference
between male and female
respondents' perceptions of
organizational treatment. Thus, the
hypothesis was not confirmed. In
essence, the male and female
respondents perceived organiza
tional treatment differently and
unequal. This implies that the male
and female respondents'
contributions to the growth of their
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Universities as organizations were
as a result of variation in their
perceptions ofthe equitable reward

. policy of their Universities. The.
finding of the study corroborates
Gilliland (1994) who reported that
job status, role differentiation and
gender are correlates of workers'
attitude to work. This implies that
workers' attitude to work is often
determined by gender
differentiation. In essence,
individual level of satisfaction
derived from job does not only·
depend on organizational treatment,
but rather by their gender and role
differentiation.

The finding als.o talUes with
assertions ofGiHiland (1994) who
reported t-hat women in
organizations with flexible working
heurs tend to perceive
organizational treatment as fair and
are more satisfied on the job than
women from organization with rigid
working hours. Meanwhile, the
finding emphasized the effect of
organizational favourableness and
effective administration of wages
and salaries on workers' perception
of organizational treatment in the
selected Universities. In essence,
the problems of late payment of
salaries, sexual harassment at
workplace and career progression
are factors that determine workers'
perception of organizational
treatment and their satisfaction on
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the job. The finding t,,1lies with
Ubeku (1987) as cited in Akintayo,
2002; Anikpo (1984) as cited in
Kester, 2002, Alarape and Akinlabi
(2008) as cited in Akintayo, 2003.
Hullins, et al (1996) and Zickar,
Munson and Hullin (1998) who
reported that variations in the
perception of organizational
treatment among the \-vorkforce
may be due to job status, effective
\-vage and salary administration,
career progr_ession and sexual
harassment experienced on the job.

The fourth hypothesis revealed that
there is no significant difference in
the perceptions of young and old
res:pondents on organizational
treatment: The finding r~vealed that
there was no significant difference
in perceptions of young and old
respondents on organizational
treatment in selected Universities.
This finding indicates that the
organizational treatment accorded
the young and old workers in the
selected Universities was equally
perceived as fair and acceptable
with its corresponding effect onjob
satisfaction. In essence, there was
no strict adherence to hierarchy of
authority in the course of
adm inistering organizati-ohal
treatment to workers of between
25-58 years of age in the selected
Universities. Thus, hypothesis four
was not confirmed.

p
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(2) Adm inistration of wages
and salaries of workers
should be made effec--tive
and subjectedcto continuous
review andbe~rompdy paid
in order to meet their needs
and to enable them adjust to
changing environment.

Based on the -findings of the study,
the following recommendations
were made:
(1) Workers' participation in

planning and implementa
tion of the organizational
programmes should be
encouraged in order to
facilitate the sense of
belongingness and
motivation on the part ofthe
workers.

Recommendations

their talents and skills in the
business oftheir respective tertiary
institutions for achievement of the
set up goals, their rewards must be
at par with their levels of
participation, performance and
productivity. In other words,
equitable reward system in the
selected tertiary institutions in
Nigeria must be internalized in the
organizational policy for
sustainability of their interest and
retention oflabour, especially in this
period of rapid changing working
environment.
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Conclusion
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The finding of the study supports
the assertion of Gilliland (1994),
Akintayo (2003) and Kester (2002)
who contended that job status, age
and working tend to influence the
perception of the organizational
treatment among the workforce.
The position and job status of the
workers tend to be detennined by
the length of service \vhich could
be related to the pattern of
promotion through the rank and file
with implication for their ages. In
other words, workers who had put
in more than ten years in service in
an organization cannot be found in
the same position\vith workers with
three years of working
experiences. Even their ages will be
different. Thus, the old and young
respondents in terms of age and
length of service, despite their job
status, still equally perceived
organizational treatment as fair and
encouraging in selected
Universities. This finding implies
that organizational justice seems to
be favourably distributed in the
selected tertiary institutions in
Nigeria.

The study established that
organizational treatment IS a
correlate of workers' job
satisfaction. Since workers have
mortgaged their lives by investing
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This in essence will
definitely enhance
workers' satisfaction on
the job and their
commitment to theirjobs_

(3) The condition ofservice
and working environ
ment should be made
attractive and conducive
respectively. This will
infact discourage labour
dissatisfaction and turn
over intentions in any
organizations.

(4) Labour education and
training should be
encouraged in organiza-

tions. Workers should
be exposed to re
engineering of skills,
especially in the period
oftechnological change.
This will enable the
workers to perform their
duties with ease and be
independent of much
supervision from the
boss.
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THE ART OF HOW NOT TO GOVERN A UNIVERSITY WELL

Kuu-ire S. M. A.

Abstract

The art ofh01\' not to gOl'ern a unil'ersiry
well is an exploratory and eI-'aluatil'e work
ofthe ills plaguing many unil'ersities, These
ills manifest themselves mostly inl7lisplaced
use ofpml'er bv people in authoritl' over
colleagues, The study focuses on the
e.>.pected roles ofchail1nen ofcouneils, "ice
chancellors and registrars, Chancellors
are left out merelY because their roles are
ceremonial in nafllre and incumbents
seldom delve into day to day administratil'e
matters until and unless there is a looming
crisis, The emluation emphasi~esthe need
for proper use ofdiscretionary power and
a commitmellf 10 1\'ork I",ith the sfOtllfes and
committees designed to mobili~e the finest
ideas for colleeth'e decision-making
processes in lmil'ersities, The work also
looks at the expected qualities ofthese key
players in the lil'es ofunil'ersities and h01\'
a commitment to leadership by example can
instill discipline and order in the
intellectual, research and social
engagement ofunil'ersities as communities
of scholars, The study coneludes thea
respect for senior academics and
professional non-teaching staff lmilds
teams that protect and defend internal and
external intl'llsions illfo academic pursuits
Gild autonomy. Such licence promotes the
search, dissemination and defence of the
truth, The \l'Ork stresses the usefulness of
academic freedom in speaking about
anything and dealing jairf,\; firlllly and
call1lly \\'irh problems which hal'e
potelltial to lIIalign IInil'ersity

lIIallagersand dent the illlages of
scholastic institutions with ill the
imemational COf1t1llUllitv.

Introduction

The high concentration of brainy
people in universities makes them
very difficult organizations to
manage although it is often
expected that higher education will
make people humble and tolerant of
authority, the reverse is often
equally also true in practice.
Evidence from the universities
suggests that academ ics are often
intolerant towards one oftheir kind
ordering them about like pupils
before their head teacher. The
exercise of authority in a university
over peers holding similar or better
qualifications often poses
considerable challenges to principal
officers. University Managers
practically often need more
knowledge and better skills than
those whom they manage.

This work looks at grey areas that
often bother the managers of
universities. It looks at the false
steps ofuniversity authorities in the
hope that if these could be avoided.
the pursuit of the creation and
dissemination of knowledge
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beatification on route to
canonization when called by his
Make if he or she is a Catholic.
Addae-Mensah (2000, p.64)
recounts a story told by Professor
Don Aitkins ofCamberra University
when God himselfled a welcoming
party to receive· the 151 Vice
Chancellor in Heaven while the nod
Pope had been waiting for six
months to have an appointment with
God. The story suggests that the
"sins" of vice-chancellors are so
many that they are not frequent
candidates for heaven.
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The job of vice --chancellors entails
a depth of understanding the
statutes, committee system and the
interests ofvarious groups within a
university. As chief executive
officers, they must understand that
although convocation will expect
clear visions and directions, they
would not be dictated to without
resentment. A vice-chancellor
must not be as soft as banana to
be easily smashed underfoot; he
or she must demonstrate sufficient
firmness and courage that he is not
a kader also following someone else
as his leader. He or she must also
not allow himself/herself to be
pushed from behind instead of
leading. A vice chancellor should
respect opinions from the
committees if he/she expects
convocation to feed him/her with
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through teaching, research,
extension and service could make
universities more effective and
relevant in the globalized economy.

The Vice-Chancellor

The Vice-Chancellor's job is so
complex that it is a wonder how
many of them survive it. They are
expected to have very thick skins
to take in the vituperations and
vilifications oftheir colleagues with
nonchalant ease. Vice-chancellor
should be able to decipher which
exuberant ways ofstudent and staff
should be ignored and which should
be appropriately sanctioned. In the
words ofKerr (1966, pp. 29-30) and
Ojo (1987, p. 1) a vice-chancellor
must "be a friend of students, a
colleague offaculty, a good fellow
with alumni, a sound administrator
with the state legislature, a friend
of industry and agriculture, a
persuasive diplomat with donors, a
champion ofeducation generally, a
supporter of the professions, a
spokesman to the press, a scholar
in his own rights ... "

To find all or almost all these
qualities in one person is often a
rare human feat. A vice-chancellor
who possesses most of these
qualities and performs to the
satisfaction ofmost stakeholder will
be very close to nomination for

ITYWELL
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ideas on challenges and the way
forward. Armstrong (1994, p. 118)
says a vice-chancellor must figure
out what to personally attend to and
what to delegate in order that more
time can be spent on policy
formulation and implementation
processes. In particular, a vice
chancellor must remember that hel
she is responsible to council for the
day to day administration of the
university and must endeavour to
brief council on the finances,
acquisition of properties,
professorial and professorial
equivalent appointments, review of
statutes and have a devotion to the
improvement of the conditions of
service for the various
constituencies ofa university.

A vice-chancellor must also ensure
that the reputation of a university
does not suffer under his leadership.
As the chief executive, a vice
chancellor must ensure quality in
teaching, research and university
consultancies. Among other things,
a vice-chancellor must ensure that
lecturers are qualified and that
equipment, laboratories, libraries
and lecture rooms are of high
standard to promote teaching,
learning and research.

Chambers (1983, p.8) suggests that
vice-chancellors must keenly watch
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over professors because of their
proclivity "to take on more and
more and complete less and less,
complete it less and less well, and
as they become more eminent, are
less and less likely to be told their
work is bad". Furthermore, they
should ensure that, a university's
relation with neighbouring
communities, quality of graduates
and publications from staff should
be high enough to earn the
university some national and
international respectability. Vice
chancellors, according to Chambers
(1983,53) should seek relevance in
the communities they find
themselves by ensuring that
research work does not remain
"unprocessed, or if processed
unanalyzed, or if analyzed, not
written up, or ifwritten up not read,
or if read not remembered, or if
remembered not used or acted
upon". Vice-chancellors who fail
to ensure these minimum demands
risk the support of their academic
colleagues. Stakeholders will call
them names; but these names may
sometimes bear deficiencies for
which they may seek remedies or
form alliances to improve the
conditions ofservice for the various

constituencies.
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Universities are bureaucracies and

not gerontocracies. A quick and

decisive way to kill a university is

to run it as if it is a gerontocracy;

where age rather than merit is the

major determinant for authority and

responsibility. When this appears

to happen, the young and talented

see no future and may leave the

organization. Older dons are

certainly needed to mentor the

young ones In research and

consultancies, but young men with

talent should not be sidelined on

mere account oftheir youthfulness.

The old need the young and the

young need the old.

Chief executives who behave like

"one-man orchestras" will realize

much later that their followers have

deserted them without any word.

When committees cannot meet and

friends cannot penetrate the steel

walls between them and the chief

executive, they will retreat. The

retreat compels chiefexecutives to

take on more jobs personally;

complaining that colleagues are not

helping and colleagues also

complaining that chief executives

are not delegating.
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The Registrar

The Registrar is expected to

coordinate and thereby serve as the

pivot around which all pursuits of

the university should smoothly roll

out from. The Registrar serves as

the chief scribe for the Academic

Board the sub-committees of the

Academic Board, the Council and

its sub-committees and other

statutory committees established

by the founding Law and Statutes.

Where the Registrar is assisted by

some deputies to fulfill these

secretarial roles, one expects a

Registrar to ensure that the quality

of minutes reflects the

deliberations; and that procedures

and interpretations of precedents

and policies are consistent and in

tandem with the founding Law and

Statutes. The Registrar must

advise the vice-chancellor truthfully

and carefully and also prepare

agendas for meetings to enable the

Vice Chancellor keep the

deliberations focused. A Registrar

may also personally take minutes,

edit others, implement decision

taken at meetings and assist the

chief executive to implement his/

her vision for the university. A

registrar should keep an eye on the
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use of the University seal to
authenticate important documents,
report on vacancies arising for
filling, watch for fair practices in
times of admissions, promote the
training of all staff categories and
organize interviews for persons
deserving appointment and/or
promotion in a university. Above
all, a good Registrar will ensure
uninterrupted municipal services to
ensure that deserving staff have
some minimum conveniences to
concentrate on research or
intellectual disputations that can
lead to concentrate on research or
intellectual disputations that can
lead to clearer insights on existing
dogmas or new discoveries.

A failure to oil the wheels of
bureaucracy by an inept Registrar
can impede the engagement of
others and disrupt a university's
focus on efficiency and excellence
in the pursuit, defence and the
promotion of truth. A sure recipe
to run-down a university is to
appoint registrars who do not
understand the inner workings of
such institutions for some other
considerations other than merit.

It is important to note that because
of the crucial role of a Registrar
for excellent results from a
university, it is expected that Search
Parties will settle for candidates
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who have had exposure at many
sections of the Registry. This
becomes more crucial when the
sitting vice-chancellor has not had
progression from departmental
headship through deanship to pro
vice-chancellorship. Daniel (1999,
9.63) calls candidates for
registrarship with exposure in only
one area of the Registry as "one
eyed" registrars.

The Role of Council Chairmen
In some countries the chairmen of
university councils are called
Visitors. They are not career staff
ofthe universities they preside over.
They are appointed by a government
to preside over the policy making
processes, appointment of top
management in the universities and
ensure probity, transparency and
accountability, All tenure positions;
professors and professorial
equivalents need prior approval of
council before appointments.
Where the exigencies require action
in order not to lose a particular
candidate whose loss could cause
irreparable damage to an institution,
the recruitment must be reported
tothe council at the earliest
opportunity for a ratification of the
decision.

I have focused on the roles of
Chairmen ofCouncils instead ofthe
powers of Council itself because a

p
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Chancellor. As Bening least
expected to be asked to proceed on
leave to pave the way for the
appointment ofhis replacement, he
appeared devastated and
unprepared for such a sudden turn
of events. In the recent
examination malpractices unearthed
by the Mfodwo Committee (2005)
at Legon, the Vice-Chancellor
(VC), Prof. Asenso-Okyere ,was
sent on leave by the Chairman of
Council for the involvement ofhis
biological son in the leakage of
questions. Although the VC
pleaded that he was ignorant ofhis
son's involvement and that the vast
and complex nature of the
University made it impossible for
him to detect malpractices, the
Council as a body nevertheless
endorsed the leave. Many
sympathizers cited verses from the
Bible that the iniquities of the
fathers shall be visited on the sons
but not rather the iniquities of sons
upon fathers. The Mfodwo
Committee which investigated the
examination leakage submitted its
report to a disciplinary committee
- the Mensah-Bonsu Committee.
The Convocation ofthe University
subsequently became divided over
the delayed release of the Mensah
Bonsu Report. The estranged
Vice-Chancellor sought to return by
force to work but was restrained
by the Chairman of Council.
Eventually, the Vice-Chancellor

At the University of Development
Studies, staffwatched speechlessly
as the Wemah Council sent Pmf.
Bening, the Vice-Chancellor on
leave in 2001, after he failed to
secure a second term as a Vice-

Chairman who exercises powers
far in excess of what is vested in
his or her Council would soon see
agitation from the Vice-Chancellor
the councilors and all stakeholder~
his actions affect.

It is worthy to not that chairmen of
councils wield enormous powers in
the universities. They wield
considerable power on whether
sitting vice-chancellors can get
second terms or not. They can
mobilize opinions against vice
chancellors who do not want to
defer but want to be independent
minded. The enormous powers of
one university council in Ghana was
put to play when Council overruled
the recommendations ofthe Search
Comm ittee at I KNUS T and
appointed Prof. J.S.K. Ayim over
Prof. E. A. Sarpong to the position
of vice-Chancellor. Prof. Sarpong
sent the matter to court and the
court ruled that Council has the
ultimate power to appoint any ofthe
recommended candidates and not
necessarily sticking to the order of
merit presented by the Search
Party.
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was restored and later retired to put
the matter to rest.

The above examples point to a need
to use power carefully and
responsibly with a view to correct
but not sanction in a manner that
may suggest that there were hidden
motives. When one can't put a
finger on some direct malfeasance,
then sanctions should be such that
worthy men would not run from .
responsibility when they are
approached by search parties.

Vicious Cycle of Executive
Failure

When top management like Vice~

Chancellors and Registrars are too
busy to spend some time with new
appointees to let them know what
exactly is expected of them, the
new appointees soon get the feeling
that any performance is good
enough. Work delegated without
clear instructions or effective
supervision soon gets redone. It
may be faster and easier for
instance to rewrite a badly written
speech than to attempt to edit it.
When poor supervision and
mentoring results in poor work
being redone to performance
specifications, then the failure to
supervise or train subordinates
results in a cycle iffailures referred
to as the vicious cycle ofexecutive
failure. In the service sector in
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which universities find themselves,
a failure to meet performance
expectations from employers or
parents or peers can coast her a
reputation earned through the
sweat of earlier staff. Vice
Chancellors and registrars who
expect excellence from support
staff but hesitate to spend money
on training will fail to achieve
competitive outcomes. Since good
subordinates don't grow on trees
but are carefully nurtured to
perfection, one way to achieve
excellence is to invest in human
resource development so that vital
skills acquired can be sharpened
overtime.

Roseman (1997, 90 - 91) suggests
. that successful leaders need to be
able to recognize performers from
pretenders and drones and adapt
the right strategies to motivate
workers. He refers to negative
behaviours that impede
performance as the "six Ws".
These are withdrawing, wandering,
wailing, warring, worrying and
winding down. The withdrawers
are those who feet alienated,
neglected and rejected. The
wanderers are those who feel bored,
indifferent and uncommitted to
anything. The wailers are those
who feel hurt, complain about
everything, feel unappreciated and
are envious ofthe successes oftheir
peers.
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the resolve of academics to resist
the tendency to stifle liberal
discussions of ideas to distill truth
from falsehoods and validity from
invalidity. A man who loses his
sense of self-control in the middle
ofan argument may be pitied, but a
man who habitually jumps about,
shouting hoarse at the slightest
disagreement is considered a
danger to be held in check by all
men of reason. A good leader in a
university system needs not be
begged before he accepts peer
advice. Subordinates do not lend a
helping hand to leaders unless
leaders first give indication that they
are concerned about the welfare of
their followers.
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Servant leadership, according to
Greenleaf (1977), is what attracts
subordinates in academia to show
commitment. A leader who shows
considerable respect for his peers
and clients when he is placed above
them gets so much more for his
humility. The leader who does not
know how to apologize, has no
sense of sorrow or remorse or uses
his power to suggest that he spurns
the very people by whom he climbed
to the top, will meet the wrath of
those who helped him to climb soon
enough, as surely as day follows
night, Cleveland (1972, p.22)
suggests that chief executives of
universities should promote

Bogue (1987, p,12S) cites Walker's
work (1979) that "in the real social
administrative milieu, with all its
complexities the person who needs
a tidy administration with neat
closures and a cast of clearly
identified villains and heroes will not
fare well". Critics of a leader may
become ardent supporters when the
leader's course is right.
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Intolerance for Dissent

The warring ones are workers who
feel hostile and vindictive at the
workplace. The 'vvorrying ones are
those who feel threatened at the
workplace. Lastly, those winding
down are previously hard workers
who have become frustrated and
despondent about everything
around them. Such dead-end
workers affect the morale of the
more hopeful ones with time.
Periodic appraisals can lead to
rematches of competencies,
Expectation and jobs. Being able
to identify mismatches and ensuring
a fit between people and jobs leads
not just to increase effectiveness but
staffpromotability.

Universities in general, are places
where very simple matters can be
made to look so complex through
arguments, without the disputants
resorting to blows. Intolerance for
dissent or controversies heightens
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"enough loud and cheerful
arguments among members so that
all possible outcomes are analyzed
... , moral dilemmas are illuminated
and the public effects are
analytically examined". Some
amount of dissent and laughter is
good to release tension among
academics periodically. Rigidity is
an enemy of leadership

There is a great need for patience
in dealing "vith only the parameters
form their different professional
backgrounds often leads to different
conclusions from the same
-premises. Bogue (1985, pp.64 - 65)
explains the tendency for profound
arguments in universities in the
following differences in
professional outlooks:

Scientists will want and
experiment and
philosophers a logical
argument. Lawyers will
want an adversarial
hearing and theologians a
reference to the
scripture. Sociologists
will want an opinion poll
and artists a panel for
judges. Engineers will
want a systems study and
economists a costs/
benefits analysis.
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Most academics have come to
expect and enjoy such diversity in
looking at problems and look
forwar~ to such engagements.
Universities are expected to create
fora for such discourses to sharpen
dons in their pursuits.

Subordinates of chief executives
must also realize that chief
executives are human and not
angels. Walker (1981, pp.26 - 27)
points out that. It is the work of the
president to mediate and arrive at
creative solutions. It is the job of a
president to create an environment
where dialectical change is
encouraged, where people deal with
one another not a s scoundrels but
as colleagues, and where the
different interests and perspectives
may be compromised in ways that
resolve tension and permit action".
Walker (1979 : p.154) further notes
that university authorities should
avoid the tendency "to assign self
serving motives to others and more
noble motives to themselves." The
subordinate is not necessarily a bad
person whenever performance
does not meet expectations.

Vice-chancellors and other principal
officers of universities must
cultivate a sense of angelic
calmness that allows for maximum
participation of staff in the
committee system. It is only in
aHowing<!ebate that fools can be
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separated from those who are wise.
Hedde, Brigance and PO\,vell (1968,
p.217) cite Aristotle that: " If it is a
disgrace to a man who cannot
defend himself in bodily fonn, it
would be absurd not to think him
disgraced if he cannot defend
himself with reason in speech".
We live in a verbal world; the witty
and articulate as well as the dull
witted should both have their ways
for industrial peace. This is one
scourge of democracy.

It is important for leaders to
remember that performers always
make mistakes because their levels
of assignments match their
capabilities. When subordinates are
not making mistakes, then they have
been assigned tasks far belO\,v their
capabilities and are not feeling
challenged on the job. As the Peter
Principle teaches us: .• Every man

rises to his level of incompetence"
(Peter 1972). Every coach also
needs a coach periodically. Truth
fully, managing intellectuals is like
looking after ducks; it is very
difficult to get them move in one
direction. The manner in which
appointments, assignments, rewards
and sanctions are used can make
or unmake an unsuspecting
leadership through scathing
criticisms.

Not Knowing Who Knows What
Not knowing who knows what can
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be very costly to any Vice
Chancellor or Registrar. Knowing
who knows what is helpful in
recommending stafffor committees
and commissions outside a
university. The exposure is helpful
111 bui ld ing the confidence,
reputation and net'vvorks of those
who get noticed. There is need,
therefore, to constantly peruse the
curriculum vitae of staff to recall
their areas of expertise for both
internal and external assignments.

A curriculum vitae database shows
at a glance all the available human
resource capabilities. Using the CV
as the first port of call is not only
objective but makes a chief
executive a Theory Y manager. The
Theory Y manager views the
positives sides ofstaff, believing that
the negative sides are due to
enviro1U11ental influence. University
politics, in the main, is majoritarian
politics as positions such as
Deanship, Vice-Deanship and Pro
Vice-Chancellor are by elections.
Since controversial matters at the
comm ittee level are frequently
decided by the vote, it is important
who gets elected to what committee
or position.

Lank (1999, p. 26) observes that
knowing subordinates well
prevents misassigments, putting
incompatbles into one team,
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overloading a few people and
mismatching persons and tasks by
the taskmaster. People who
habitually perceive their way of
doing things as the only best way
(persistent personal programmers)
run down universities because they
because they show no confidence
in the collegial decision-making
system. A leader who does not
trust any subordinate will realize
rather too late that no subordinate
too trusts him. To be able to
motivate most subordinates welL
one must know their anxieties, needs
and expectations. If it only then that
strategies to meet these can be
worked upon for increased
productivity. As a satisfied need
does not motivate, concern for
people and results should lead
managers to the hopes and
aspirations of subordinates.
Hampton, Summer and Webber
(1987, p.463) cite the work of Ken
that: "Whether dealing with
monkeys, rats or human beings, it
is hardly controversial to state that
most organisms seek information
concerning what activities are
rewarded and the seek to do (or at
least pretend to do) these things,
often to the virtual exclusion of the
activities not rewarded". To
motivate and subordinate, you must
kno"" him so \Yell to deal \\ith the
issues which impede his giving off
his best. Life-long learning
continually raises the talents and
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performance of subordinates to
available jobs for the best results.

Misuse of Discretionary
Powers

Chief executives of universities
have considerable discretionary
powers. The learned community of
peers expects that chief executives
will always exercise this discretion
cautiously. In particular, it is
expected that vice-chancellors will
use their powers to recruit and
promote judiciously. It is also
expected that they would be gender
sensitive, just and averse to playing
the ethnic card in all their
endeavours. Universities expect
nothing short of merit in
appointments ofstaffand admission
of students to various programmes.
Ifa vice-chancellor vacillates in the
interpretation of rules and
application of sanctions, this shall
earn him some resentment: he will
see the rough sides of some
tongues. Vice-Chancellors who
discriminate will before long be on
a collision course \vith moralists who
have their sights on everything and
everybody except themselves.

The leadership of any university
that wants industrial peace must
also not ignore the concerns and
demands of unionized constitue
ncies in the university. The
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quality of graduates and research
publications being among the
products of a university. extreme
care must be attached to teaching,
learning exam inations and
publications to protect the
reputation, integrity oflecturers and
the dignity of her graduates and
promotes. Daniel (1999 , p.106)
cites Kwapong as saying that, the
production of:; illiterate graduates"
should not be countenanced.
Similarly, staff should be recruited
only to complete approved staffing
establ ishments. Recruitments
perceived to be hand-outs to ethnic
snoopers will eventually disable
CEOs from embarking on moral
crusades to stamp discipline at
intervals. A situation where due
diligence cannot place a finger on
"vhat several staff do for their
"vages and ,·,-here they work; plain
cases of sponsored malignant
vagrancy will eventually ruin any
deterrmined university authority.
When bigotry. flattery and
sycophancy are tolerated. they
breed their types ceaselessly to the
point where perpetrators undercut
each other and taste the fi Ithy
brews they have in the past
administered to others to promote
their selfish interests.

To run a university well demands
a commitment to the truth, exercise
of due diligence and a refrain from
the manipulation ofworkers through
half-truths and divided-and-rule
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tactics. The huge numbers of
exuberant youth now massed up at
the universities in Ghana because
of pre-tertiary reforms make the
clarion call ofMintzberg (1975) for
interpersonal, informational and
decisional skills very instructive.
The duty to lobby for funds,
equipment and a positive
presentation of ongoing
engagements also demands
communicating with governments,
politicians, media and internal and
external publics as stakeholders. As
a community of scholars involved
in knowing and defending the truth,
universities frown upon dishonest
disclosures or deliberate
manipulation of facts for selfish
ends. A selfless chief executive
should seek to expand the area
where most of what he knows is
also known by the constituencies he
deals with. He must have not
pretences about allowing his peers
know him well to reduce any
facades: the staff will be helpful by
disclosing his inadequacies to
reduce blind spots for him which
\;vait as traps for him. A forthright
chiefexecutive will strive to reduce
the area of the unknown between
him and his constituencies and not
emwge in deceit and pretences to
m;ke\imselfappear like a mystical
figure from some other planet on
this earth. This is what Joseph Luft
and HalTY Ingram sought to portray
in \vhat has come to be known as
the JOHARI window.
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Daniel (1999, p.l 06) suggests rather
humorously that a chief executive
of a university should not only be
capable of giving "unflinching
support" but " flinching support"
occasionally to all stakeholders
without a sense of remorse
depending on what is at stake.
Diplomacy is a useful management
tool.

The Socializing Function

Of all the multiple attributes of an
effective Vice-Chancellor, one that
touches the hearts of any
community of scholars is the role
of a father-figure in the university.
A Vice-Chancellor's inadequacies
in other areas may be excusable,
but those expected of him with
regard to social occasions are
noticed and recalled as mortal
"sins" whenever trouble begins to
brew during his tenure.

Among the effective executives I
have known and worked with, there
are extroverts and aloof, retiring
men, some even morbidly shy.
Some are eccentrics, some painfully
correct conformists. Some are fat
and some are lean. Some are
worriers and some are relaxed.
Some drink quite heavily and some
are total abstainers. Some are men
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mackerel. ... Some are scholars and
serious students, others almost
unlettered. Some are scholars and
serious students, others almost
unlettered. Some have broad
interests, others know nothing
except their nan'ow area and care
for little else. Some of them are
self-cemtred, if not indeed selfish.
But there are also some who are
generous of heart and mind. These
are men who live only for their
"vork, and others whose main
interests lie outside ....

In almost every orfganisation,
universities inclusive, there are very
popular personalities. A leader's
association with such personalities
tend to bring tremendous goodwill.
These are the socio-metric stars of
every organization. There are
further also some people nobody
wants to associate with in any
organization. These are the
sociometric rejects. The latter
group of staff may nevertheless
have special expertise that could be
tapped by an observant leader. The
mark of a great leader is to
recognize the potential ofsuch least
preferred worker and log-on to their
strengths for the health of any
university. Avoiding such people
may lead such deviants turning their
mischievous ways on unsuspecting
chief -executives.
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Conclusion

I have discussed the attributes of
Vice-Chancellors, the roles of the
chairmen of councils, Vice
Chancellors and registrars as well
as the expectations of the major
constituencies of universities with
regard to their welfare. The work
also examined the benefits of
knowing the areas of expertise of
subordinates, the folly of poor
instruction and supervision by chief
executives resulting in executive
failure, the intolerance ofleaders to
vOices of dissent and the
importance of treating equal as
equals.

Attention to social functions by
principal officers is perceived as
sensitivity to community concerns;
these bring in considerable goodwill
to university leaders who engage in
them. The work points out that
flattery and sycophancy decisively
wreak havoc when the perpetrators
themselves eventually become
victims oftheir evil ways. The best
way of running a university is to
eschew the ways that break-up
teams, encourage the pursuit of
truth, proper use of discretion
andhonest disclosure offacts to the
various constituencies that exist.
Managing intellectuals is not like
issuing out directives to ordinary
folks who are psychologically
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tuned to obey, even if grudgingly, .
the authorities they find above them.
Avoidance of the pitfalls
mentioned may not win the game
for managements ofuniversities, but
the presence of most of these
pitfalls will surely bring some
leaderships to their knees in more
ways than many can anticipate.
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ABSTRACT

Qualiry PolyTechnic educarion and training
is expecTed To equip students with colISistent,
high quality Training and educarion Thor call
be delivered and recognized across
TerriTorial boundaries. CurrenTlv, the
ongoing restrucTuring of the labour
markeTs and significant changes in
occupaTional structures and skill
requiremenrs have strongly challenged the
quality and pe/formance of vocational
educmion in Chana. Furthe/; substantial
concern is being raised about how
PolYTechnic education can influence
employmenT and the school to work
Trans.iTion, This research explores these
nell' changes and demands.

A major objeClil'e of the sTudy was to
investigaTe hOll' the department could
improve rhe effectiveness of the already
exisring mechanisms for CBT at Takoradi
PolyTechnic and maximize the effectiveness
of Polytechnic-industry collaborations.
There lI'ere in total 181 respondents;from
rhe indusrries and Takoradi Polytechnic.
Three different sets ofquestionnaires and
an imelTiew guide were used to collect data
The respondents. Descriptive statistics were
used to present the data after which
ewduation criteria were used to make value
judgment about the quality of the
polytechnic education. The study showed

that the level of practiced Training is not

satisfactory, and there is a limited

relationship benveen the polytechnic and

the industl}l. Hence there is the need to:

redesign the curriculum giving more

attention to practical training; improve the

practical knowledge ofthe staff; make real

life research a core activity of the

department; and develop other better ways

of connecting the polytechnic with the

industries other than students' attachment

using the CBT approach..

Introduction

The purpose of this research was
to systematically assess, evaluate
and improve the quality of the
already existing mechanisms for
competency based education at
Takoradi Polytechnic. The study
also intended to investigate how an
effective polytechnic-industry
collaboration can be built and
sustained in Ghana. This is
necessary because school self
evaluation provides information to
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decision makers for judging decision
alternatives (Stufflebeam et a!.,
1971). Acknowledging the
importance of school self
evaluation, it was worthwhile to
assess and evaluate the
performance of the competency
based training (CBT) approach
used by the Civil Engineering
Department at Takoradi
Polytechnic in order to improve the
quality ofpolytechnic education in
Ghana.

Background to the Study

Existing literature is enriched with
materials on competency based
education and training and school
industry relationships. CBT seeks
to match educational training with
employer and employee needs
(F ie Id & Dry sda Ie, 1991 ). It
promotes high-quality academic and
career preparation and bridges the
gap between what is learned at
school and what is required in the
workplace (Hoerner & Wehrley,
1995). Competency-based training
have the following characteristics:
knowledge is developed in more
diverse contexts; knowledge
production is investigator-initiated,
discipline-based, problem-focused
and interdisciplinary. CBT is
informed by the view that global
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economic and technological
changes require workers to exhibit
a broader range of skills at work,
specifically, flexible and adaptable
skills. Hence, CBT requires the
development of broad, generic,
skills and a close link between
academic learning and professional
practice. It attempts to move
vocational and technical education
to a point where qualifications can
be gained through assessment of
competency standards, instead ofa
course of study or consistency in
curricula. Some key characteristics
include specified training and
assessment outcomes; industrial
involvement in defining outcomes;
competency standards or, more
commonly, competencies, as the
expression of these outcomes; and
the training programmes are based
on industrial competency standards.
Unlike competency based education
,·vhich explores 'new ways;
competency-based training focuses
on competencies in specific
practices, practices that reside
within current circumstances and
conditions (Wenger, 1998,)

According to Nsiah Gyabaah
(2005), Polytechnics in Ghana have
witnessed significant increases in
students' enrolments, however the
government's budget for the
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educational sector decreased by
minus 11.3% in the tertiary sub
sector between 1991/1992 and
1999/2000 academic years. This has
resulted in low quality education,
insufficient equipment, and
inadequate classroom areas among
others. A JICA report (2001)
observed that many managerial
difficulties such as lack of systems
to monitor the employment status
of graduates, lack of school self
evaluation system to measure the
performance of the polytechnics,
limited relations with the industrial
sectors and lack of motivation
schemes for teachers entangle
polytechnic education in Ghana.

Nijhuis (2005), writing on a
Netherlands initiated school
improvement programme in Ghana,
contended that Polytechnics in
Ghana tend to rely on foreign books
which are often not suited for the
Ghanaian context. Further,
industrial attachments for students
are not well structured and
supervised. The same report also
indicates that nearly 30% of the
polytechnic graduates could not find
appropriate jobs after graduation
and therefore shifted into other
schemes or had to begin their
academic career all over again.
Another research by the Vrije
University, in the Netherlands
on Ghana showed that the
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polytechnics have problems related
to equipment and quality of
education. The same study also
revealed that teachers lacked
counseling skills. Moreover, there is
a weak link betvveen the
polytechnics and the industries
resulting in few jobs for the
polytechnic graduates.

Atakpa et aI., (2007) evaluating the
CBT programme for the same Civil
Engineering programme at Takoradi
Polytechnic reported that the
students are satisfied with the
curriculum rationale and content,
however, the students complained
about heavy work loads. The same
report stated that the traditional
method of lecturing is used and
students are not given enough
opportunity to practice the skills
leamt for mastery at the required
level. Also there were problems
with students' assessment. Misko
(2001), argued that there are formal
and informal mechanisms vvhich
enable schools to link up with the
industry. Formal linkages have a
direct impact on what happens in
the classroom by specifying what
must be delivered. Informal
mechanisms are often those
arrangements established to enable
the implementation of certain
policies and legislation. According
to the same research, the industries
have the formal role of identifying
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competencies and standards that
must be delivered by schools. This
caJ Is for the development of industry
competency standards. which
would form the basis of the
curricula. The linkage must also
specify the responsibilities of
employers. teachers and trainees
v\ith respect to ho\y they must
behave in the workplace.

From the point ofview of Smith &
Wilson (2002), any effective long
term school-stakeholder
collaboration requires not only
broad involvement, but also
continuous nurturing of
partnerships. so that all the pat1ners
recognize and appreciate the long-
term benefits and risks for

themselves and, more importantly,
for students. Burrows et a1. (2001).
contended that the first step in
developing effective stakeholder
collaborations is taking stock of the
range of partners in the given
community. It is important to
engage partners early in the process
in order to foster a sense of
empo\verment and ability to
influence and shape the system.
Moreover, different partners
require different types ofsupport or
reassurances in sustaining the
relationship.

According to Hall (1996). sound
policies have the potential of
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enhancing school-industry
relationships and these of course
b ring mutua I ben efi ts to a II
concerned. Sound policies help
bring about the paradigm shift
needed to engage polytechnics in
the required change processes.
Edwards (2001) suggested that
efficient and effective public policy
development should be systematic
and collaborative if better policy
outcomes are to be achieved in the
future. King et. al. (2000). further
ca II ed for the identi fication of
strengths and weaknesses in
existing programmes as a way of
improving the quality ofeducation.
Nijhuis (2005) has suggested
improvement in equipment such as
ITC facilities, textbooks and equity
in terms of salary between
polytechnics and universities. Also.
the polytechnics should be given
institutional autonomy and there
should be improvements in the
relationship between the industries
and the polytechnic. equipment and
infrastructure. The same study also
recommended the need to organize
fund raising activities to generate
own income instead of relying on
the government. The Danish
Evaluation Report (2005) suggested
that schools shou Id increase their
communication with the companies
by offering regular opportunities for
practical training.
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Research Questions

The research was guided by the
follO\:ving research questions:

1. What is the quality ofpolytechnic
education in Ghana?

2. How can an effective
polytechnic-industry relationship
be built and sustained in Ghana?

3. What modifications need to be
done in order to improve the
quality of CBT approach?

Methodology

To investigate the quality of
polytechnic education in Ghana and
how polytechnics can effectively
link up with the industries, data was
collected from both internal and
external stakeholders. Various data
collection methods and respondents
were employed. The case study
approach \vas employed for an in
depth study of the issues involved.

Population and Sample

Participants were taken from
Takoradi Polytechnic and some
industries. The study involved seven
stafT members and 118 students
from the Civil Engineering
Department of Takoradi
Polytechnic; 35 past students and
25 employers (±i'om 21 companies).
Industries in four regions of Ghana
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(Central, Greater Accra, Volta and
Western were involved. The
research was calTied out in the Civil
Engineering Department because
the department is currently using
the Competency Based Training
(CBT) approach. It is also about to
evaluate its activities under the
ongoing Netherlands govemment's
project with the Polytechnics in
Ghana. The stakeholders
considered included: students,
teachers, alumni, and employers.
The polytechnic views the students
as their primary customers vvho
receive their educational services;
employers as stakeholders who hire
the students; and department
members as stakeholders who
teach students the knovvledge
needed to perform the job. The four
regions of Ghana were chosen
because they are perhaps closer to
each other and helped to collect
much data within time (6 weeks).

Data Collection

There was an intervie\:v guide in
addition to fOllr different structured
questionnaires for lecturers. alumni
and employers. The questionnaires
were pre-tested at Takoradi
Polytechnic (staff and students)
and Ghana Ports and Harbor
Authority (employers and alumni).
The needed changes vvere then
made.
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The following data collection
methods were used:

Interview: An interview guide was
used to obtain information on the
context of polytechnic education,
the quality of education, the
implementation ofthe competency
based education, quality assurance
and suggestions for improvement
from the head of department. The
interview data served a
supplementary role to the structured
questionnaires and provided an in
depth view of the polytechnic
education system.

Document Analysis: Students'
records and administrative
documents were studied to obtain
information on staff proportions,
qualifications and student population

Questionnaires -Four different
types of sem i-structured
questionnaires were prepared for
employers, alumni, lecturers and
students. These dealt with the
quality of education, the
implementation.ofthe competency
based education, inadequacies in
the programme and suggestions fot
improvement.

The Civil Engineering Department,
the Head of Department, lecturers
and students (all second and third
year students) were chosen
purposively. The department was
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chosen because it was about to
evaluate its curriculum under the
ongoing Netherlands govem-ment's
project with the Polytechnics in
Ghana. Snowball sampling strategy
was adopted in choosing
respondents from the alumni and
employers. Few respondents
chosen accidentally or with the aid
of the department, or the liaison
office were asked to recommend
other people who qualify as
respondents and were willing to
participate in the research. This
process was continued until the
required number ofrespondents was
reached.

Data Analysis

After the data collection, a series
of activities were carried out. First
the data was coded. The codes
adopted were as follows: strongly
disagree = 1, disagree = 2,
undecided =3, agree = 4, and
strongly agree = 5. Excel computer
programme was used to do the
analysis. The appropriate number
for each datum was placed in the
appropriate data file for the
analysis. For open ended questions,
the following procedure was
adopted: the gathered data was
read in the context of the setting
and the purpose of the research;
chunks of data that demonstrate
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some commonalities were

identified; it was worked through

once again to identify patterns,

themes, differences and then it was

reported on.

Summaries of all responses under

each quality indicator were then

given, thus illustrating the

percentage that strongly agreed,

agreed, were undecided, disagreed

or strongly disagreed. Strongly

agree and agree were then

combined to form one strand of

response and the same was done

for strongly disagree and disagree;

undecided also formed another

strand of response. This approach

was appropriate for easy application

of the evaluation criteria. The

evaluation criteria were then used

to make value judgment about the

quality ofeach quality indicator and

component. A summary of the

weaknesses and strengths of the

programme were then given in

written form and by using

descriptive statistics. The criteria

below were adopted:

If 40% or more of the respondents

averagely rate strongly disagree/

disagree = Not acceptable
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If 40% or more of the respondents

averagely rate undecided = Just

acceptable.

If less than 50% of the respondents
averagely rate strongly agree/agree
= Weak

If 50 - 59% of the respondents
averagely rate strongly agree/agree
= Satisfactory

If 60 - 69% of the respondents
averagely rate strongly agree/agree
= Good

If 70 - 79% of the respondents
averagely rate strongly agree/agree
= Very Good

If 80 - 100% of the respondents
averagely rate strongly agree/agree
= Excellent

If 40% or more of the participants

on the average strongly disagreed/

disagreed with statements about the

quality of an indicator/component,

it implied that, that quality indicator/

component was very weak and not

acceptable. A quality indicator/

component was judged just

acceptable it~ 40% or more of the

respondents were undecided. A

quality component/indicator was

II,
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considered satisfactory if 50-69%

of the respondents strongly agreed/

agreed with statements on it. 11'70

79% of the respondents rated

strongly agree/agree. a quality

indicator/component was judged

very good and finally if 80-100% of

the pal1icipants rate strongly agree/

agree it implied that. that quality

indicator/component was excellent.

Results and Discussion

The research involved twenty-one

companies, members of staff and

students (second and third years)

of the Department of the Civil

Engineering of Takoradi

Polytechnic. The respondents

outside the school

(employers and alumni) were fifty

six; fifty-two males and four

females. They were engineers,

managers. supervisors, surveyors,

and training assistants. Four of the

employers had masters' degrees,

nine had first degrees and 12 had

diploma certificates. Those from

Takoradi Polytechnic were made up

of seven members of staff (all

males, including the Head of

Department) and 118 students; 117

males and a female. Three of the
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staff members including the head

of department, had master's

degrees; one had a first degree; two

had diploma certificates; whilst one

member ofstaffdid not indicate his

qualification.

General Overview of Quality
Indicators

The general state of the cUlTiculum
is satisfactory. Stakeholders
generally considered the quality of
the entire programme, the
preconditions and the output to be
satisfactory. Further, they indicated
that the quality of the educational
processes used in achieving the
stated outcome and the satisfaction
of stakeholders were
good.Ho'vvever they were
dissatisfied with the organization of
the programme and the level of
research.

In the same way, quality assurance
was seen to be weak and the
quality offacilities used in achieving
the desired outcomes was not
acceptable. Also the quality of
guidance and counseling services
rendered to students was not
acceptable. Table 1 presents the
details.

Apori & Nkrumah

Table 1

General Overview

Quality Indicator

CBT Programme
Preconditions
Process
Output
Satisfaction

SA=Strongly Agree; A=

Source: Field Work,

Programme

Considering the r
general, the study s
quality of the cunic
and design \\ere go
the content \vas sat

Table 2

General Overvie\l

Quality indicator
Rationale
Curriculum Design
Content Adequacy
Organisation
Research

SA=Strongly Agree
Disagree

Source: Field W(]
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Table 1

General Overview of Quality Indicators

Quality indicator Average / %
SA/A U SD/D

Remarks
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General Overview of Quality Components - Programme

SA=Strongly Agree; A=Agree; U=Undecided; D=Disagree; SD=Strongly Disagree

Source: Field Work, 2008

CBT Programme 53 15 32 SatisfactOlY
Preconditions 58 10 32 SatisfactOlY
Process 60 4 36 Good
Output 59 16 25 SatisfactOlY
Satisfaction 69 12 19 Good

Good
Very good
Satisfactory

Not acceptable
Weak

Remarks

However, stakeholders \vere
dissatisfied \\lith the implementation
of the programme and the quality
of research. The major aspects
considered were: the curriculum
rationale. design, content,
organization and research (Table
2).

U SDro
17 19
14 14
17 28
13 59
14 40

Considering the programme in
general, the study sho",ed that the
quality of the cun'iculum rationale
and design were good, and that of
the content was satisfactory,

Programme

Table 2

Quality indicator SAlA
Rationale 64
Curriculum Design 72
Content Adequacy 55
Organisation 28
Research 46
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not
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SA=Strongly Agree: A=Agree: U=Undecided; D=Disagree; SD=Stfongly
Disagree

Source: Field Work, 2008
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Table 3 Table 5

Quality indicator SA/Agree U SD/D Remarks
General Overview of Quality Components - preconditions

Table 4

General Overview of the Quality Components - Process

SA=Strongly Agree; A-Agree; V-Undecided; D-Disagree; SD Strongly
Disagree

Source: Field Work, 2008

General Overview

Quality indicator

Output
School to Work
Transition
Satisfaction
Employers
Alumni
Staff
Student

Discussion

Source: Field Wor

SA=Strongly Agree; A=,

Almost all the resp
concerned about
professional practic:
students. It was,
practical work is gr
relegated to the bac
was attributed to
facilities (e.g.
laboratories, etc); tea
materials (lap top:
power point projec
studio and laborator
and lack ofregular e\
programme. In fact, t
can not make ch,
curriculum without t

Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Good
Not acceptable
Good
Not acceptable

Weak
Excellent

36
24
36
43

23
50

Remarks
SOlD

o
32

38

The study revealed that the
programme makes efficient use of
time and the quality of teaching is
satisfactory. Also, the teaching load
and the quality of assessment/
feedback are good. Further, the
research showed that the
programme is weak when it comes
to guidance and counseling services
and students are overloaded with
work.

19
o
9

52 12
57 19
60 4
37 20
62 15
33 17

Average /%
SA/A lJ

53

49
100

Qual ity Assurance
Student Intake
Staff Intake
Satisfactory
Facilities 30 12 58 Not acceptable

The details ofthe quality component
process are presented in table 5.
The research divided the entire
process used in achieving the
stated goals into six parts: efficient
use of time, quality of teaching,
teaching load, study load,
assessment/feedback, and
guidance and counseling.

Process

Quality indicator

Efficient use of time
Quality ofTeaching
Teaching Load
Study Load
AssessmentiFeedback
Guidance! Counseling



SA=Strongly Agree; A=Agree; U=Undecided; D=Disagree; SD=Strongly Disagree

Source: Field Work, 2008
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Satisfactory

the National Board for Professional
and Technician Examination
(NAPTEX) which is quite
bureaucratic. Mention was also
made of the fact that curriculum
does not adequately .address real
practical work and there are
inadequate modern and relevant
textbooks in the library. As a result,
too much emphasis was placed on
theory. Practical sessions and
supportive staff during practica1
lessons were inadequate in addition
to the fact that some of the
laboratories are not in proper
working condition. The obvious
alternative has been too much
reliance on the industries for

53 16 31

47 20 33 Weak
82 10 8 Excellent
69 7 24 Good
80 14 6 Excellent
46 15 39 Just acceptable
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Table 5

Output
School to Work
Transition
Satisfaction
Employers
AJumni
Staff
Student

General Overview of 'QualityComponents - Output/Satisfaction

Quality indicator Average Remarks
SA/A U SD/D

Discussion

Almost all the respondents were
concerned about the level of
professional practical training for
students. 11 was asserted that
practical work is gradually being
relegated to the background. This
was attributed to inadequate
facilities (e.g. workshops,
laboratories, etc); teaching/leaming
materials (lap tops computers,
power point projectors, drawing
studio and laboratory equipment);
and lack ofregular evaluation ofthe
programme. In fact, the polytechnic
can not make changes in the
curriculum without the consent of

'actory
ctory

cceptable

cceptable
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The results of this research also
showed that the relationship
between the polytechnics and the
industries in Ghana "vas quite "veak.
Nijhuis (2005) confirms this by
saying that there is a weak link
between the polytechnics and the
industries in Ghana and this has
resulted in few jobs for the
polytechnic graduates. In a similar
way, the Danish evaluation report
(2005) indicated that the contact
between schools and companies
offering practical training is quite
modest. The situation in Ghana can
be explained by the fact that, there
are currently few functioning
industries in Ghana and the
importance ofeffective stakeholder
collaboration has not been very
much nurtured and realized. Also to
some extent, the relationship
between the polytechnics and the
industries is restrained by limited
available resources.

Mayer et al. (2001), observed that
programme quality is enhanced
when teachers have high academic
skills, teach in the field in which they
are trained, and have more than a
few years ofexperience. The study
showed that out of the seven staff
respondents, only three of them
qualified as lecturers (the minimum
qualification for a lecturer in any
Polytechnic in Ghana is a master's
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degree) despite the fact that many
of them were experienced
teachers. It was also indicated that
the quality of the facilities used for
the intended outcome is very weak.
This is in consonance with what
Nsiah Gyabaah (2005) found. He
rep0l1ed that the Polytechnics in
Ghana have insufficient equipment
and inadequate classroom areas
etc. Another research by the Vrije
University on Ghana showed that
the polytechnics in Ghana have
problems related to equipment.
Hirakawa et al. (2005) argued that
even if teachers learn practical
skills with new kits and equipment,
they cannot transfer the same
practical lessons to their students
without the necessary kits and
equipment. They went on to explain
that in the aspect of equipment,
some of the equipment have not
been utilized because of lack of
repairers and inadequate financial
resources. This same reason
explains the situation in Ghana.

The study further indicated that
quality assurance is weak in the
programme. This finding is very
important because of the role
quality assurance plays. According
to Mayer, Mullen, and Moore
(2001), quality assurance provides
fact-based external confidence to
stakeholders that educational
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certificates would meet their needs
and expectations. At the time ofthe .
research, there \-vas no official
contact between the department
and the alumni and/or the industry,
even though sometimes when
lecturers visit students on
attachment they unofficially come
into contact with them. Also most
of the students have not taken part
in any form ofschool selfevaluation
despite the fact that they deemed it
necessary. Recently, a quality
assurance unit was set up but its
presence is yet to be felt. Partly
because of lack ofrapport between
the polytechnic and the labour
market, only a majority of those
employed (48.3%) indicated that
they found a job easily after
graduation and are satisfied with
their current jobs. This is similar to
what Nijhuis (2005) found. She
stated that 30% of the polytechnic
graduates in Ghana could not find
appropriate jobs after school and
therefore shifted into other
schemes or had to begin their
academic career all over again.
These findings are in contrast to a
student outcome survey conducted
by NCVER (2005) which showed
that 75% ofthe graduates employed
were satisfied with their jobs. The
partial difference between the two
studies is explained by the fact that,
there are few industries in Ghana
and hence the vast majority of the
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workforce in Ghana is in the
services and the agricultural
sectors. Unfortunately, most of the
services are bureaucratic when it
comes to employment and are
limited with respect to facilities.
Also the per capita income of
Ghana is about 5% (Conference of
Ministers of Education of the
African Union COMEDAF, 2007)
and this limits employment creation.
On the other hand, many young
people are added to the labour force
each year and this makes
employment more difficult. The
difficulty in finding jobs have
injected in most workers the attitude
of' let take it like that' even though
they do not have job satisfaction.

The need to develop and sustain the
relationship between the industries
and the polytechnics was very much
emphasized. According to Misko
(2005), the purpose, benefits and
roles ofeach partner must be clearly
defined and made known to all
concerned at the beginning of the
relationship. He further stated that
the industries should have the
formal role of identifying
competencies and standards that
must be delivered by schools. This
ofcourse, calls for the development
of industry competency standards,
which would form the basis of the
curricula. The responsibilities of
teachers and trainees with respect
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to how they must behave in the
workplace must also be specified.
Atchoarena et al., (2002) also stated
that the school authorities should
call upon employer associations to
collaborate with training institutions
in defining together the training to
be adapted in order to meet their
needs. A Danish evaluation report
(2005) further suggested that
information on employment,
qualifications and training needs
from professional organizations
should be solicited.

In modifying the programme as a
way of meeting employer needs
collaboration with the industries was
emphasized. Hirakawa et al. (2005)
also recommends strengthening
stakeholder collaborations for
improved educational quality. For
instance an informal communication
approach, such as visits to the
companies at the beginning of a
new practical training period by a
regular contact person for a more
focused discussion about the
programme can be employed. In
deed this requires appropriate
resources but the institution can
embark on activities meant to
internally generate income instead
ofrelying solely on the government.
From here, the curriculum can be
redesigned/review using relevant
experts in the field so that much
attention would be given to practical
training and employer needs.
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Conclusion

The research sought to improve the
quality ofPolytechnic education in
Ghana by investigating how the
effectiveness of poly technic
industry collaborations can be
maximized and how the use ofCBT
approach in the Ghanaian
polytechnic context can be
improved. From the finding of the
study, a number ofconclusions were
drawn in accordance with the
research questions as indicated
below: .

What is the quality ofpolytechnic
education in Ghana? The study
revealed that generally the quality
of all the quality indicators
(programme, pre-conditions,
process, output and satisfaction)
was satisfactory or better.
However, stakeholders were
dissatisfied with the organization of
the programme, quality assurance
and research. Moreover the
programme lacked regular
evaluation.

How can an effective
polytechnic-industry relationship
be built and sustained in Ghana?
The study showed that there is the
need for the polytechnics to liaise
with the industries to determine
qualifications, and competency
standards, instead of relying so
much on the curriculum. They can
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also partner each other in research
and other mutually beneficial
activities. Also the relationship
needs to be nurtured in other to
sustain it.

What modifications need to be
done in order to improve the
quality CBT approach? Prominent
among the recommended
modifications were the need to:
regularly redesign/review the
polytechnic curriculum, improve
facilities, improve relationship with
industries and improve monitoring
systems.

Implications

The consideration of these issues
forms the basis for
recommendations for future policy
development, implementation,
improvement and research.

Policy makers
Sound policies will help bring about
the paradigm shift needed to engage
polytechnics in the required change
processes. This should be done
systematically and collaboratively.

The culture of regular school self
evaluation should be institutionalized
in all Polytechnics in Ghana. Also,
other school self evaluation
methods such as peer review could
be adopted.
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Research should be made a core
activity for both staff and students
in higher vocational education.
Special attention should be given to
relevant real life problems and their
solutions. Also the research skills
of staff should be an important
component ofstaffassessment and
promotion.

Polytechnics

The polytechnics should liaise with
the industries to determine
qualifications, outcomes and
competency standards, instead of
relying solely on the curriculum.
The ethics of a profession should
be an important part of the
curriculum.

The Polytechnic should develop
partnerships with the industries by
way of consultancy, collaborative
research, development projects,
joint training programmes, and job
placements in addition to student
internship. In doing these the
polytechnics can create
opportunities for staffand students
to be at the frontiers of new
industry knowledge and trends.

When students are on attachment,
there should be regular follow ups
on them and their assessment
should have both theoretical and
practical aspects.
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ABSTRACT

The use ofpelfol11lOnCe appraisal, a presell1e
ofthe private sector organisations, has now
become wide spread and has grown to include
previously untouched organisations and
occupational hierarchies such as secretarial
and administrative staff in both the public
and private sectors. Howel'el; verv little has
been rep0l1ed in the literature concerning the
perceptions and e~\periencesofthe universities
in developing countries relating to
pelfol711anCe appraisals. TI1is sntdy therefore
sought to explore pelformance appraisal
systems in the Ghanaian public sector
universities to consider the perceptions and
e.\periences ofthe administrative staffabout
the problems associated with the pelfo1711anCe
appraisal systems ofthe universities.

The study adopted an e.\pIOrGtOl)', descriptive
and evaluative triangulation case study
approach and generated data through semi
structured interviews and self-completing
questionnairesfl'01I140 I university employees
in Ghana from four of the six public sector
universities. Both quantitative and qualitative
methods ofanalysis in thefol7n offrequencies,
percentages, means, graphs and content
Llnalysis were used to analyse the data.

The results indicate thal generally the
perceptions of the administrative staff
conceming the effectiveness of the present
pelformance appraisal systems of the
universities were skewed towards
dissatisfaction because they lacked essential
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characteristics ofan effective pelfo1711anCe
appraisal system. These include lack of
c1earlyfo1711ulated and defined policies and
objectives, peljol7nance measures, effective
staff participation and training and
development that could make them effective.
The study concludes that there is a lieedfor
the universities to recognise their employees
as valued resources and treat them as a
source ofcompetitive advantage which have
to be strategically managed to achieve
improved employee pelformance and
development as well as the effectiveness of

the universities.

Introduction

Human resource (HR) is the
organisation's most crucial resource
whose behaviours, talents and
aspirations affect the other resources
that the organisation uses, the
organisational efficiency and its
effectiveness (Holbrook Jr, 2002;
Murphy and Cleveland, 1995). To this
end, performance appraisal has
occupied the attention of human
res'ource management (HRM),
organisational behaviourand industrial
psychology researchers for some
time now. This is because the
performances ofthe individuals within
the organisations improve with
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definite goals and feedback on their
performance complemented by an
adequate re\mrd system (Lawrence,
1986).

Performance Appraisal which is
variously temled performance review,
annual appraisal, performance
evaluation, employee evaluation and
merit evaluation (Sanguine 2003) is
an ongoing process ofevaluation and
management of both the behaviours
and outcomes of employees in the
'workplace (Gobbler, 2002), the
collection and analysis ofdata on the
overall capabilities and potentials of
individual worker in an attempt to
make decision in tunewith a purpose
(Bratton and Gold, 1999). It is an
observation and measurement of
employee performance against pre
detennined job related standards, for
purposes delineated by the
organisation (Schuler and
Jackson,1987) Essentially,
performance appraisal is about
measuring, monitoring and enhancing
the performance of employees as a
contributor to the overall
organisational performance
(Agyenim-Boateng, 2006). It is not
"a stand alone process but an
approach to creating a shared vision
0-[ the purposes and aims of the
organisation, helping each individual
employee to understand and share the
workload to achieve those aims"
(Martinez and Martineau, 2001 :1). To
achieve this, there is the need for
precise determ ination ofactivities to
be accomplished by the employees.
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Such activities need to target the
accomplishment of organisational
effectiveness as well as an agreement
between the employee and the
employer on what to do and how to
do it. Performance appraisal is
therefore a systematic and
coordinated assessment of
employees' current and past
performance relative to their
performance standards. It involves
identifying, measuring and developing
human performance in the
organisation. The process involves
setting work standards, assessing the
employees' actual work performance
relative to these standards and
providing feedback to employees with
the view to motivating them to
eliminate performance deficiencies or
to continue to perform above par.
Thus, an effective performance
appraisal system (PAS) needs to
measure current performance levels
and contain mechanisms for
reinforcing strengths, identifying
weaknesses, and feeding the
information back to the employees and
organisation in an attempt to improve
present and future individual and
organisational effectiveness.

There are a variety of reasons why
organisations introduce performance
appraisal and this sometimes creates
confl·ict as to what the objectives of
performance appraisal are. However,
the most usual rationalisation and
justification forperformance appraisal
is to improve individual employees'
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performance in the organisation
(Bratton and Gold. 1999) in an attempt
to improve the overall organisational
performance and effectiv.eness.
Under such a broad purpose come a
number of varied purposes. Among
other things, perfol111ance appraisal
marches the achievements of the
employees with the expected results
in order for management to make a
decision on such matters as
promotion, salary reviews and
conditions of service, job redesign,
redeployment and reposting. The
data also help in self-assessment and
personnel management research. The
process is avehicle for validating and
refining organisational actions such as
employee selection, training, reward
and other management practices. In
addition, the data are used for
succession planning and employee
development or to institute discipline
or discharge procedures (Billikopf,
2003). Performance Appraisal
therefore assesses the work
accomplished in relation to the goals
and objectives ofthe organisation to
determine whether the activities
accomplished have in any way
contributed to the organisational
success. The data acquired therefore,
help to improve individual
performance in the organisation "'lith
the view to improving the
organisational performance and
effectiveness (Martinez and
Martineau, 2001; Bratton and Gold,
1999).

Pelfol111anCe appraisal which hitherto
used to be the preserve ofthe private
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sectoL has become widespread and
an important COl11erstone of HRM
practice that is capable ofchannelling
the energies of employees to\\ards
the achievement of organisational
efficiency and effectiveness
(Masterson and Taylor, 1996; Lee,

(1996). It has now been extended to
new work settings Iike education and
health sectors and is a central element
in the concept of performance
management (Redman et al., 2000;
Fletcher, 1997). It has grown to
include previously untouched
organisations and occupational
hierarchy such as secretarial and
administrative employees in both the
public and private sectors. New f0l111s
of perfom1ance appraisal systems
(PAS) such as competency based,
upward appraisal, 360 degree and
team appraisals have also been
introduced recently.

Employees of the public sector
universities (academic and
adm inistrative) like other employees
in the public sector expect to be
appraised and not to be evaluated
(Analoui and Fell, 2002). However,
very little seem to be known about
performance appraisal in the public
sector, including the universities, and
about the people who are appraised
there in the literature. The empirical
evidence on how employees in the
public sector universities in general
and university administrative
employees in developing countries in
particular, respond to the processes
involved in perfOlmance appraisal in
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Source: Field Data
Grand Total 342+48+11=401

KNUST 99 10 3
UEW 75 13 3
UG 49 II 2
Sub Total 342 48 11

1 FOlli" public sector universities in Ghana were involved in the study. These were
University of Ghana, Legon (UG); University of Education, Winneba (UEW);
University of Cape Coast, Cape Coast (UCC); and Kwame Nkrumah University
of Science and Technology, Kumasi (KNUST).

The questionnaires were used to
gather data from the junior and senior
administrative employees (Staff) and
the front line managers (FLMs) such
as Assistant Registrars and Senior
Assistant Registrars while the semi
structured interview-guides were
used to gather data from the senior
management personnel in the
universities (see Table 1). The
questionnaires were personally
distributed in all the universities by the
researcher and four trained research
assistants while the interviews were
conducted by the researcher. The
senior management personnel and
the front line managers were included
in the study in order to cross check
their views with the senior andjunior
administrative employees (Staff) of
the universities who were the main
respondents for the study.
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structured interview guide from 401
university employees, who were both
purposively and randomly selected.

3
Senior Mangement
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the universities has remained scarce
and sparse (Analoui and Fell, 2002;
Redman et aI., 2000). This study,
therefore. "vas an exploration into the
role and effectiveness of PAS, an

aspect of Human Resource
Management (HRM), in universities
with special emphasis on the
Ghanaian public sector universities.
In other words, the present study
sought to generate empirical data to
analyse and assess the role and
effectiveness of the PAS in the
Ghanaian public sector universities.

Universities I Staff FLM

Method

uee 119 14

The study adopted an exploratory,
descriptive and evaluative case study
approach that combined both
quantitative and qualitative methods
of social science research (Blaikie,
2003, Yin, 1989). The empirical data
was obtained through the use ofself
completing questionnaires and semi-
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The results indicated that generally
the PAS ofthe Ghanaian public sector
universities had not been effective
because they faced a number of
systemic and implementational
problems. This article discusses some
of the major problems facing the
effective implementation and
effectiveness of the PAS in the
Ghanaians public sector universities.

Results

The results ofthe study indicated that
the public sector universities had
policies that guided the implementation
and management of the PAS of the
Ghanaian public sector universities
and these were known to the
administrative employees of the
universities. Almost 60 percent
(59.1 %) ofthe respondents affirmed
that they were aware that the
universities had policies guiding the
implementation oftheirPAS. Similarly,
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a high percentage ofthe FLM (75%)
confmned that they were aware that
the universities had performance
appraisal policies (PAPr) in place for
the management of the PAS of the
Ghanaian public sector universities
(see Table 2).

However, the data showed that the
policies had not been effectively
communicated to both the employees
and their supervisors. For example,
62.3 percent of the employees and
41.6 percent oftheir supervisors who
were aware ofthe policies stated that
the policies had not been
communicated to them neither had
they been educated on the policies.

The data showed that the
respondents lacked knowledge of
the objectives of the PAS of the
Ghanaian public sector universities.
At the operational (Staff) and
supervisory (FLMs) levels, majority
of the respondents were not aware
of what the PAS of the Ghanaian
public sector universities sought to
achieve.
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Respondents' Awareness of Performance Appraisal Policies and
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Awareness ofpolicy
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Source: Field Data

No

201
141

342
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59.1
41.3
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12
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Process Staff (N- 342) FLM (N- 48)
No % No %

Table 3
Process of the Universities' Performance Appraisal Systems

100

47.9

14.6
8.3

7
4

48

23

77 22.6
7 2.1

30 8.9
60 17.5

342 100

to 23 percent (22.6%) of the

employees claimed that they filled

in the Part I ofthe PAPs while their

supervisors treated the rest as

confidential reports. This situation

was confirmed by the supervisors.

For example, 29.2 percent of the

supervisors stated that the

performances of the employees

were assessed by supervisors filling

in the PAFs and requesting the

employees to sign portions to

indicate their consent, while 17.6

percent stated that the employees

were requested to fill in Part I of

the PAPs and supervisors treated

the rest as confidential document.

Only 2.1 percent of the employees

and 8.3 percent of the supervisors

stated that the performances of the

employees were assessed through

performance interviews.
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As many as 77.8 percent of the
staff and 64.6 percent of their
supervisors were not aware of
what constituted the objectives of
the PAS of the Ghanaian public
sector universities.

The results showed that the
supervisors used a variety of
processes in assessing the
performances ofthe administrative

. employees of the Ghanaian public
sector universities (see Table 3).
While as many as 17.5 percent of
the employees did not know how
their performances were assessed,
49.5 percent of them stated that
their performances were assessed
by their supervisors who only filled
in the performance appraisal forms
(PAPs) and requested the staff to
sign a portion to indicate their
consent of the assessment. Close

Total

Supervisors fill in PAPs for staff to consent 168 49.9 14 29.2
Staff fill in Part I of the PAPs while the rest
are treated as confidential report
Interview between supervisors and staff
PAPs treated as confidential filled in by only
supervisors
Not Known
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The results show"ed that both the
employees and their supervisors had
not been given enough training to
ensme the effective management of
the perfol111ance appraisal process.
The results at the operational level
(Staff) showed that only 22.2 percent
had been trained in the management
ofthe perfonnance appraisal process
of the universities while as many as
77.8 percent had not had any fonn of
training in the management of
performance appraisal. At the
supervisory level, the results were
similar to that ofthe operational level.
Only 22.9 percent of the supervisors
had been trained in the management
ofperformance appraisal process.
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(Footnotes)
I This is the penultimate senior rank among the universities'

senior staff
2 This is the most senior rank among the universities'

senior staff
3 These are the Assistant Registrars who are in charge of the Academic

Faculties.

The results also indicated that the staff

of the Ghanaian public sector

universities were assessed by a

variety of assessors who were all in

supervisory positions. The

perfo1111ances of 65.2 percent of the

staffofthe universities were assessed

by the heads of department, 20.8

percent by their immediate

supervisors who were either

Principal I or Chief! Administrative

Assistants while the Faculty Officers3

assessed the performances ofonly 2.3

percent of the staff (see Table 4).

Table 4
Sources of Performance Information in the Universities (N= 342).

Appraisers No. %

Heads of Department 223 65.2
Deans 10 2.9
Immediate Supervisors 71 20.8
Faculty Officers 8 2.3
Not Known 30 8.8

Total 342 100

Somce: Field Data
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The results further revealed that the
administrative employees of the
universities did receive some form of
performance feedback on their
performances. At the operational
level, 57.9 percent had received both
tC)Jlllal and inf0l111al feedback on their
performances. Out of this number,
27.5 percent received formal
feedback fi'om their Human Resomce
Divisions while 48.3 percent received
informal feedback from their
supervisors. The data also
demonstrated that the formal
feedback was received once a year
while the infomlal feedback ranged
fi'om daily basis, once a month to any
time a perfolmance mistake \vas
made.

The data show"ed that the universities
used their perf0l111ance appraisal
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results (PAR) in three main decision
areas to ensure the effective
management of their human
resources at the operational level.
These were i) re\vards; ii) employee
rotation and transfers; and iii) Training
and career development. More than
half of the respondents (56%)
reported that the universities used their
PAR in deciding on the employees
that should be promoted, given salary
increase or other fonns of rewards.
About 16 percent (1 5.5%) confu111ed
that the universities used their PAR
in taking decisions conceming training
and development needs of the
employees and universities while 4.6
percent stated that the PAR were
used in transferring and rotating
employees within the universities (see
Table 5).

Table 5
Means ofApplying the Universities' Performance Appraisal Results (N= 342)

Have you received any training in perfomlance appraisal
management? No. %

Promotion decisions
Remuneration Decisions
StaffMotivation and other rewards Decisions
Training and Career Development Decisions
No Idea

Total

Source: Field Data

71
101
16
27
74

342

20.7
29.7
4.6
7.9
21.6

100
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Discussion

Lack of Communication -of policies
to employees

The study has revealed that all the
Ghanaian public sector universities
had annual employee PAS in place.
These PAS of the universities were
said to be guided by fonnal policies
and procedures. The PAS of the
Ghanaian public sector universities
were ftrst introduced in the 1970s as
Annual Conftdential Reports (ACR)
in which the employees were denied
access to the results. The secrecy
surrounding the annual conftdential
reports led to many abuses such as
favouritism and victimisation. This
resulted in loss of credibility of the
ACR(GhanaCivil Service, 1991).As
a result of the Ghana Civil Service
Refonn Programme in the 1990s
(CSRP: 1987-1992), all the public
organisations including the universities
and the Ghana Civil Service replaced
theirACR with a 'Semi-Open' annual
PAS.

The results ofthe study however,
clearly showed that even though a
large proportion of the respondents
were aware of the existence of the
policies on PAS of the universities
their knowledge was vel)' limited~
the universities had failed to
effectively communicate their
policiesto the employees and their
supervisors. In bureaucratic
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institutions, especially in the
developing countries, infonnation flow
is a major problem. Employees may
have knowledge about the existence
ofpolicies which may concern them
and their work but may hardly be fullv
educated on those issues as indicated
?y the data: For example, in the study,
It was realIsed that a high percentage
of the employees (59.1) and their
supervisors (75%) were aware ofthe
policies on perfonnance appraisals
policies but only a few (21.8%) had
ever seen or been educated on the
policies. This was not limited only to
employees and their supervisors.
Some management personnel who
were supposed to be the custodians
of the policies had verv limited
knowledge of the poli~ies. For
example, one interviewee stated:

'I have been looking for the policy
ever since I assumed this position.
I have not seen the document, but
it has not been taken seriously by
the Heads of Depal1ment who are
expected to assess the peifonnance
of their employees'.

This finding is similar to whatAnaloui
and Fell (2002) found concerning the
PAS of the administrative staff of
University ofBradford. In that study,
the researchers found that even
though the respondents had
knowledge of a draft perfonnance
policy for the PAS oftheUniversitv-'
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their knowledge was limited as no one
could state what was in the policy
document. This is an indication that
universities in general and universities
in Ghana in particular, have not taken
the appraisal oftheir administrative
employees very seriously as they
have done in the case of their
academic employees.

Lack of awareness of the
objectives of the Pel10rmance
appraisal systems

Compounding the problem oflack of
communication of the policies is the
problem of lack of awareness of the
objectives ofthe PAS ofthe Ghanaian
public sector universities among the
personnel of the universities. The
documentary evidence revealed that
the stated objectives of the PAS of
the universities were: a) To fmd out
whether the employees were
perform ing as expected; b) to set
targets for the ensuing year; c) to
determine which employee merited
salary increase, promotion or re
assignment; and d) to identifY training
and development needs of the
universities' and their employees.
However, the results indicated that
generally. both the employees and
their supervisors did not recognise
these as the objectives ofthe PAS of
the universities as a large proportion
of the respondents (77.5% of the
employees and 54.6 percent of the
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supervisors) were not aware of the
objectives of the PAS of the
universities

This was also not limited only to
the employees and their
supervisors. Almost all the
interviewees displayed lack of
awareness ofthe objectives ofthe
PAS as the foHowing responses
indicate:

"Most employees have positive
perceptions about the PAS because
they are management's tools for
measuring who should merit pay
increase and promotion". They aim
at "assessing past results which is
used for salary increases and
indirectly for promotion, howevel;
from the way the system is
managed, I am not sure whether the
employees and heads of
department are aware of these
objectives" .

Another interviewee responded by
asking:

"Who but the Human Resource
people knows anything about the
PAS? Looking at how the fonns are
filled, people only fill in the fOl7ns
as an obligation".

With the exception ofthe interviewees
of DEW, all the interviewees
expressed different views about what
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a) Setting targets for the
employees for the coming
year; b) Documenting the
agreed objectives, and c)

Acting as a source for
building up training needs oj'
the l//zil'ersity.

They agreed that broadly the PAS
of the university had two objectives
to:

i) Enable the university achieve
her broad objectives, and ii)
Enable employees have job
satisfaction and develop their
careers.

Thus. the results indicated that the
PAS of the Ghanaian public sector
universities lacked clearly defined
standards against \vhieh employees'
perf0l111aneeS were assessed which
had been communicated to the
personnel (Wilson, 2002~ Swan, 1991 ).

The use of \'Qriet\' of processes

A variety of processes were used in
the assessment of the performances
ofthe adm inistrative employees ofthe
universities. The official appraisal
process of the universities is a 1:'\'\'0

way process. By the calendar of the
universities. the PAFs leave the
Human Resource Divisions at the
beginning of the appraisal period
(usually October) to the Departments
and retUl11 to the Human Resource
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Divisions after the PAFs had been
completed (December ending). At
the departments, the PAFs are
distributed to employees (in some
universities) to fill in Part I (usually
providing factual demographic
information such as name and present
grade) and retlUl1ed the PAFs to their
immediate supervisors.
Arrangements are then made for
performance appraisal interviews
(PAls) for open and frank discussion
of the performances of the
employees and completion of PAls
forms. After the completion, the
employees sign a portion on thePAFs
to indicate that they had taken patt in
the discussions, seen the reports of
the supervisors and either agreed or
disagreed with the repOtt. A copy of
the repOtt is then sent to the Human
Resource Divisions for further action
(usually salary increase, transfer or
caution) while a copy is kept on the
personal files ofthe employees at the
departments/sections/units. Thus, the
performance appraisal process
(PAPr) centres on PAls between
supervisors and the employees.

The study ho\vever revealed that in
practice, only a handful of the
appraisers followed the official
process (2.1 %) of assessing
employees through PAIs. The
majority of appraisers (72%) either
filled in the PAFs and requested
employees to sign their portions or

p
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requested the employees to fill in Pm1
I of the PAFs and treated the rest as
confidential reports or treated the
appraisals as strictly confidential
rep011s (7.1 %). It is observed that
employees were either satisfied with
this trend ofaffairs or'vvere .coerced'
into accepting it. For example, when
asked whether there had been
situations where some employees had
challenged their assessments or the
manner in which they were assessed,
interviewees seemed argured of
following:

"That rarely happens, for the
employees either have confidence
in their heads of department or
decided not to challenge the PAR
because normally 110 specZlic
actions followed the assessment";
or "E11lplo'-l'ees only complain
when the negative remarks
adversely affected their promotions
and salmy increases. I think they
normally do not complain because
nothing good comes Ollt of their
complaints. Management's best
action in sllch circllmstances would
be to transfer the employees to new
departments or sections"

Thus, employees accepted the
situation either because they saw the
process only as a political process
with no performance value or to
protect their positions in the
depat1ments or the universities. This
is similar to sentiments expressed by
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the employees of the Ghana
Cooperative Bank about their PAS.
In a study by Amoah and Nartey
(1998) the Bank's employees
generally perceived their PAS as one
of 'jokes' and a 'ritual of no
perfonnance significance' (Amoah
and Nmiey, 1998: 18) hence they did
not attach the much needed
seriousness to completing and
submitting the forms. In many
instances, the employees refused to
fill in the f01111S as nothing wOl1h while
came out ofearlier ones submitted to
management. Indeed, the study found
that the PAS of the Bank had lost its
credibility in the eyes of majority of
the employees. This suggests that
even though the PAPr of the
Ghanaian public sector universities
\\ere being used perhaps, as a
management tool for control of
employees (Bratton and Gold, 1999)
thus, suggesting that management
\\as in control of the perfonnances
of the employees, the PAS might
have lost their credibility in the eyes
of majority of the employees ofthe
universities. It is interesting to note
that some ofthe respondents from the
Divisions ofHmnan Resource which
were supposed to be the implementers
of the PAS of the Ghanaian public
sector universities were themselves
not assessed through the officially laid
down procedures. It is therefore
assumed that the Human Resource
Divisions "vould lack the moral
courage to encourage others to follow
the laid down procedure.



; where an employee's strengths in one area are spread to other areas
6 where all the rating reflects the similarity ofcharacter or behaviour ofthe

appraiser and the appraisee
7 where all employees are rated either high or low
8 w.here the closeness of the relationship between appraiser and appraisee

distorts the assessment of all the other criteria).
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Sources of performance
information

Related to the above is the problem
ofrelying on supervisors as the onlv
source of perfOlTIlanCe infolTI1ation.
New sources of performance
appraisal. information such as peer
appraisal, self-appraisal and 360
degree appraisal are yet to gain roots
in most developing countries including
Ghana, especially within the public
sector. In all the universities, the
immediate supervisors (Deans,
Heads of Departments or Faculty
Officers) acted as the sources of
performance information. In other
words, there was only one source of
performance information, the
supervisor. Even though this is
observed to be a good HRM practice
as the immediate supervisors are best
placed to assess the perfOlmances of
their employees, the system has a
number of defects especially in
situations where the reports were
classified as confidential to the
appraisees and were not
countersigned by any senior officer.
The situation is also flawed as there
were no opportunities for the
employees to appeal against their
appraisal results. In these situations,
the PAS ofthe Ghanaian public sector
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universities were Iikely to suffer from
Halo Effect l

, the Doppelganger
effect2, rater leniency or strictness3

,

Crony Effece (Willison, 2002;
Rotunda and Sacketh, 1999;

Amoah and Nartey, 1998; Smither,
1988; Wexley and Yuki, 1977;
Dorman, 1961; Guilford, 1954). Even
though these are 'ordinary' problems
of performance appraisal. they are
likely to be made complex considering
the kind of social network that exist
in Ghana. By their adherence to the
dictates of kinship system, the
average appraiser in the developing
countries, especially Ghana, would be
inclined'to 'temperjustice with mercy'
when it comes to assessing people
who hail from the same clan/tribe or
have good relationships with them.
Lack of training for stakeholders

The Ghanaian public sector
universities also lacked any serious
training programmes that were based
on or influenced by their PAR. In
addition, there were no systematic
training programme in place to train
the personnel in both general
management and management of the
PAPr ofthe universities. Even though
the employees agreed that training in
perfolTI1ance appraisal had positive

p
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effects on their work performance
(36.6%), knGwledge of\vork (41'()%).
manafIement skills (12.7%) and
improvement in their appraisal skills
(10.0%), they had not been exposed
to any meaningful training in
pe&mmmce appraisal procedures.

The Ghanaian public sector
universities did not see training as a
continuous process that should
concern the employees throughout
their careers.. something that applies
to everyone \vhether a generalist
administrator. a technicaL a
professional officer, junior or very
senior officer. They also did not see
training as being an integral part of
the total administrative system ofthe
universities aimed at niaking the
universities more effective (Reilly,
1979). Training programmes are most
effective when they follow a
systematic process. The training
programmes for performance
appraisal of the stakeholders
therefore, could follow a systematic
process that begins with an
explanation of the philosophies,
policies and objectives of the PAS of
the universities, mechanisms of the
rating system, the frequency of the
appraisal, p311ies involved in the PAPr.
standards to be assessed. benefits to
the stakeholders, and others.
Appraisers have to be made aware
of the problems and weaknesses of
the PAS in order to avoid them. The
Ghanaian public sector universities
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need to focus their training on
eliminating the subjectivity errors such
as halo effects and reccency which
are often made by appraisers
(Willison, 2002). The training sessions
should not only be a period of
providing information to the
employees and management
personnel but also a process of skill
acquisition. Participants need to be
encouraged to practise, for example,
how to fill in the PAFs, keep a log of
observed behaviours and conductthe
appraisal interviews. The issue of
tra ining th e apprai sers is very
imp0l1ant as appraisers' training has
generally been shown to be effective
in reducing rating en-ors. especially if
they are extensive and allow for
practice (Landy and Far1'. ]980). The
Ghanaian public sector un iversities
may need to take their training in
performance appraisal programmes
seriously if the PAPr are not to be
seen as a set of rituals that have not
much performance effect.

Linking the appraisal to rewards.

The results indicated that the
universities linked their PAR with their
reward systems. Even though the
universities hardly analysed their
PAR, the appraisal results inf1uenced
decisions of management on the
promotions and salary increases. The
respondents bel ieved that the
Ghanaian public sector universities
mostly used their PAR in deciding on
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employees that should be promoted
or given salary increase (80%). This
view was also apparent from the
interview data. From the interviews
it was realised that:

"Most employees have positive
perceptions about the PAS because
they see them as man{/gement~· tool
for measuring who should merit
pay increase and promotion".

It is therefore not for nothing that the
employees regarded the PAS of the
Ghanaian public sector universities as
managements tool for distributing
rewards and punishment to deserving
employees. This gives an indication
that the Ghanaian public sector
universities used their PAS as a
management tool for controlling
employees (Bratton and Gold, 1999).
Even though the universities PAR
influenced the decisions of
management on promotions and
salary increases. the systems, Iike that
ofthe Ghana Co-operative Bank, did
not recognise "an out of turn
promotion' for situations ofconsistent
and exceptional employee
performance which could be a
motivation for continuous improve
performance (Amoah and Na11ey,
1998).

Thus, the results of the PAS of the
Ghanaian public sectoruniversities did
not affect the human resource
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development (HRD) progr31nmes of
the universities as they were not fully
integrated into the HRD programmes
ofthe universities. This conclusion is
suppol1ed by the interview data. For
example. in an answer to a question
about how the PAR influenced the
training programmes of the
universities, the interviewees \·vere
unanimous that the universities did not
organise training in performance
appraisals for the employees neither
did the PAR influenced the training
programmes of the universities very
much as the following responses
indicate:

"The university uses two types of
training programmes: In house and
Gut ()f house. Conceming out of
house training, in the past,
employees were given the chance
to choose the kind of training they
wanted to undertake. No1\', the
Training Board throu/?h the heads
of departm en t/un i t/s ect ion
determines the critical training
areas and requests interested
employees to apply for
sponsorship. About the in house
training, it is global in nature. The
Training and Development
manager looks at the system and
where complaints are coming from
and decides on whom to train and
on what subjects/topics ". ''The PAR
are not used as the basis for
training because no seriousness is
attached to the system, no
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motivation to work. People could
have been made to H'ork if we have

peiformance standards. "

Conclusion

Theoretically, the problems of
perfol111ance appraisal are supposed
to be universal and limited to the
intrinsic nature ofthe job in question,
as revealed through the careful job
analysis (Blunt and Popoola, 1985).
For most part. the particularities of
organisational life in the western
\\ arid bear this expectation although.
as Beveridge (1975) and Child (1980)
make clear. they are, ti-om appraisal
point ofvie~, rarely straight forward.
In Afhca and Ghana for that matter.
110\\'evcr. ordinary problems of
pcrformance appraisal are
c\:acerbated by a number of other
eonsidcrations (Blunt and Popoola.
1985). All the problems listcd above
as hindering the successful
implementation of PAS of the
Ghanaian public sectoruniversities as
well as those in other organisations in
developing countries could be
summed up in the problem of
'p31ticularism'. This is the problem
of considering the relationships
between the appraisers and the
appraisees instead of basing the
appraisals on "vhat the employees
have accomplished within the stated
period oftime. As the Ghanaian public
sector universities used the
supervisors as the only source of
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performance information and in
situations where the repOtts were not
countersigned by other senior
management personnel, it is possible
that people who received good
appraisal results were those who
were closely related to the appraisers
in terms of kinship or ethnicity or
those who maintained good
relationship with them. Thus, the
actual job performance in terms of
what the individual workers and the
universities were expected to
accomplish would scarcely be taken
into account (Price, 1975).

It is observed that these and other
problems associated with PAS in both
the developed and developing
countries are not insurmountable,
First supervisors and their employees
need to know and understand the
problems. They have to be made
a,vare of these problems and how
they afTect their operations in the
universities as \\ell as hO\\ to avoid
or minimise them. Second, the
problems could be solved or reduced
by selecting the right appraisal
method (s) (Miller, 19-85) as each
method has its own advantages and
disadvantages. For example, the
ranking methods avoid the problem
of centra I tendency but can cause ill
feelings when performances of
employees are in fact all 'high '. Rater
training can also be an effective \\ay
of solving most of these problems,
Even though training is not a panacea,
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it can be used to reduce the problems
of Halo Effect. Crony Effect.
Doppelganger Effect a's \\"ell as
Veblen Effect. In addition, the raters
can be trained to appreciate the
reason(s) of the PAS, hO\\' to use
critical incidents techniques in ratin£!.
ho\\ to do proper follO'\" ups an-d
behave during PAls (Miller, 1985:
Bam"ian, 1975; Hobbe, 1957),

Attempts at solving the problem could
be summed up as:

'One way to achieve this is to
design an appraisal scheme
where the emphasis is on
development, to use a 'safe'
approach, which recognizes
achievements and supports
professional development and
avoids the issue ofaccurac), and
rating of peljormance' (Wilsoll
(2002: 621).

In other \\ords, there is the need for
the Ghanaian public sectorLmiversities
to develop and implement an
effective PAS by selecting the right
appraisal method (Miller, 1985) and
instituting rater training to help solve
the problems associated with the
implementation and manaQ:ement of
their PAS in order to d~rive the
benetits associated with the use of
PAS in the universities.
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ABSTRACT

Language plays a pivotal role ill
educational pro\'ision and its quality as it
is the main mediul1l that facilitates
conl/nunication between the learner and the
teache!: Since the introduction of the first
official school language policy in 1925,
there has been the dilel1lma ofwhat nature
the policy is to take, spanning from first
langllage as medium of instruction for the
./irst three years ofprimary school, through
first language usagefor thel1rst year only
to an all-English usage throughollt school.
The stlld)' \l'as a baseline cross-sectional
slll1'ey on the perceptions of stakeholers
on the language ofinstruction in Ghanaian
basic schools. Eighty Se\'ell respondenl
comprising 36 pupils, 36 parents, nine
teachers O/Id three headsfi'om three basic
schools and six tutors frOIll a college of
educatioll, were interl'iewd on their I'iews
and perception on the use of the local
lunguage as mediul1l ofinstruction in basic
schools.

The literature and the present studr 1'1'1'1'01

that wrrcntl.1' stakeholders will not support
0111' exclusi\'e language, English or
Ghanaian first language, as lIIedium of
illS/ruetion at the early stages ofschool due
to elurenched perceptions, no1
lrithstanding \l'hateverpossible ach'antages
there lIIay he. The oh\'ious choice is a
mother tongue-based bilingual
arrangelllent that effeetil'eh' combines the
admlllages ofGhanaiall/irst language and
English. But its success calls for
cOllunitlllelll by polic.1'lllakers and the other
swkeholders.

Introduction

Language is perhaps the most
important communication tool in
educational provision. It facilities
the transm iss ion process of
educational content both in its oral
and written forms. Particularly, in
its oral form, language is
indispensable in the interaction
between the learner and the
teacher. But in the written form, it
conveys graphically messages and
ideas from the teacher to the
learner and the learner to the
teacher.

In recent times there has been a lot
ofpublic outcry about the quality of
education in Ghana. One often
hears that standards of education
have fallen. WAEC examiners'
reports on Basic Education
Certificate Examinations, for
instance, seem to confirm this
general notion. Quite a good number
of the students reportedly show the
lack of understanding of the
questions due obviously to their poor
English language background and
proficiency since basically all
questions are in English (WAEC,
2008). At the bottom of this picture
is the issue of language and
communication. It is when the
questions communicate clearly to

]53
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they were not to be denationalized.
Rather the best attributes ofmodern
civilization were to be skillfully
crafted onto their national
characteristics as exemplified in
their own language. To give impetus
to the implementation of the
education language policy, emphasis
was placed on the training of
teachers in the local languages and
the expansion of Teacher Training
Colleges in the countty. Achimota
Teacher Training College was at the
forefront in train ing teachers in the
local languages.

Right at the dawn of the
introduction of school language
policy into Ghana's formal
education system, opposition and
criticisms began to be experienced.
Some educated elite and nationalists
expressed reservations about the
use of Ghanaian local languages in
education in the country. Prominent
among the critics were such
nationalists like Sir Ofori Atta T, Sir
Tsibu Darko and J.E Casely
Hayford who expressed the
suspicion that the policy was an
attempt by the British colonial
administration to give Africans an
inferior type of education that was
likely to hold back advancement into
higher education. They attacked
particularly Achimota Teacher
Training College as preparing
graduates for a Iife of servitude to
the colonial masters and for
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confinement to tribal life. They
rather urged more use of the
English language, proposing an
educational adaptation that blended
English education with the Gold
Coast culture.

However, missionary groups that
were leading in the provision of
education in the country like the
Basel Mission countered the
nationalist argument and declared
their support for the language policy.
They vie\oved effective vernacular
teaching at the lower level of
schooling as an essential foundation
for the satisfactory teaching and
learning of English and other
subjects at the upper levels.

Between 1925 and 1951, the policy
was successfully implemented with
Ghanaian language used as the
medium of instruction at the lower
primary and English taught as a
subject. To further strengthen the
implementation of the language
policy of education, Twi and Fante
were recognized as school
certificate subjects from the 1930
academic year and included in the
Secondary Cambridge Local
Examination syndicate for overseas
School Certificate Examination,
Ewe and Ga ,,,,ere added to the
local languages examined in 1935.

The pol icy on the use ofa local lan
guage as medium of instruction at
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the entire three-year lower primary
continued until 1951 v,hen Kwame
Nkrumah, on his appointment as
head of government business,
introduced the Accelerated
Development Plan (ADP) of
education.

In the AD?, the school instructional
language policy was revised to have
the use of local language to cover
only the first year of primary
schooling. English was the
language ;f instruction throughout
the rest of the child's education with
the local language taught as a
subject on the time table.
Measures were also outlined to
ensure the success of the school
instructional language policy among
which \vas the training of more
qualified teachers \vho would be
able to handle the entire programme
obviously including the effective use
of the local language at the
beginning of primal)' education.

Unfortunately at the gaining of
independence in 1957, the
indigenous government reversed the
entire school instructional language
policy \vith English used as the
medium of instruction right from the
beginning of primary education.
Ghanaian language could be used
in the first year only in newly
established schools. In all other
schools. it was a subject of study
on the time table. This continued
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until 1966 when a military
government took over affairs in the
~ountry. The Kwapong Committee
set up by the military government
to review education recommended
a reversal to the earliest school
instructional policy of using a local
language as medium of instruction
in the first three years ofschooling.
However, the government rejected
the recommendation and rather
endorsed the use of local language
in the fi rst year on ly. The
constitutional government that
came to power in 1969 implemented
fully the Kv\apong Committee
recommendation. Thus between
1970 and 1974 a local language was
used as medium of instruction for
the first three years and where
found necessary, up to the end of
primary school. From 1974, the
policy was revised again to restrict
the use of local language medium
of instruction at the lower primary
only while English \\as to be used
thereafter. The policy was stable
from 1974 up to 2002. with all the
major policy pronouncements or
actions that came up during those
years, reemphasizing the policy or
reechoing it. For instance, the
operational guidelines for the
implementation of the 1987
Educational Reform affirmed that
··the local Ghanaian language should
be the medium of instruction for the
first three years of primary school.
Enalish shall be learnt as a subject

'"
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from the first year at school and
shall gradually become the medium
of instruction from primary four"
(MOE, 1988. p.6).

The Education Reform Review
Committee of 1994 gave a hint of
Supp0l1ing the language policy when
it recommended the intensification
of training of Ghanaian language
teachers. adding that the posting of
newly trained teachers should as
far as possible consider their ability
to teach the Ghanaian lanouaoe::> ::>

""here they were posted (MOE,
1996).

However, in 2002, the government
gave approval to abolish the use of
Ghanaian language as medium of
instruction for the use of English
throughout all the levels of
education. This policy change
generated a lot of debate in the
country much of which was an
expression of disapproval to the
change. In 2007. the govenU11ent
introduced a ne\\ educational
reform ""hich, among other issues~ ,
prescribed the use of both English
and a Ghanaian language
instructional delivery at the lower
primary. This \\as based on a
government White Paper released
in 2004 on the Anamua-Mensah
Education Revie\\ Committee
Report that had been presented in
2002. The White Paper stated the
government's acceptance of the
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recommendation that both the first
home language of the child and
Ghana's otftciallanguage. English

..... "- \,..0' •

should be used as the language of
instruction at the kindergm1en and
primary level. The White Paper
acknovvledged that Q:enerallv

"-' '-' .i

children learn faster if early
education is conducted in a familiar
language. But it also observed that
early and routine acquaintance with
second or even more languaoes

~ b

confer on children great advantages
in their lifelong proficiency in those
languages. Thus an equally early
exposure to Engl ish. \\hich is
Ghana's official language, will
enable the learners to benefit from
this lifelong proficiency among other
advantages. Consequently. since
September 2007, the school
instructional policy in the country
has been the use of both a local
language and English as
instructional languages and subjects
at school right from the start of
school at the pre-primary level till
the end ofthe 100yer primary. From
the fourth grade on\vards. English
is the medium of instruction ,,~hile
the local language i studied as a
subject on the time table.

Benefits in First Language
Usage

The introduction of the school
language policy over the years to
use the local language as a medium
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of instruction in the early years of
schooling has been based on the
belief and recognition of the
practical usefulness of the child's
first language, the mother tongue
(UNESCO 2005, Agbedor, 1994.
MOE, 1988). Since the child
already has some vocabulary in the
first language. he is able to
formulate and express his ideas
quite meaningfully in his early years
in this language. He \vill therefore
be able to learn more qu ickly at the
early years through the mother
tongue than through an unfam iliar
linguistic medium. Indeed the first
language constitutes the system of
meaningful signs needed for
understanding and expression in the
early years of a person's life. It is
also recognized as a means of
identifying with members of the
community to which one belongs.
Language is the natural and
necessary expression of the mental
heritage ofa people and that the use
of the mother tongue at school
during the instructional process will
deepen the child's love and respect
for the mental heritage of his own
people.

The University of Ife in Nigeria
conducted an experimental study on
the use of the mother tongue in
primary school in which selected
schools used Yoruba as the medium
of instruction for the first six years
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ofprimary education and compared
with regular schools where English
was basically the medium of
instruction for the same period. At
the end of the study, pupils in the
Ife project were found to score
higher than their counterparts in the
regular schools both academically
and cognitively. It "as further
revealed that the pupils \\oho \\--ere
taught in Yoruba were no less skilled
in English than those who \Nere
taught in English throughout the
primary school. The conclusion
drawn from the outcome of the
study was that children who are
taught in their first language gain
academ ic success .. in addition to
gaining emotional, cognitive, cultural
and socio-psychological advantages
(Fafunwa, McCauley & Soyinka,
1975).

Again, before a child enters school
he has acquired quite an amount of
first language phonology.
vocabulary, syntax, semantics etc.
but the process would not be
complete before reaching the school
age. From age six when the child
enters school, he still needs to
develop the first language by the
gradual acquisition of the complex
rules of morphology and syntax.
elaboration of speech act.
expansion ofvocabulary, as well as
the special uses oflanguage for the
various subject areas (Agbedor.
1994). Th us when the ch iId 's
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classroom in the early years at
school does not offer him this
opportunity, he will forfeit these
possibilities and grovv up being
functionally handicapped in his own
first language. It is this handicap that
shows up in many a Ghanaian adult
unable to construct whole
sentences in the local language
without having to mix them up with
some English words.

A study cited by Agbedor (1994)
showed further that the lack of
continuing cognitive development of
the first language during second
language acquisition may lead to
lowered proficiency levels in the
second language and in general
cognitive academic growth. The
continuous cognitive development
of the first language is therefore
necessary for enhancing the
development of second language
and general academic growth.
Perhaps, as observed by Andoh
Kumi (1994), this accounts for the
fall in English language proficiency
levels ofstudents below the adopted
threshold during the period after
independence (1957 - 1966) when
the English language was made the
medium of instruction throughout
school. On the other hand during
the 1940s when the mother tongue
occupied an important place in the
curriculum, English as a subject did
not suffer (Boadi, 1976).
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Another importance of the use of
the local language as a medium of
instruction that seems to be lost sight
of is the opportunity for the
language itself to develop.
Language grows through contact
and exposure to the challenges and
dynamics of everyday life. By the
use of the local languages in
education, they will be challenged
by scientific and modem technology
including modern agricultural
practices to adopt and thereby grow
and develop. The non-use of the
local languages in education tends
to put a freeze on the languages to
develop functionally.

Challenges to Instructional
Language Policy
Implementation in Ghana

The various instructional language
policies of Ghana have been
bedeviled with a number of
challenges that have adversely
affected their success at
implementation since the first
promulgation ofone in 1925 by the
Guggisberg colonial administration.
One notable challenge is that there
does not seem to be the political will
to ensure the full implementation of
the language policies whenever
they are promulgated. Apart from
the statements introducing the
p01icies or re-echoing them, there
have not been any clearly defined

"

I

I
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measures outlined towards their
effective implementation. For
instance. a cursory observation
across the rural schools which are
in the majority in the country
indicates that only pockets of the
schools make any attempt to use
English as the medium of instruction
in the upper primary classes.
Teachers generally use the local
language throughout the primary
school and even in some of the
junior high schools. Eventually,
pupils in the schools perform poorly
in English language and in the other
subject areas, a situation which is
erroneously blamed on the policy to
use the first language as medium
of instruction at the 10'vver primary
(Boadi. 1976).

Directly relating to the above
challenge is the calibre of teachers
found in most of the rural schools.
A good number of the rural teachers
had been untrained until the recent
country-wide attempt to train all the
untrained teachers in the basic
schools. Most of these teachers
have very weak background in the
English language. A study by
Andoh-Kumi (2003) in the West
Akim District ofthe Eastern Region
of Ghana revealed that none of the
teachers in the schools involved in
the study had a credit pass in
English. Since most teachers in the
rural schools do not have good
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passes in English. they are likely to
demonstrate poor proficiency in its
use both orally and written in the
classroom. This obviously will
negatively impact on the
performance oftheir pupils in all the
subject areas both at the lower and
upper primary classes.

Another aspect of the teacher
factor is the lack of qualified
teachers who are able to speak the
language of the community where
they teach. Whereas the policy of
the MOE stipulates that the posting
ofteachers should take into account
their ability to communicate in and
teach the Ghanaian language of the
community where they are posted
(MOE. 1996), this remains an ideal
rather than the practice. Evidently
teachers are posted and transfelTed
to basic schools irrespective oftheir
linguistic background. For those
who are able to communicate in
these local languages, most lack the
capacity to teach effectively in
them due to the lack of effective
training in that respect. Indeed
merely being able to speak a
Ghanaian language does not mean
one can teach in it, as noted by Prof
Ameyaw-Akumfi (2002). when he
was arguing for the introduction of
an all- English medium primary
education in Ghana. The training
provided by the teacher training
colleges in the dominant
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Ghanaian languages oftheir specific
locations is quite minimal and does
not equip the teacher trainees \.vith
enough competence and
confidence to be able to teach
effectively in them. This is against
the background of the colleges
admitting candidates from all over
the country irrespective of their
linguistic background.

A major drawback in the effective
implementation of Ghana's
instructional language policies has
been the lack of resources to
facilitate the implementation.
Except for issues relating to aspects
of the particular Ghanaian
languages themselves such as
grammar, syntax, literature (stories,
poems), which are written in the
various Ghanaian languages,
virtually all content areas are
written in English right from the pre
primary level. There are no
textbooks written in the local
languages of the various subject
areas. The individual teachers who
themselves have very weak
background in the local languages
have to struggle for ways to express
concepts in Mathematics, Science,
Geography, Environmental Studies,
etc. in the local language. This
poses a great challenge to the
teachers.
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Ghana's multilingual character
hasalso been another issue that has
threatened the effective
implementation ofschool language
policies in the country. It is
estimated that there are more than
40 languages spoken in Ghana.
Some estimate them to be between
45 and 80. Consequently some
argue that it is impossible to use
them as languages of instruction
across the country (Agbedor, 1994).
However, it can be observed that
these languages may be grouped
into about 10 broad areas or families
to which the various languages can
conveniently relate. These are
Fante, T\oyi, Ga, Ewe. Nzema, and
Guan for the seven regions of
southern Ghana. and Dagbani,
Dagaare, Kasem and Gurune for the
three northern regions. It should
therefore not be too difficult to work
with these as languages of
instruction for basic schools. All
across the country, people who
speak minority languages have been
able to communicate quite
effectively in and with the dominant
languages to which their languages
share close affinity.

Another challenge that seems to
play a leading role in the
ineffectiveness of Ghana's
instructional policies is the obvious
halfhearted attitudes shown
towards the use of the Ghanaian
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languages In educational
communication by various
stakeholders in the provision of
education in the country
(government, parents, community
members, teachers and pupils alike),
a situation obviously based on the
cherished perceptions held about
the Ghanaian languages vis-a-vis
the English language. The English
language by its international status
is held in Ghana as a language of
prestige, and mere oral fluency in it
is seen by many as a mark of
intelligence and scholarship. This
perception has been held since the
colonial times to date. Boadi (1976)
noted that in the first report of the
Advisory Committee on Native
Education in Tropical Africa that
was released in 1927, it was
observed that the natives were
desirous of hearing English. It
was for this reason that although
they were recommending the use
of the indigenous language in
education, they stressed that
English should be taught in all
schools in the country.

It will also be recalled that the
nationalists stood against the first
introduction ofthe policy on the use
of the indigenous language as a
medium of instruction and the
subsequent training of teachers,
particularly at the Achimota
Teacher Training College for
effective implementation of the
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policy in the schools. Their
araument was that teaching in the

b

local language was tantamount to
providing an inferior type. of
education that was preparIng
graduates for a life of servitude to
the colonial masters and
confinement to tribal life. Today,
many parents prefer their children
being taught in English rather than
in a Ghanaian language right from
the beginning ofschool. In addition
to the cherished perception that
ability to speak English is a mark of
prestige and academic intelligen.ce,
there is also the belief that bemg
taught in English will ensure
children's better performance in
academic work. The latter
perception has largely bee.n
informed by evidences ofacademIc
achievement as indicated by
examination results which
consistently reveal private school
pupils' superior performance over
those of public schools (Opare,
1998; EARC, 2003).

One major characteristic of the
private schools is their strict use of
the English language in all
communications by both pupils and
teachers. Many attribute their
superior performance in
examinations to this strict use of
English in communications. As
noted by Andoh-Kumi (1994), these
private schools remain the average
Ghanaian parent's ideal school and
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therefore they feel unhappy about
the idea of using local language in
their children's education as they
think that will make the products of
the private schools continue to have
an edge over their children in their
quest for places in secondary and
higher education. Of course. those
who cherish this perception have
ignored or perhaps are not avvare
of the other inputs of educational
provision such as the availability of
adeq uate teach ing and learn ing
resources, parental show of
concern and commitment in
meeting the needs of their wards,
effective teacher time on task
backed by regular supervision (call
it regular administrative presence)
etc. which are normal features of
the private schools unlike the public
schools where the opposite is the
case in many of the aspects.

It is a truism to say that a good
knowledge ofand proficiency in an
internationally acceptable form of
English is needed for effective
participation in today's competitive
world as well as in government,
commerce and official business. A
good grasp ofthe English language
will enhance ability to understand
and apply concepts in Science,
Mathematics and all other
disciplines. Again the English
language occupies aunique position
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as a unifying force that binds the
peoples of the over 40 linguistic
groups together as one people with
a common destiny. Any undue
emphasis on particular local
languages will have the potential to
whip up ethnocentric sentiments
that are likely to result in inter-ethnic
conflicts and eventually divide the
ranks of the Ghanaian populace.

Baseline Study on Language and
Literacy: Purpose of Study

A baseline cross-sectional survey
was conducted in the Central
Region of Ghana in 2006 by the
Institute for Educational Planning
and Administration (IEPA) of the
University ofCape Coast on the use
of the local language as medium of
instruction in basic schools. The
purpose ofthe study was to find out
the current perceptions of
stakeholders regarding the
language of instruction in Ghanaian
basic schools. Questions that guided
the study included: How
stakeholders view the use of the
local language as medium of
instruction in basic schools; What
language they prefer as language
of instruction in basic schools; and,
What they perceive as the current
challenges associated with using
local language as medium of
instruction in schools.
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Method

One rural and one urban public
schools as well as one private
school were selected to participate
in the study. The study which is
part ofan ongoing DFID-sponsored
Edqual project on improving
language and literacy in low income
countries, involved pupils and
teachers of primary classes 3 and
4, as well as parents, educators and
education officials. There are three
components of the Edqual study,
namely, observation of classroom
instructions, pupil tests, and
interview of stakeholders on
p~rceptions and views on
instructional language. The relevant
component for this presentation is
the interview of stakeholders.

Six pupils, three males and three
females, were randomly selected
from each ofprimary classes 3 and
4 in each of the three selected
schools totaling 36, a parent each
of the 36 selected pupils, all the
teachers ofthe classes involved and
the heads of the 3 schools, giving a
total of9 teachers and heads, as well
as 6 teacher training college tutors.
There were altogether 87
participants. Structured interview
schedules of similar items were
used to interview each of the
selected participants. The
interviewers comprised two
lecturers of the University and six
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other researchers who are part of
the local research team of the
Edqual project.

Study Findings

The findings of the study are
repOIted according to the various
categories ofthe respondents. The
respondents were teachers, head
teachers, teacher educators, pupils
and parents.

Teachers. Teachers from the
private school indicated that the use
ofthe local language alone in lower
primary was not good because of
the differing backgrounds of the
pupils. However, most of their
counterparts from the public
schools were of the view that the
use ofthe local language as medium
of instruction is a very good idea
because it will help the pupils to
understand lessons in the
classroom. Both groups were in
favor ofusing both English and the
local language in teaching at the
lower primary.

All the teachers interviewed
indicated that the language of all
textbooks throughout the primary
level is English (except those on the
local language as a subject) and that
the situation poses some challenges
since teachers must translate the
English language to the local
language during lessons. The
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teachers indicated that it is
sometimes very difficult to translate
from the English language to the
local language. They all
recommended the use of both local
and English languages as media of
instruction throughout the primary
level and said that they used both
local language and English in
teaching so as to facilitate easy
understanding of lessons by pupils
in the classroom.

Head Teachers. All the heads
interviewed indicated that using the
local language throughout the lower
primary level was a good idea but
it becomes a problem when the
pupils are from different language
backgrounds. Thus although some
teachers in their schools were using
the local language, others had
resorted to an all English usage. All
the head teachers interviewed cited
the problem of translating from
English to the local language as a
major hindrance to the effective
implementation of the language
policy. They also cited the lack of
in-service training by the Ghana
Education Service (GES) in the use
of the local languages in teaching.

Teacher educators. Majority of
the respondents supported the use
of first language as a medium of
instruction at the lower primary
school. They explained that the use
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of the first language at the lower
primary will enable pupils to pick
and understand certain concepts
more easily: Most of the teacher
educators interviewed conceded
that they did 110t have enough
resources to adequately prepare
teachers.

The respondents indicated that
teaching and learning materials
vvere not available. They also
indicated that the number of years
students spent to receive instl1lction
in the local language was
inadequate. The teacher educators
further mentioned the difficulty of
translating certain concepts from
English to the local language as a
major challenge to the effective
implementation ofa local language
policy. Majority of them
recommended the use of both the
first language and English at the
lower primary level because it
would enable pupils to learn better
from the beginning.

Parents. While majority of the
parent respondents from the rural
areas opted for the use of the local
language at the lower primary level,
most of those from the urban areas
advocated for a mixture ofboth the
local language and English. The
parents from the urban areas who
were against the use of the local,
language gave reasons such as
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English becoming difficult for the
pupils to use in the upper levels if
they do not start usine: it in their
early years at scho""ol. pupils
performing poorly in final
examinations. and teachers findin a
it difficult to explain som~
terminologies in the first language
alone. One of them remarked.
"What joy will it be to be a native
who is learning everything in one's
native language aloneT

Pupils. Most pupils in the public
schools indicated that thev
preferred instruction in 10c;1
language since it made them
understand lessons better. Most of
the pupils in the private school on
the other hand stated that they
wanted to be instructed in both the
first language and English. They
indicated that the use of the first
language made them understand
lessons better 'vvhereas the use of
English will make them fluent in the
language. Although most pupiis said
that they were comfortable usinae
lQcal language and understood
lessons better in the loca~ lanauaaee e,
they wished to be instructed in
English in order to be fluent in the
language.

Conclusions and Prospects for
Successful Language Policy

It seems obvious from thel-iterature
and the findings from the current

study that regardless of whatever
advantages there are. a purely
mother tongue instructional
language arrangement for 100'v'er
primary or even primary one alone
cannot receive much support from
stakeholders due to the entrenched
perceptions held by different
stakeholders. This is heightened by
the generally poor performance of
public basic school pupils in
examinations as against the
relatively better performance of
their counterparts in private basic
schools. The stakeholders are not
prepared for other explanations that
may be responsible for the poor
perfonnance in the public schools
including parents' own poor
attitudes towards the education of
children in the public schools.
On the other hand the demerits of
an all-English medium alTangement
which include the loss oftouch with
the cultural heritage, lack ofgrowth
of the local languages, the high
potential for dropout in the early
years, the difficulty ofenforcement
particularly in the rural areas, etc.
are very far-reaching ..
Unfortunately many stakeholders
are not able to realise these as they
are not ql:lite obvious at the initial
stages and are further discouraged
by the poor results of the public
schools. Consequently, it is not a
better choice e-ither.
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The obvious choice at the present
stage is a compromise arrangement
that combines both the mother
tongue and the English language
advantages. Bilingual arrangement
is therefore the appropriate choice
which is able to capture the benefits
ofboth the mother tongue medium
and the English language medium.
In that case therefore, the current
school language policy that came
into effect in September 2007
seems to be the beginning of
reaching a permanent solution to the
dilemmas that have existed since the
introduction of the first school
language policy in 1925.

Merits of a Bilingual
arrangement. It is observed that
bilingual schooling offers significant
pedagogical advantages as have
been reported consistently in the
academ ic literature (Baker 2001;
Cummins 2000; CAL 2001). The
effectiveness is heightened when it
is mother tongue-based, particularly
at the early stages. Mother tongue
based bilingual programmes use the
learner's first language to teach
beginning reading and writing skills
along with academic content. The
second or foreign language is taught
systematically so that the learner
gradually transfers skills from the
familiar language to the unfamiliar
one.
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(1) Combining a familiar
language with an unfamiliar
one facilitates an
understanding of sound
symbol or meaning-symbol
correspondence. Learning
to read is most efficient
when students know the
language and can employ
psycholinguistic guessing
strategies. Similarly, pupils
can communicate through
writing as soon as they
understand the rules of the
orthographic (or other
written) system of their
language.

(2) Since content area
instruction is provided in the
first language, the learning
of new concepts is not
postponed until children
become competent in the
second language. Bilingual
instructions allow teachers
and students to interact
naturally and negotiate
meanings together, creating
participatory learning
environments that are
conducive to cognitive as
well as linguistic
development.

(3) Explicit teaching of the
second language beginning
with oral skills as offered
in bilingual classrooms
allows students to learn the

',I
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new language through
communication rather than
memorization.

(4) Transfer of linguistic and
cognitive skills is facilitated
in bilingual programmes.
Once pupils have basic
literacy skills in the first
language and
communicative skills in the
second language, they can
begin reading and wTiting in
the second language,
efficiently transferring the
literacy skills they have
acquired in the familiar
language.

(5) Students' learning can be
accurately assessed in
bilingual classrooms.
When students can express
themselves, the teacher
can diagnose what has
been learned, what remains
to be taught and which
students need further
assistance.

(6) The affective domain,
involving confidence, self
esteem and identity, is
strengthened by the use of
the first language,
increasing motivation and
initiative as well as

creativity. First language

classrooms allow children
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to be themselves and
develop their personalities
as well as their intellects.

(7) Students become bilingual
and biliterate. Bilingual
programmes encourage
learners to understand.
speak, read and write in
more than one language.

A bilingual aLTangement in Ghanaian
basic schools means a combination
of the use of both a Ghanaian local
language and the English language.
This arrangement will effectively
address the concerns revealed in
the entrenched perceptions and
views held by stakeholders.

Policy Implications and Actions

In order for the policy to work to
produce results culminating in
improved learning outcomes as
evidenced in appreciable general
academic standards among products
of the schools and improved
examination results, pragmatic
measures need to be put in place.

1. Government needs to show
commitment in ensuring the
provision of resources in
the various languages.
Particularly, textbooks in
the various subject areas
need to be translated and
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published and supplied to
the various schools for use
by the teachers. This will
enable the teachers to use
the local language more
effectively as they will no
more need to struggle to
translate concepts from the
English language.

Government should ensure
that initial teacher training
incorporates methodologies
in effective teaching in the
local languages. More
language education
specialists need to be
trained at the Universities
of Cape Coast and
Winneba and sent to the
Teacher Training Colleges
(TTCs) to train the
teachers m language
teaching and usage. Each
TTC needs to have
specialists in more than one
language area to enable the
students with different
linguistic backgrounds to
benefit from.

2. It is observed that a good
number of the teachers
especially in the rural
schools, many ofwhom are
untrained, have the
tendency to use only the
local language at all times
if left alone.
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To these teachers, English
is heavy (Brojoyedur).
These teachers need
consistent support and
encourage-ment in using
the English language
particularly while at school
both in class and out of
class.

To address this concern,
the Basic Education
Directorate of the GES in
collaboration with other
departments or agencie,s
need to organize intensive
in-service training
workshops In

communicative skills in the
English language for all
teachers at the initial
stages. For some of the
teachers, this will only be a
good revision but it will
surely impact positively on
their performance. They
will also be equipped to
support their colleagues
who have weaknesses in a
more organized and
systematic way. For the
others, who may be the
vast majority, there will
definitely be new learning
needed for the
implementation of the
policy.
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Thereafter, School Heads
and Circuit Supervisors will
need to continue organizing
regular workshops on the
basics of simple English
grammar and oral and
written language usage for
especially the rural
teachers with support from
specialists . from the
Education offices, Senior
High Schools or Teacher
Training Colleges. This will
help the teachers to steadily
improve their proficiency in
English usage.

3. Similar in-service training
workshops should be
conducted for the teachers
in the grammar and use of
the local languages.
Particularly at the initial
stages there should be an
intensification of these
workshops to ensure that
the teachers have built a
firm foundation for the
effective implementation of
the language policy.

4. Especially at the lower
primary, teachers need to
be encouraged to use both
the English and local
languages in their teaching.
Leanings to one or the other
may be permitted given the
linguistic background ofthe
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teacher and other
considerations but not a
complete use of one only.
At the upper primary level,
while the bilingual mode
may still be permitted at
class 4, there should be
more English than the first
language. By class 6 the
medium of instruction
should have become
exclusively English. To this
end, the GES needs to
ensure that Circuit
Supervisors visit the
schools regularly and who
in turn will ensure that
teachers effectively use the
bilingual mode in their
instructional process.

5. School heads must be more
proactive in their leadership
and supervisory practices
to collaborate the efforts of
the education officials.
They need to pay quick
visits to the classrooms on
regular basis to ensure that
the teachers are using the
bilingual mode and to note
their needs so that
appropriate help can be
organized for them. Ithould
be part of their daily
schedules to visit some
classrooms even ifthey are
themselves class teachers.
They need not to stay long
in anyone classroom.
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Their regular presence in
the classrooms is what
matters to motivate the
teachers to make the effort
to do the right thing. The
heads must also be
exemplary in endeavouring
to use the English language
on regular basis in order to
encourage the other
teachers to use it.

Conclusion

It cannot be gainsaid that the
success ofthe language policy will
significantly impact on the quality
of education in the country and
thereby improve educational
standards which today
stakeholdersconsider to have fallen.
Quality education is not only found
in the output and outcomes but also
in the inputs and the process.
Language plays a pivotal role in the
process factor and therefore
demands a much more urgent
attention than it has hitherto
received if quality education is to
be achieved. At the same time, it is
to be noted that educational
provision is a combination and
interplay of all the various factors.
The recognition ofthese factors and
their effective engagement in the
educational process will inevitably
affect the implementation of the
school language policy.
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COMPETENCES AND COMPETENCIES FOR PRIMARY
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PRACTICE: HOW FAR DO

THEY TRAVEL?

Abstract

The quest for quality in education has
necessitated the need for innovative
leadership in Ghanaian schools. /n pursuit
ofthis, teacher educational institutions have
through the traditional and distance
education systems revised their
programmes to ensure that appropriate
leadership qualities are developed in
teachers to enable them provide the needed
classroom and school level leadership for
facilitating teaching and leaming in schools.
Achieving this feat requires relevant
leadership competences. /n this papel; we
explore some indicators of leadership
competences within the Ghanaian cultural
context. Drawing on literature from
Western authors, and an intetpretive study
involving thirty Ghanaian primary
headteachers, we contrast competences
from competencies and conclude with a
discussion on the intelplay ofthe two notions
in shaping the professional pelformance
of primary school headteachers in the
country.

Introduction

In the professional development of
managers or administrators or
leaders, in both business and
learning organisations,
'competency-based training has
become the received wisdom on
approaches' (Torrington & HaU,

1998 pA22). Similarly, within the
educational sector, 'competence'
continues to dominate discourses
about professional development; yet
'the language of competence'
defies a single definition (Derek
1993 p. 31-34). Derek attributes
this misunderstanding to 'spelling
variations' that reflect in US-based
and UK-based origins of
'competence/y' models. He
explains that w'hereas the US model
speaks of competency or
competencies, the UK model uses
competence and competences.
Contrary to Derek's simplified US
UK differentiation of the terms,
UK-based writers such as
MacBeath and Myers (1999 pp.l
22) and Constable and McCormick
(1987, cited by Torrington and Hall,
1998 p.4l8) use both
competence(s) and competency
(competencies) in their literature
with differentiated meanings.
Unlike Derek, they differentiate
between the words in terms of the
meanings they convey not simply in
terms of a US-UK spelling divide.
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In examining competences for
enhancing headteachers' leadership
in Ghanaian basic schools it is
essential therefore that we clearly
establish the differences and
similarities between the tvvo
concepts. In doing so, we explore
meanings that thirty headteachers
within the Komenda-Edina-Eguafo
Abrem (KEEA) municipality attach
to competences they require for
leadership practices; with the aim
of establishing the extent to which
Westernised indicators of
headteacher competences are
similar to that of Ghana.

The study

The study was guided by an
interpretive research design. The
; interpretive' tradition of social
enquiry, according to Denzin &
Lincoln (2005), assumes that
actions have meaning in relation to
the understandings, purposes and
intentions of the actor, and the
actor's interpretations of the
significance of the context of the
action. It enables the researcher to
put himlherself in the shoes of the
individual and by that learn through
the process of interaction what
individual's perception,
interpretations and the meanings hel
she attaches to his/her action are
(Adler & Adler, 1987). Using semi
structured interviews and focus
group discussion, the study sought
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to explore how thirty purposively
selected primary school
headteachers within the KEEA
municipality perceive competences
they require for their leadership
practices in schools. Data were
also gathered from literature drawn
from the United Kingdom.

Indicator Anatomy of
Headteacher Leadership
Competences

As we mentioned earlier in the
introduction, the concept of
competence is very illusive and
confusing. The confusion emanates
from the different use of language
and contrasting points ofemphasis.
For example, while Torrington and
Hall (1998) locate competence
within an individual's "general ability
to do something', MacBeath and
Myers (] 999) locate it ; in an
organisational context' (p.2).
Similarly, the fonner emphasise a
;specific' process towards
achieving competence in their
definition ofcompetency, while the
latter emphasise 'an individual's
personal qualities'. Thus, while
Ton"ington and Hall, suggest that
competen.ce connotes a 'general'
phenomenon and competency a
'specific' phenomenon; MacBeath
and Myers (1999) see competence
as an 'organizational' phenomenon
and competency a personal
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phenomenon. Follovving these
complex definitional contrasts, we
sought to understand indicators that
have characterised the notion of
competence in related UK-based
literature to enable us to formulate
a contextual definition for

competence.

Leadership competence: The
UK indicator model

In the context of the United
Kingdom, West-Burham and
O'Sullivan (1998p 9-15) asselt that
the National Educational
Assessment Centre (NEAC) has
developed a competency
framework. under four headings
with corresponding competence
indicators: administrative
(problem analysis, judgement,
organisational ability and
decis iveness); in te rpe rs onal
(leadership, sensitivity, stress
tolerance); communicative (oral
communication and \,vritten
communication) and personal
breadth (range of interest, personal
motivation and educational values).
The NEAC competency
framework, according to the
writers, has greatly influenced the
current national standards set for
the professional development of
both headteachers and teachers.
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Yet, can we say that these

standards could work in the context

of every school? The fact that even

within the business enterprise, there

is no agreement as to what

constitutes competence suggests

that generic indicators of

competences can only provide a

framework for the detelmination of

specific com petences 111

organisations. Hence Derek (1998)

cautions, 'it is important that you do

not leap on this bandwagon (generic
competence framework) and

become a disciple ofthe movement

\vithout a proper assessment of

organizational and individual

management development needs in

your school' (p.IIS).

The work of MacBeath and Myers

(1999) in Denmark, England and

Scotland in which primary school

pupils' and teachers' as well as

parents' views were sought about

headship 'competences' seem to

affirm the fact that although there

is nothing wrong having generic

competences for headteachers, the

relevance of such 'competences'

might differ from school to school

and society to society, in terms of

emphasis. Table 1 illustrates

indicators identified by the writers.
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The discussion, so far, suggests that
people hold divergent opinions on
the concept of competence.
Attempts by some writers to
resolve the problem. by
distinguishing between competency
and competence still show
divergence in opinion. This seems
to suggest that, in practice, the
concepts are em bedded in an
individual. Hence, it may be argued
that the dichotomy, which writers
have supported with convincing
arguments in the literature,
constitutes a theoretical abstraction
more than something that is
distinguishable in day to day
practice. We also wonder if the
competence indicators listed in
Table I will be similar to meanings
that Ghanaian headteachers attach
to the concept.

Leadership competence
indicators: The Ghanaian
Headteachers' Perspectives

Views expressed by the KEEA
headteachers as they talked about
skills, knowledge and abilities they
considered necessary for efficiently
performing their professional task,
suggest that they do not
differentiate between their personal
qualities (competency) from their
abilities to perform (competence).
They mentioned sixteen major
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competences which they thought
they needed for accomplishmg their
leadership tasks. In Table 2, we
have categorised these
competences under four main
clusters. In the categorisation, we
have referred to a word, 'capacity',
that some headteachers used in
place of 'competence'. Merriam
Webster Incorporated (1999)
defines 'capacity', among other
things, as 'character'" ability', ,
'power of mind'. In this light, the
headteachers' associat"ion of
capacity "vith professional
certification and experience through
rank, may imply that they viewed
'capacity' as an embodiment of all
relevant personal characters,
abilities and knowledge that give the
head teacher the confidence to
perform. It fUl1her implies that,
although the word 'capacity' is
often used to describe the capability
oforganizations to satisfy the needs
and demands of consumers, it may
also be used to describe
competences and competencies or
either of the two terms. In the
subsequent section, therefore, the
reader should understand 'capacity'
either as an embodiment of both
competence and competency or as
synonymous with either
competence or competency. Table
2 presents the competence
indicators that were mentioned by
the headteachers:
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KEEA headteachers' perspectives of primary heads' competences

A critical consideration of the
clusters and indicators of
competence listed in Table 2 shows
some differences. The contents of
the first two, administrative and
professional capacities (category
A), seem to have direct focus on
task-related knowledge, abilities and
skills that, from the headteachers
perspective, were important in
primary school leadership. The third
and the fourth, personal and
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Table 2:

Clusters
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Competence indicators

Ability to keep school records e.g. filing
documents, maintaining school finance
records, keeping admission records, the
log book etc.,

Ability to manage pupil assessment,
knowledge of teacher appraisal
techniques, knowledge of pupil
teaching techniques, knowledge of
techniques for teaching adults, ability to
vet teachers' lesson notes, knowledge

about leadership, acquisition of higher
academic knowledge, ability to counsel.
Fairness and firmness, tolerance,
patience,commitment to work

Ability to relate well with staff, pupils,
parents, the SMC, circuit officers. Ability
to promote teamwork, ability to conduct
successful staff meeting, and possession

of lobbying skills.

interpersonal capacities (category
B), on the other hand, focus on
human qualities that, in their opinion,
could influence their ability to
succeed as headteachers.
Following this observation, we
have, through a synthesis of the
various ideas emerging from the
discussion on the competency
competence debate, defined
competence as an all-embracing
concept that describes the
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knowledge, understanding, skills
and/or attitlldes that
headteachers reqllire for
sllcces~jully coping with, and
accomplishing the challenging
tasks they have to flllfil in the
primary school to guide our
discussion of the competences
identified by the headteachers. We
have no doubt that the reader may
find our definition imperfect. Our
concern though is not to prescribe
the appropriate definition for
competence but to provide a
vvorking definition that clarifies
rather than confuses and, perhaps,
provokes further debate on the
subject.

What goes into Headteacher
Competences in Ghana

Although the headteachers in our
study suggested that they do not
draw lines between their abilities
and personal qualities while
conceptualising their competences,
the categorisation in Table 2
indicates that contents of their
conceptualisation focus on two
main issues. The first issue focuses
on task-related knowledge,
abilities and skills while the
second focuses on human
qualities.

Task-related Competences for
Headteachers

The task-related competences
identified that emerged from the
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study related to administrative and
professional capacities.
Administrative capacity, within this
context, is limited to competences .
related to the keeping and
maintenance ofrecords towards the
achievement of the school's goals.
An important competence that was
mentioned by the headteachers is
the ability to properly manage
records, especially financial records,
in their schools. The GES' job
description for primary heads
confirms the centrality of the
headteachers' financial task by
emphasising: 'as a headteacher
you need to be able to manage
Primary school funds using
modern financial techniques. This
means that yOIl should develop
the habit of keeping simple books
of account in an acceptable way'
(Ministry of Education, 1994
pp.112). Accomplishing this task
was however a source of dilemma
for the headteachers. Twenty-four
(80%) of them expressed great
concern about their incompetence
in handling financial records in the
school. Their concerns are
ret1ected in a remark made by one
of them as follows: 'As for the
keeping of records, the challenge
is too muc!); We have to keep
records on the capitation grant,
children's attendance and many
others but the capitation grant
one is very difficult ... it is really
a problemfor us '. This implies that
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a headteacher requires skills and
knowledge that would enable him/
her keep proper records of monies
they receive and/or spend in order
that they would be able to account
for them.

They also require skills in managing
non-financial school records.
Twelve (40%) of them said they
needed skills and knowledge in
fi ling circulars and other
correspondence, filing pupils'
adm iss ion register and recording
events properly in the logbook.

The Headteachers' Handbook
(M inistry of Education, 1994)
identifies keeping admissioll
records as an important task the
GES requires of primary school
headteachers in Ghana. Heads are
required to provide accurate
information about pupils because it
is the document which proves that
a pupil has been admitted to the.
school. Spec ific indicators of
competence that the GES expects
headteachers to exhibit in keeping
admission records are contained in
'special rules'. The GES expects
headteachers to record data on
pupils they admit promptly and
accurately. To be able to exhibit the
competence of 'promptness' and
.accuracy' in recording the
expected information on pupils, the
headteacher needs competency.
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We fi nd these . underly ing
characteristics' implicit in the
statement, 'an entry should be

made in the register for each

pupil on the first do.)! on which sl

he attends the school '. In our
opinion, the headteachers' ability to
fulfil this rule would largely depend
on inherent personal qualities such
as 'honesty', 'fairness' and
'commitment' .

In terms of professional capacity,
the headteacher is required to have
the knowledge and skills in
managing pupil assessment.
Although, in practice, it is the
classroom teacher who is directly
involved in assessing pupils, some
of the headteachers thought it .vas
essential for them, as leaders, to
acquire the skills of assessment.
This, they said, \-vould help them
provide the necessary school-based
guidance to teachers on their staff
in terms of conducting pupils'
continuous assessment. As one
headteacher argued. 'though it's

the work of teachers, you as head

must be skilled in it before vall

call supervise somebody ill doing

that'. The headteacher's role in
managing pupil assessment in the
school is illuminated by the Ministry
of Education (MOE) as follows:
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As a headteacher you
will need to train your
teachers on some of the
informal and formal
assessm en t methods.
They will also need to
be informed on the
continuous assessment
record keeping system.
The example you set
and your own attitude in
this respect will
influence them greatly.
Remember that well
conducted pupils'
assessment motivates
pupils and teachers. It
also has a positive effect
on the quality of
teaching and learning
(MOE, 1994: pp.182,

184)

A parallel of this is found in
England. As Dean (1995 pp.l27

128) explains, the demands ofthe

National CutTiculum's assessment
have made it obligatory for every

school and every teacher to keep
records of each child's progress.
This obligation, she further

suggests, places much
responsibility on the headteacher:
'it is the responsibility of the

headteacher to see that adequate

records are kept, that appropriate
records are passed on to the next

stage of education and that

parents are informed of their
children's progress'.
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Competence in pedagogical and
andragogical skills (skills for
teach ing the young and adults) also
emerged as an important need for
some headteachers. This was
evident in comments such as 'you
need to know more about
teaching methods for student
teachers and children' and 'you
must be conversant with the
curriculum yourself and know
exactly what goes on in each
classroom '. Justifying the need for
heads to acquire pedagogical
competence, one referred to the
Ghana Education Service's practice
of making headteachers mentors
for teacher trainees in its school
based initial teacher training policy
and stressed that they needed
relevant knowledge and skills 'in the
actual act of teaching'.

One thing that intrigues us is the
headteachers' emphasis on the idea
ofgaining competence in 'teaching
leadership' instead of 'learning
leadership', when the current
thinking about developing school
leaders emphasize Leadership for
learning. Their emphasis on
'teaching' raises two issues:
political and conceptual.
Politically, it seems the
headteachers' quest for competence
in teaching both pupils and adults
was not only to enable them
perform roles as instructional
leaders and mentors efficiently but,

•
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is considered as a developing
individual' and that teachers are
really promoting learning through
their teaching.

Dean (1995. 42) suggests that one
way by which the headteacher can
effectively 'monitor the progress of
each child is by looking at records
and repol1s and at teachers' notes
and at the work ofchi Idren'. Dean's
mention of the need for
headteachers to look at teachers'
notes strengthens the KEEA
headteachers desire for appropriate
knowledge and skills in vetting
teachers' lesson notebooks. It is
essential that the headteacher
ensures that teachers' lesson plans
clearly state objectives that reflect
the learning needs of the child as
well as the topic and must clearly
spell out the learning processes
pupils would be going through.
Dean further suggests that teaching
plans should demonstrate how the
following elements interact towards
promoting learning: "the teacher, the
pupil (learner), the set of intended
learning outcomes (concepts,
understanding, skill and attitudes to
be learnt by pupils, the learning/
teaching process (activities to be
performed by pupils) and context
(including resources which may
offer as well as limit possibilities for
learning and its promotion). Besides,
the head needs to ensure that
classroom teaching is not carried out
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merely for its sake, but for the sake
ofenhancing learning. This point is
crucial to the headteachers'
monitoring task because, as
Tomlinson (1995) observes, 'an
activity isn't a case ofteachingjust
because it's done in a classroom or
by a teacher - it's whether or not
the action is in the service oflearning
[.. .r. He/she needs to be guided
by the basic fact that 'teaching is
activity designed to promote
learning' (p.9).

Another strategy, identified by
Harrison (in Bowring-Carr and
West-Burnham 1999), is the
headteacher's ability to inform his/
her work with research findings.
This is an issue that we find very
relevant to the KEEA headteachers'
desire for increasing their
professional knowledge. Lessons
from a British school, the Queen
Elizabeth Grammar School suggests
that research methodology is a
course that those concerned with
the professional development of
headteachers should not neglect.
This is because pedagogical
decisions that are informed by
research findings, especially the
school's own action research, are
more likely to address real
pedagogical issues on the ground.
Moreover, developing skills in
action research may help to create
an investigative spirit in the
headteachers and thereby improve
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their information retrieval skills.
Once such a competence is built in
the headteacher, we foresee that
there would be an improvement in
their reading habits that will, in tum,
help them to acquire knowledge
about other strategies necessary
for improving teaching/learning such
as appraisal and counselling.

Ways of assisting teachers to
learn

. The choice of appropriate
techniques to facilitate and support
learning' is a major issue in
managing professional learning
(West-Burnham and O'Sullivan,
1998:65). Since primary school
teachers vvithin the KEEA district
fall with in the category ofadults, it
implies that they have some
experiences that the headteachers
need to help them to develop. In
this context, the headeachers' ability
to promote experiential learning
(EL) is important because 'student
experience have always been

. central to adult education' (Brah
and Hoy. 1989, in Weil and McGiL
p.71). What the headteachers need
in order to facilitate their handling
of teacher learning is, therefore, a
clear understanding of what
constitutes EL.

According to Henry (in Weil and
McGil, p.27), EL is viewed
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differently by different people
because the term 'experience' is so
broad that it becomes difficult to
associate the phrase 'experiential
learning' with any particular type of
learning. Hence, while Gibbs
(1987) looks at EL in terms offour
types of activities: planning for
experience, increasing awareness,
reviewing and reflecting on
experience and providing substitute
experiences, Boud and Pascoe
(1978, ibid.) stress the centrality of
autonomy, learner control and
relevance to activities in the 'real
world'. Nevertheless, Henry
explains that experiential theorists
and educational practitioners seem
to agree that experiential learning
'is definitely not the mere
memorizing of abstract theoretical
knowledge, especially if taught by
traditional formal methods of
instruction such as lecturing and
reading from books' (ibid.). She
further suggests that people seem
to agree that experiential learning
seeks to ensure that individuals can
'do' rather than merely 'know', but
'differ in their emphasis on what
skills enable the desired quality of
'do-ability' .

In the light of the problem of
definition, we have specifically
limited the concept of experiential
learning, within the context of this
work, to the type of learning that
one acquires as a result of one's
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active involvement in a given
activity and utilization of related
previously acquired knowledge
through a minimal external
influence. We must acknowledge
that the idea of minimal as it
appears in our definition is relative
because what may seem to be a
minimal external influence to
teacher 'A' may not be the same
for teacher 'B'.

Just as getting a universally
acceptable definition for
experiential learning is problematic,
it is equally difficult to prescribe a
particular approach to it. West
Burnham and O'Sullivan, identifY
action research as one strategy by
which the head teacher could
improve their teachers' learning.
Hitchcock and Hughes (1995:27)
explain that the purpose of an
action research is to improve a
situation through active intervention
and in collaboration with the parties
involved. It does not simply
contribute to knowledge, but
provides practitioner-relevant
information. West-Burnham and
O'Sullivan also explain that action
research provides a professionally
valid technique, which enhances the
actual process of work. It does not
'diminish or detract from, the core
purpose' of the research; hence
they stress' it is highly cost effective
and congruent with the notion of
teacher as learner accepting
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personal responsibility for
improvement' .

Human Quality-related
Competences

Oflate, employers in both business
and service organizations have
increasingly attached importance to
the type of people they recruit as
leaders. This is because, as
Thompson (2001 p.357) put it, 'it is
people who ultimately determine
whether or not competitive
advantage is created and
sustained'. Without the right type
of people, the writer suggests,
organizations cannot meet 'the
needs and expectations of their
customers more effectively than
their competitors'. Hence
guidelines for writing references on
behalfofjob seekers, for example,
often emphasise information about
the applicant's character, attitudes
and other personal qualities. These
constitute capacities that exemplifY,
what MacBeath and Myers
(1999p.2) refer to as competencies:
'personal qualities that people
bring to their task and infuse the
job they do with new meaning and
direction' .

The foregoing discussion
underscore the relevance of the
headteacher' emphasis on the
importance of personal and
interpersonal qualities in their work.
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Some headteachers in our study
identified fairness and firmness as
well as tolerance and patience as
pertinent competencies they
needed. Being fair is a competency
that emerged in MacBeath 's (1998p
91) study into expectations of
school leaders as well. The
researcher reported, among other
things, that most parents and
teachers who took part in the study
expected the headteacher to 'a~t

fairly at all times'. Gardner's
(2000) list of qualities of a good
leader also affirms the importance
ofthe personal qualities mentioned
by the headteachers. She identified
the following as essential personal
qualities: firmness, faithfulness,
honesty, respectfulness, tolerance,
empathy, selflessness, sympathetic,
patience, transparency, disciplined,
firmness, and visionary. Personal
competencies, such as these are
very important because they could
help the headteacher to build and
maintain good interpersonal
relations with those he/she interacts
with in and outside the schooL As
the MOE (1994) puts it: 'certain
persoiwl qualities will help you
build and maintain good
relationships '; hence 'it is
important that you are friendly
with your staff, parents and
members of the community.
Moreover, you will m.eet people
with different opinions so be
patient, tactj~tl and tolerant'
(p.31 ).
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It is, perhaps, in this light that 16
(53%) of the headteach~rs

emphasised that they needed skills
that would enable them relate well
with the public. One female head
explained that relating well with the
public was essential because the
school could not operate without
the support of the community: 'you
have to deal with the SMC, the
PTA the Chief so that they can
hel; you in times of need. '
Another emphasised the need for
heads to maintain good relations
with 'especially those who matter
in the commuility' because they
would be in the position of
supporting you to achieve y~ur

objectives'. The reasons for whIch
the headteachers required
competence in building good public
relations, connotes a transactional
leadership approach to school
public relations. This trend has a
parallel in the business industry
where customer relations are
considered as a viable tool for
enhancing the sale of goods. This
reflects in LeBoeuf's (1987 p.46)
article on They'll buy much more
when they buy you in which he
advises: .

In any bus mess, people
who deal directly with the
customers can make or
break the business. Make
a good impression and the
customer buys, multiplies,
and comes back. It's as
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simple as that. And the
more service-oriented the
business is, the more
crucial it becomes to have
front-line people who know
how to sell themselves'.

Thus, dealing with public affairs and

maintaining good relations with the

public have become integral part of

the job of primary school

head teachers in Ghana for two

basic reasons. First, because the

primary school system in Ghana

does not have a public relations

officer attached to schools. Yet, the

head teacher needs to receive

parents, interact with opinion

leaders in the community, receive

visitors and explain school issues

that are of public concern.

Moreover, basic schools in Ghana

have, since the introduction of the

1987 Educational Reform become

community-based. The community,

through the SMCs, support the

schools financially; hence, as the

headteachers argued above, it was

essential that the school, through the

headteacher, initiates and maintains

good relations with the public.

Another dimension of inter personal

relations identified by the head-
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teachers is internal human relations.
This involves the establishment of

relationship between the

headteacher and other members of
the school: the teacher, pupils, and

food vendors in the school. This,

according to the headteachers, was

necessary because they could not
run the school alone. As one male

head put it, 'what the community
expects the school to do is so
numerous and time-consuming
that the headteacher alone
cannot meet these expectations
... without teamwork, your work
will be difficult". The importance

ofbuilding teamwork in schools has

been emphasised by writers in the

field of school leadership. For
example, Dean (1995:74) asserts

that 'the school where the staff
work as a team taking decisions
together is more successful than
the school where all decisions are
made by the teacher '. The
question however is, 'what should

the headteacher do to promote

teamwork in. the school? As

illustrated in Table 3, Fullan and
Hargreaves (199Ip.3) have

suggested the following as

characteristics that are necessary

for creating team spirit or

interactive professionalism (as
Fullan and Hargreaves put it) in the

school:
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Table 3:

It occurs when:

• Teachers are allowed greater
powers of discretion in making
decisions;

• Teachers make these decisions
with their colleagues;

• Joint decisions extend beyond
sharing of resources,
ideas and other immediate
practicalities to critical reflection
on the purpose and value of
what feelings) teachers teach
and how;

are reviewed
• Teachers are committed to norms

of continuous improvement in the
school;

• Teachers are more fundamentally
accountable as they open their

classroom doors and engage in
dialogue, action and assessment
of their work \-vith other adults
inside and outside their schools

Source: Dean (1995 p.75).

Conclusion

One clear message that emerges
from this paper is that the notion of
competence vary according to
cultural and linguistic contexts. As
a result divergent opinions exist on
the concept. To some writers
competence can be distinguished
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When

• People care for each other
• People are open and truthful
• There is a high level of trust
• Decisions are made by consensus
• There is a strong team commitment

• Conflict is faced up to and worked
through

• People really listen to ideas and
to feelings

• Process issues (tasks and

from competency; vvhile others use
competence to describe both
personal qualities and professional
capacities for leadership
performance. It also emerged that
competence could be understood
from two perspectives: generic and
specific. The generic perspective
encompasses both personal
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qualities and non-personal abilities
while the specific perspective limits
itself to non-personal abilities, with
personal qualities being referred to
as competency. The discussion
further suggested that although the
com petence-competency
dichotomy simplifies the
understanding of the concepts, in
practice, the two concepts do not
operate differently in an individual.
The distinction is therefore, for the
sake of convenience and for
academic argument. It has also
been seen from the discussion that
while some indicators of
competence are common between
Westernised primary school
indicators and that of Ghanaian
headteachers, differences exist,
especially in terms of contents of
competencies when indexed to
what headteachers do in schools.

Headteachers in our study were
concerned with two main
competences: those that relate
directly to tasks they perform:
administrative and professional
competences and those that
influence their task performance
indirectly: personal and
interpersonal competencies. Ability
to manage school fi nance,
specifically, the ability to keep
financial records was given much
premium by the heads. In addition,
they needed to develop their
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pedagogical and andragogical skills.
School-based research (action
research) and teamwork also
emerged as important tools by
which the processes of learning
could be improved by headteachers.

We conlude by arguing that the
difference between 'competence's
and competencies', as suggested by
English Writers does not travel far.
Headteachers in our study did not
conscionsly differentiate between
the two notions in their leadership
activities.
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